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I ntro du cti o n

p iding over rough corduroy roads, with forests looming on either side,
I\through the isolated and thinly populated region of northeast New
Brunswick, must have been an extraordinary experience for twenty-
three-year old Amanda Viger on this fall day of 1868. Less than two
weeks earlier, Amanda, known in her religious life as Sister St. Jean-de-
Goto, a cloistered nun, a sister pharmacist, and a member of the large
and newly reconstructed H6tel-Dieu Hospital in Montreal, had left the
shelter of her religious house to become a founder of the H6tel-Dieu
Monastery (historically a term that could be applied to both male and
female religious institutions) in Tracadie, New Brunswick. The nursing
order, les Religiewses Hospitalidres de Saint-Joseph (The Religious
Hospitallers of Saint Joseph), had been called to the province to take over
the care of leprosy patients sequestered in squalor in alazaretto. This was
her first journey and the first time she had been able to venture beyond
the grounds of her convent since she had entered eight years earlier.

People stood on their porches, or lined the roadway straining for
glimpses of the nursing sisters, as she and her five companions rode past
the small clusters of white-washed houses which appeared from out of the
heart of the forest, or clung perilously close to a qaggy shoreline. People
fired guns in salute to them and a few homes were decorated in bunting.
A large crowd surrounded the nuns on either side of the lane as, late in the
afternoon, their carriage drew up before the chapel. Some handed Viger
their babies, fingers tentatively reached for her long, black skirt, many
called out to'les soewrs doctewrs.' Those leprosy victims able to go out-
doors lined the fence on the other side of the lazaretto boundary some dis-
tance away, tears streaming down their cheeks. The sisters, the nursing sis-
ters from Quebec, were coming to care for them.

Amanda was overwhelmed. For six of her eight years in the monastery
she had been one of five pharmacists in a community of sixty religious,
responsible for an institution population of over eight hundred. The
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youngest of the six founders of the Tracadie H6tel-Dieu, September 28,

1868 marked the beginning of her first days in 'exile.' Amanda, who

remained in Tracadie untrl 1'902, came to love this village, its people, and

her 'dear lepers.' She reluctantly left only when she was asked to take over

the direction of the impoverished H6tel-Dieu in Arthabaska' Quebec.
There, she died of cancer in 1.906.

Viger's arrival marked a change in direction for the lazaretto' For the

first time, the New Brunswick government' the Roman Catholic Church,

and the medical community all came together to attempt to deal with lep-

rosy, a disease which had first appeared in the province in the 1820s. In

1844, authorities had approved the renovation of an abandoned quaran-

tine hospital on Sheldrake Island in the Miramichi River near Chatham.

The responsibility for running the institution and managing the disease was

turned over to a provincially appointed board of health. The sick: men,

women, and children-mainly Acadians but a few of Irish or Scottish ori-

gin-were left there. Medical treatments were attempted but with little

effect. The board employed a washer woman' usually someone with rela-

tives in the lazaretto, and hired a keeper, along with his wife who did the

cooking and lived nearby to supervise the institution. Other than the wash-

er woman, no one stayed in the lazaretto itself. Fear of the illness made

finding caregivers difficult, if not impossible. Even without that obstacle,

authorities-ever conscious of their budget-maintained an idealistic idea

that within thelazaretto those less sick would look after those more severe-

ly afflicted by the disease. Conditions in the lazaretto deteriorated'

Frustrated and angry, the victims often expressed their desperation by run-

ning away, breaking the furnishings, or even setting the premises on fire.

Families of leprosy victims hid their relatives when symptoms of the dis-

ease became evident, and stringent laws were enacted aimed at forcing the

sick into the lazaretto, moving them miles from their homes and families.

Finally, following petitions from clergy and residents of Tracadie-where

most of the early victims lived-the lazaretto was relocated to that village

in 1848. Conditions inside showed little improvement, so the Board of

Health and a number of clergymen approached the government for per-

mission to bring in nursing sisters to assume the day-to-day care of leprosy

patients.
Before having been thrust into such an intense association with the dis-

ease, Amanda had never heard of leprosy except as it was alluded to in the

Bible. Even if she had, the idea of nursing leprous sick would hardly have

crossed her mind. As a young boarding school student, Amanda had

excelled in mathematics and chemistry. Religious life might have been her

likely destiny because of the particular period of Quebec history she was

living through, but her choice of religious community-a nursing order

over one of the more popular and more numerous teaching communities-
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was based on an instinctual sense that it was the order best able to meet her
intellectual needs. She came to Tracadie loaded with supplies and materials
to set up an apothecary, and within ten days her small medical establish-
ment on the lazaretto grounds opened. She began treating the leprosy
patients by conducting experiments--{oncocting mixtures of ointments
and medicine-in an attempt to cure the disease, and when these proved
unsuccessful, she developed a systematic method of care that, at least, made
the sick more comfortable, drastically improving their lives. Her repuration
was such that soon members of the public were lining up outside her
apothecary or waiting in the hospital's tiny parlour while Viger undertook
numerous prescriptions, treating everything from colds to cancer. For more
than thirty years, Viger, with the assistance of her sister associates, was the
only local source of medical advice for the people of Tracadie.

This book is a biography of Vger's life, the men and women who influ-
enced her, and the social and religious history through which she lived.
Much of this biography centres on her thirty-four years in Tracadie, illu-
minated by her own letters, and the letters of her colleagues to and from
their mother house in Montreal. The daily events noted by the hospitallers
themselves in their Annals and in the Chronicles of the Tracadie H6tel-
Dieu paint a vivid and compelling picture of everyday life within the small
monastery and Iazar etto.

tX/hile her time in Tracadie likely comprised the best years of Viger's
life, it would mean little if this biography didn't also focus on her early
years, her term in a convent-run boarding school, and what compelled her
to enter a religious institution. This biography takes a unique look at
women's lives behind the cloister, and, by tracing the career of only one
individual sister in one religious community, it offers a window to the evo-
lution of that community over fifty years of Canadian and New
Brunswick history.

Amanda Viger was born in Boucherville, Quebec in 1845 and entered
the cloistered Religiewses Hospitalibres de Saint-loseph when she was
barely fifteen years old. It is no surprise that this intelligent and ambitious
young woman chose monastic life, since the church shaped and directed
her from the earliest years of her childhood. She came of age at a time
when the dogmatic Bishop of Montreal, Ignace Bourget, initiated a cam-
paign to expand and develop religious communities, and recruit many of

Quebec's brightest and healthiest young people to the priesthood or con-
vents. They were needed to provide labour for the church which had grad-
ually taken control of education, health care, and social services in the
province. Amanda, like many members of female religious communities,
was educated in a convent-run boarding school. Even her summer holi-
days, which she spent with an uncle priest, Father Narcisse Trudel, were
heavily enveloped in a religious atmosphere.
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During her time in Montreal, Amanda apprenticed under the city's best
doctors and surgeons. The hospitallers cared for two hundred sick as well
as over six hundred elderly people and orphans. When her order was
asked to send members to Tracadie, she was ready-indeed eager-for the
call. The new foundation, after its shaky beginnings, took root, thanks, in
large measure, to Viger's own efforts and it initiated for her order an
unparalleled period of expansion in New Brunswick.

Few places required nursing services more than the mainly Catholic
population of northern New Brunswick in the mid-nineteenth century.
The diocese of Chatham was only eight years old. Catholics in the region,
most of whom were French, and a sizable minority of English-speaking
people of Celtic heritage, were concentrated on the lower rungs of the
social and economic ladder. James Rogers, the first bishop of the diocese,
was not able to enjoy the secular authority the civil government of Quebec
granted the Roman Catholic hierarchy of its province. Sectarian prejudice
ran deep in New Brunswick and the legislature of the day was largely in
the hands of the Protestant community.

Anxious to avoid any controversy that might reflect negatively upon
him, and create difficulties for his congregation, Bishop Rogers had not
sought the service of the hospitallers, and he had serious reservations
about their mission. It was one thing if the church owned and operated
the lazaretto, quite another to work in an institution owned and con-
trolled by the government-and this would be the fate of any new reli-
gious foundations in New Brunswick. It meant they would be subject to
the whims of politicians and could be dismissed from Tracadie at any
time, with their property and funds going into the the government's purse.
In addition to being under the influence of the provincial government,
Tracadie was a very remote part of Rogers'diocese, far from his control.
Chatham, on the other hand, was his episcopal seat and it had a large pop-
ulation of Irish Catholic refugees in need of charitable services.

Thus, faced with the prospect of spending money on a new religious
foundation, Rogers was insistent that the monastery's location be in
Chatham, rather than Tracadie. It was Monseigneur Paquet, Rogers'
vicar general, who made the arrangements for the hospitallers to move to
Tracadie while the bishop was attending an apostolic conference in
Rome. Rogers would never have sent for the sisters at this time and, even
if he had, his first choice would not have been a cloistered order such as
the hospitallers, but a non-cloistered, less restricted nursing congrega-
tion, such as the Grey Nuns.

By the time they arrived in New Brunswick, standing on the steamer
just after it docked, Rogers had returned and he told the weary storm-
tossed and sea-sick group of sisters, and the Tracadie pastor, Father
Ferdinand Gauvreau, who had gone to Montreal to escort the party, that
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he could not support them so long as they were to be located in Tracadie.
Father Gauvreau wept. It looked like the bishop would succeed in scut-
tling the sisters' plans until he met with Monseigneur Paquet in Caraquet
two days later. Their debate on the subject raged into the wee hours of the
morning. But finally, it was agreed; the hospitallers would go to Tracadie,
but until the provincial government allocated a stipend for them, the com-
plete costs of their upkeep would be met by Paquet, Gauvreau, and the
people of Tracadie. The founding mother superior of Tracadie, Marie
Pag6, guaranteed that her order would send English-speaking hospitallers
within the year to establish a foundation in Chatham. Eventually, Rogers
built a mother house in Chatham for the hospitallers, but he never did
acknowledge the autonomy of the Tracadie foundation, nor did he ever
contribute anything towards their financial support.

Throughout her thirty-four year career in New Brunswick, Viger con-
tended with her bishop's indifference, and other political realities-both
secular and religious-that influenced the foundation's growth. She was a
superior, mistress of novices, pharmacist, bursar, secretary, head nurse,
educator, and director of music. Many of these offices she held simultane-
ously. She opened a school that set new educational standards in the
region, but obediently closed it fifteen years later because of concern
about its proximity to the lazaretto. Towards the end of the nineteenth
century, after the federal government took control of the lazaretto and
built a modern stone facility, she oversaw construction of a new
monastery on the adjacent wing. She and her friend and mentor, Tracadie
pastor, Father Auguste Babineau, eventually erected a general hospital and
orphanage, all part of rhe lazaretto complex.

Amanda was a daughter of Pierre Bonaventure Viger, a patriot and
hero of the 1.837 rebellion. Her family occupied a prominent position in
the society of Boucherville where she lived, and this fact gave her a sense
of confidence from an early age. She was strong- willed and, Iike her
father, adventurous. Her intellectual and spiritual ideals were gifts from
her mother's side of the family. It might be thought that her 'elite' upbring-
ing coloured her impressions of the Acadian people or altered her relations
with the young New Brunswick women who entered the Tracadie foun-
dation, influencing the way she dealt with peers, but the evidence suggests
she was highly esteemed and deeply loved by them.

In the course of her time in Tracadie, Viger adapted her religious
lifestyle to the needs and realities of her new environment. The Tracadie
sisters lived without an official cloister since the bishop would not permit
them to build one. This allowed visitors access to their quarters and, in
effect, allowed the nuns and guests to mingle. She was not always free to
leave her duties to attend the various rituals in the choir-the spiritual
heartland of the monastery-or to oerform everv Drayerful exercise. She
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was obliged to sometimes commandeer the sisters' parlour to change dress-

ings and treat injuries. Through it all, she continued to believe that Divine

Providence guided her and gave her strength in adversity. If, for any reason'

she was not able to complete what she started she accepted her defeat only

temporarily as "God's will," rather than a sign that she should give up.

Amanda Viger could be bossy and opinionated. Toward the end of her

time in Tracadie, undoubtedly her pride contributed to a conflict with the

mother superior of the day, Marie Anne Doucet, one of Viger's own pro-

teg6es. "The troubles," as the Tracadie hospitallers named this sad period

of their history, started when Father Babineau, the convent's chaplain,

began to resent the increasing influence his curate was having with

Mother Doucet and several of the sisters. The discord escalated, culmi-

nating when Bishop Rogers refused Doucet's request for another chaplain

to be appointed. Viger was forced to choose between her loyalty to her

house, or her loyalty to Father Babineau and obedience to a bishop's

decree. The foundation, with the majority of members supporting Viger'

split in two opposing camps. Rumours spread beyond the monastery walls

to the lazaretto and to members of the public. Priests in the region were

drawn into the dispute. Everything that Amanda had worked so hard to

create was nearly destroyed. An investigation, conducted by the Vatican

itself through its representative, the Canadian apostolic delegate, exoner-

ated Viger but it concluded that her influence in the Tracadie house would

make it impossible for the two factions to reconcile, therefore, the report

recommended her transfer. Viger, an excellent administrator' was sent to

the H6tel-Dieu in Arthabaska-a foundation threatened with total finan-

cial collapse-in August of 1.902.
Amanda was elected mother superior shortly after her arrival in

Arthabaska. Reasoning that their best chance of resolving their debt, was

to expand their services, Viger-with the full support of the Quebec bish-

op-convinced church and town officials to back her plans to build an

orphanage and general hospital. But sadly, in the midst of the construction'

and before she could see the work succeed, she died of cancer in 1,906.

Viger trained over thirty New Brunswick Acadian women' many of

whom went on to occupy the highest offices in provincial homes for the

aged, hospitals, sanitariums, schools, and orphanages in Saint-Basile,

Caraquet, Lambque, Campbellton, Perth, Grand Falls' Edmundston, and

Bathurst. Hospitallers are still in Tracadie, and although the lazaretto

closed over thirty years ago, they continue to bring health care, education,

and social services to the people of the region. On the silver anniversary

of their arrival, Viger said that the small sacrifices she had made in estab-

lishing the lazaretto, and later a school and orphanage' represented "a

kind of glory" which were more than made up for by the fruits of her

labour.
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A Child of Her Time

/\ n industrial park, a shopping centre, a military base, and an airport
flovershadow the few small farms that remain on the Savanne, the sec-
tion of Boucherville where, nearly 130 years ago, the Viger family lived.
Nonetheless, driving along the byways of this municipality, a short dis-
tance from Montreal, it is not difficult to imagine the scene as it might
have been when Marie Louise Amanda Viger was a chubby four-year-old
playing around her habitant home. Boucherville still possesses much of
the beauty that first attracted its founder, Pierre Boucher, holder of the
fief. Boucher established the settlement on the banks of the Saint
Lawrence river in 1.664.The less majestic RiviEre aux Pins, which opens
into the Saint Lawrence, rims the borough in a south-easterly direction.
The land is flat except for low mountain clusters which occasionally rise,
pushed out of the earth like air bubbles on a pie crust. While Montreal
looms on the other side of the Saint Lawrence, cattle quietly feed on belts
of fertile green land on Boucherville's perimeters.

If she returned todaS Amanda Viger might still recognize the older
part of town. Stone or wood houses with pitched roofs and broad chim-
neys line a series of narrow streets. Most are well maintained. Some have
been converted to caf6s, bars, or art galleries. Along the main thorough-
fare, Marie-Victorin Avenue, the Holy Family Church and the former
Boucherville Convent stand more or less on their original site.

Opposite the church, on the other side of the road, the sidewalk invites
pedestrians to stroll beside the green-banked riverfront under the shade
of ancient oaks, chestnut, and maple trees. Small crafts sway lazily on the
waters of a nearby marina. Further along the avenue, set back on a wide
expanse of lawn and shaded by foliage, modern town houses share the
landscape with their ancient but elegant cousins, the roofed houses with
flared eaves and multi-paned casement windows that distinguished
Amanda Viger's world of old Quebec.

Her father, Pierre Bonaventure Viger, the local hero of the rebellion of
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1837 was ready to put his past behind him when he married Eudoxie
Trudel, also from Boucherville, on October 11, 1841. The Vigers were
one of 457 families in a bustling community of about five thousand peo-
ple. Their farm on the Savanne consisted of a thirty-acre-long, about two-
acres-wide area of narrow flat land that bordered the bank of the Pine
River. Their home, a modest one-floor wood structure, common among
the habitant families, was not as elegant as the two-floor stone or the
wood and gabled frame houses around it; however, since most people
lived in similar homes, their income was on par with the majority of their
neighbours.

Their first child, Marie Eudoxie Orpha, was born in 1842. Their sec-
ond, Marie Louise Amanda on July 26, 1845. Eventually, the couple
would be the parents of three more daughters: Marie Anne Anatalie
(1848), Marie Julie Aldina (1849), Laura (between 1850 and 1854), and
two sons: Hormisdas (1855), and Oscar (1857). The children's father
was a respectable farmer and a highly regarded member of the Holy
Family School Board. Those who disapproved of his exploits during the
rebellions of 1837 and 1838 were beginning to forget, but, for those who
supported the aims of the rebellions, Viger's feats were taking on-with
every telling-the stuff of legend.

Tall ships, steamers, and sloops of all sizes crossed the short distance
between Boucherville and Montreal. The borough provided a number of
services for the rural area and was a ready market for local farmers. The
town was likely still in the process of rebuilding. Only two years before
Amanda's birth, sparks sputtering from the chimney of a steamer ignited
a nearby shed. The flames engulfed more than a third of the village,
including fifty-five homes, ninety-two buildings, the church, and the con-
vent belonging to members of the Congregation of Notre-Dame.

Pierre Bonaventure Viger-who was known by his second name,
Bonaventure, rather than Pierre-the son of Bonaventure Viger and
Marie Louise Levasseur dit Carmel, both of Boucherville, was born in
1804 and came of age during a period of growing unrest in Quebec. At
this time, individuals from several Protestant denominations, including
the Church of England, tried to convert the Quebecois away from Roman
Catholicism. They failed because of internal acrimony and the strong
hold the Catholic clergy had on their members. Regardless, during the
twenty years immediately following the Rebellion of 1837, two thousand
Catholics left their church for Protestantism, and several hundred of
these became evangelists.

Although the Rebellions of 1837 occurred in both Lower and Upper
Canada, the insurgency in Quebec and Lower Canada was, to a great
extent, the expression of a re-awakening of French nationalism.
Particularly since the war of 1812, economic, social, and polit ical power
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in Quebec had become concentrated in the hands of a wealthy establish-
ment, mainly made up of anglophone business men and members of the
Catholic church hierarchy. These groups had arrived at a mutually satis-
fying arrangement, as the church did not interfere in the political sphere
and politicians did not attempt to take control of education or social pro-
grams.

An increasingly large and vocal middle and upper class mainly com-
posed of well-educated francophones wanted more political and economic
autonomy and influence. At the same time, in rural areas, a scarcity of
land had left many-mostly francophones-with no means of economic
survival. This, combined with increased immigration, left land-starved
farmers even poorer and, along with trades people and artisans, this group
was drawn to a growing revolutionary movement whose followers were
lured by the movement's appeals to Quebecois nationalism.

During the 1820s and 30s, led by Louis-Jospeh Papineau, these so-
called nationalists or patriots, deliberately inflamed revolutionary senti-
ment in their attempt wrest control from the Roman Catholic hierarchy
and the anglophone business elite. The patriots became more extreme in
their positions and tactics, eventually leading to widespread civil disobe-
dience and the taking up of arms against British authority. lVhen the gov-
ernment arrested patriot leaders, further rebellions took place resulting in
looting and burning on both sides. Papineau and several other patriots
eventually sought refuge in the United States, others were wounded,
killed, and captured, some of whom were executed.

It was in this climate of turmoil and heightened cultural factionalism
that Bonaventure Viger, a rural farmer, became an ardent follower of
Papineau's cause. To the establishment, including the Catholic church
Viger was traitor and rebel, while to French nationalists he was a patriot.

While Viger's reputation as a local hero went largely unchallenged
after the events of 1837 were well behind him, not everyone in
Boucherville supported the aims or tactics of the revolutionaries. Most
church officials, fearing the loss of economic and social privileges should
the partisans succeed, were vocal in their opposition to the rebels.
Monseigneur Lartigue, the Bishop of Montreal, supported by his then-
assistant, Monseigneur Ignace Bourget, forbade his parishioners from
participating in the rebellion under threats it would bring mortal sin and
ex-communication. The bishop decreed that if a partisan died in battle,
he would not be buried in consecrated ground. Not all of the Catholic
clergy followed the edict but the zealous Bourget, who toured the rural
parishes, succeeded in silencing most of the dissenters.

In the village of Boucherville, as in other parts of the province, a num-
ber of people denounced-in depositions and affidavits-the activities of
the patriots, including those of Bonaventure Viger. On one occasion, the
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unrepentant Viger stood on the church steps and recruited volunteers
while, inside, the curate railed against him. 

'When 
friends and neighbours

donated funds to pay for, what he assured them was a high mass hon-
ouring the aims of the rebels, the money was actually going towards
patriot-bought gunpowder. Viger led one of the opening skirmishes-an
attack on a detachment of British soldiers near the adjacent parish of
Longueil. The untrained partisans succeeded in freeing two of their local
leaders: Dr. Joseph-FranEois Davignon and lawyer Pierre Paul Desmaray.
He took part in battles at St. Denis and elsewhere over the next two days,
but was taken prisoner when the rebels were routed at Saint Charles that
December.

Bourget visited the prisoners, hearing confessions and granting for-
giveness. The future bishop also lobbied the government on their behalf.
History fails to record if the hot-tempered Viger sought forgiveness but it
is known that he constantly challenged authority. Bonaventure Viger was
one of eight prisoners exiled to Bermuda, only to be exonerated by a
court in England three months later. The patriot made his way to the
United States on his release where he continued forays into Lower
Canada. He and his brother, Hilarion, were later arrested on the
Canadian side of the border on suspicion that they were part of a group
who had attacked and killed a loyalist named Vosburg. The two men lan-
guished in jail for more than a year before a jury found there was not suf-
ficient evidence to convict them. Although he often talked about his
exploits, Viger never mentioned the Vosburg incident. Descendants today
think that only his family connections saved him from execution. He was
a distant cousin of Jacques Viger, the first Mayor of Montreal, and a sec-
ond cousin of legislature member, Denis Benjamin Viger who was arrest-
ed for complicity in the rebellion but was released without trial.

The Report on the Affairs of British North America, written by John
George Lambton, the Earl of Durham, in the aftermath of the rebellion,
articulates English attitudes to the French Canadians. Durham arrived in
1838 and served five months as Governor-in-Chief of British North
America. He called the people of francophone Quebec backward,
gullible, and easily manipulated through nationalistic appeals by their
leaders who were intent on holding onto outmoded customs and tradi-
tions. Durham recommended the union of upper and lower Canada and
the establishment of responsible government. This would result, he
thought, in a majority of English-speakers in a legislature where English
laws, language, and institutions would prevail. Durham recommended
increased immigration of English-speaking people in order to assure the
assimilation of French Canada.

The aftermath of the rebellion left the countryside ransacked, and a
society in disarray. The industri aI age attracted many workers from fields
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to factories. Family structures began to crumble, and numerous social
problems arose. Monseigneur Bourget became the Bishop of Montreal in
1840. Bourget, an ultramontane prelate, grasped the opportunity pro-

vided by the lack of leadership in the lay community to appropriate and
reshape the nationalists sentiments of French Canadians. He all ied him-
self closely with the Holy See and pursued his goals through cultivating
a close relationship within the secular polit ical arena. Bishop Bourget
encouraged French religious communities already in Quebec to expand
and he invited other religious institutions to establish themselves. Priests
and nuns were in urgent demand because the Catholic church had taken
over the complete control of social programs, education, and health care.
Church and state overlapped to such an extent, that, for the most part,
they evolved into a single system.

Arnanda Viger could not forget that she was a daughter of a patriot.
The rebell ion had a direct impact on her in several ways. Born just eight
years later, and under the union of Upper and Lower Canadas imposed
as a result of Lclrd Durham's report, she and her siblings were often
entertained by her father's stories. Orpha Viger passed the stories down
to her grandchildren, who, according to granddaughter Hermine
(Demers) Lanctot, would "sit all around her and make her tell us about
Bonaventure and how they put handcuffs on his wrists." The tales stirred
Amanda's imagination.

He might have been a hero to his children but, particularly from his
in-laws, he was subject to l ingering disapproval. Just as Amanda's father
can be identif ied with the rebell ions, her mother, the child of Joseph
Pascal Trudel and Marie Elizabeth Charbonneau, can be identif ied with
their aftermath. Born in Bouchervil le in 1820, she was the second daugh-
ter, and youngest of four children. Eudoxie's two brothers, Fathers
Narcisse and Pascal Trudel, were twelve and sixteen years older than she.
Narcisse Trudel was a member of the clergy during the rebell ion, and
likely supported the bishop. Eudoxie, too, was deeply committed to the
Catholic church and its teachings. Not all women backed the rebel cause.
While Eudoxie was not likely among the few who actively supported the
British, she was certainly left unprotected along with most women, chil-
dren, and the elderly while Brit ish troops pil laged and set f ire to the
houses of the patriots, and to whole vil lages, such as Saint-Denis, Saint-
Benoit, and Saint-Estache. It is unlikely that Amanda would have been
irnmune to such family tensions. While the Vosburg incident was not a
part of the family lore, Amanda could hardly avoid all knowledge of it.

The Viger's farm provided a comfortable, if modest, Iiving and marn-
taining it was a family affair. Men, women, and children laboured side by
side assisting the often slow process of farming. A newly kil led pig, for
instance, would take several days to turn into ground pork, ham, and
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sausage. At least one day a week was needed to make bread. Viger's
growing reputation as an excellent cheese producer meant that first his
herd of cows had to be milked, before the milk, butter, and cheese made
its way to the table, or the market. Most habitant families wore clothes
from flax or wool that was carded and woven at home. 

'Women 
and chil-

dren looked after the domestic animals. Every fall they harvested the veg-
etables and preserved them in root cellars. Sometimes women helped
their husbands with hay-making. Children as young as six years old
learned to care for younger brothers and sisters, card wool, feed chick-
ens, gather eggs, and a host of other responsibilities.

Amanda had few toys, but perhaps she was given a porcelain doll.
More likelg she and her sisters enjoyed handmade dolls, either carved
from wood or fashioned from rags. Even the better-off habitants had lit-
tle in the way of material possessions. Regardless, parents were encour-
aged to develop maternal instincts in their young female children. The
ideal little girl, according to one clerical author, was one who would stop
her play immediately to rock an ailing brother or sister, using every mea-
sure at her disposal to bring comfort.

The church was omnipresent in the day-to-day life of the rural com-
munity. Amanda woke to the tolling of the church bell for the morning
Angelus which sounded at 6:00 A.M. All Catholic households had a cru-
cifix placed over the entrance of the home. Other religious images deco-
rated the walls. 

'When 
the church bells tolled again at noon, farmers in

their fields, workers in the factories, women and children knelt wherever
they were to recite the prayer before their noon-day lunch. The slow
tolling of the bell at 6:00 P.M. marked the end of the workers' Iabours for
the night. Bonaventure played the violin and the evening was a time for
music, and stories, but Amanda finished her day with a catechism lesson
taught by her mother, followed by night-time prayers.

Church officials used the family to exercise and maintain the church's
power. They kept records on births, marriages and deaths. The Catholic
hierarchy created elaborate ceremonies, organized social and service
clubs, and kept careful watch on its population through confessional
schools and family visits. According to popular tradition, Quebec women
of the period were better educated than their male counterparts, and
recent research tends to confirm that this was the case. Amanda and her
siblings, as in most families, received their first lessons from Eudoxie.
According to one relative, Eudoxie Viger was in poor health, and, for this
reason, Orpha, Amanda and Aldina were enrolled in boarding school
when they were very young. Their childhood years, from that time
onward, would be spent alternately between the walls of the convent, or
with their Darents. or with their uncle. Father Narcisse Trudel.
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Faithful Unto Death

\\f/hile concern over their mother's health was a significant issue, it

W *rr not the only reason the Viger daughters were sent to boarding

school. The tradition of education in Quebec, particularly as it pertained

to young women and girls, imparted a powerful influence upon this deci-
sion. The civil authorities paid for a public education system, but fami-
lies counted on the church to structure and regulate it. The rigorous
climate, the distance, and the scarcity of teachers available in part

accounted for why standards in the province were not as high as those
elsewhere. But, just as important, was the line between the elites in

Quebec society and the lower classes. Education in the private sector was
reserved for the Catholic gentry. The clergy believed learning to read and

write was only needed insofar as it related to the study of religion. The
public domain, therefore, consisted of rudimentary instruction, supple-
mented by some professional training offered only to men, by various
government departments. Parents of daughters had to send them to the

convent-run boarding schools if they wanted them to have anything more

than a very basic level of knowledge. If girls remained in these schools,
they could receive the equivalent of eleven years of schooling.

Amanda was taken to the makeshift convent, only a few miles from
the Savanne, in the fall of 1850. Students and sisters were lodged in a
manor house, the property of the Bishop of Montreal. The school was
open to girls aged seven to fifteen, but younger children like Amanda, at
five years old, were accepted, with the permission of the mother superi-
or. The children would have a month off in the summertime plus the first
week of January. Amanda's parents believed they were giving their
daughters the best of opportunities, and, in turn, the little girl loved

school.
Given her early influences, the question is not why did Amanda Vger
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become a nun, rather how could she have done otherwise? A child who

enters a convent at such a tender age will likely spend more time with the

sisters than she can expect to spend with her parents. Even aside from

the religious indoctrination, many children at five years of age feel a

need to seek out a mother figure, in the absence of her own, and it is
quite likely Amanda turned to the silent women, dressed in black, who

took care of her.
Few teaching orders enjoyed a better reputation than the CND (/a

Congrdgation de Notre-Dame).The order, with its roots in seventeenth-

century France, was an outgrowth of the Reformation of the previous

century. 
'Women, 

especially the wealthy, were segregated in a class-based

society that had little regard for women in general, particularly unmar-

ried females, unless they were nuns. They were not to work outside the
home, or mingle unescorted in public places. 

'Women 
in religious life

enjoyed an extraordinarily high status, compared to their secular sisters,

but only as long as they remained cloistered. Nuns cared for the vessels

and other articles used in the churches, made lace, linens, and vestments

worn by priests, prepared communion wafers, and performed a multi-

tude of domestic chores, but nothing that brought them into contact

with the secular world.
However, the Reformation ushered in a period of tremendous

upheaval in French society, and in its aftermath the structures of tradi-

tional community life for religious women shifted. Large numbers of

wealthy ladies, inspired by the writings of a Carmelite mystic, Saint

Theresa of Avila, wanted to help the poor and the sick, preach and teach

religion. Some entered convents, but a good number were drawn to the

Protestant denominations. There, they not only received instruction in

their new religion, but were also taught to read and write. Naturally,

they influenced their families to do likewise. Church officials undertook

to counter the trend toward Protestant conversion by opening education

to women. According to the mores of the period, priests could not teach
girls, nor could boys and girls be taught together so the logical solution
was to establish female religious communities.

The Congregation of Notre-Dame adopted a modified form of seclu-

sion in order to meet their religious requirements, and answer this new

demand. The students were brought for instruction to separate quarters

within the convents, and the nuns entered the classrooms through pri-

vate doorways directly from their cloisters. The CND, Iike many others

in France, attracted to their community a number of lay women who

were known as the 'seculars' or, in French, congr,lganistes externes.
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They were not restricted by formal vows, nor did they submit to the rules
of a cloister. Among them was Marguerite Bourgeoys (Soeur Bourgeoys,
or Soeur Marguerite Du Saint-Sacrement as she was later known).

Marguerite Bourgeoys arrived in Montreal under the protection of the
governor, Chomedy De Maisonneuve, for the purpose of establishing a
school to teach the native and
colonial children in 1653. The
colony was just over ten years
old. One of her first contacts in
the new world was Jeanne
Mance, the founder of the Hdtel-
Dieu Hospital in Montreal. The
two women, so important to the
city's history, became close
friends. Authorit ies allowed
Bourgeoys to open a school for
girls. Determined that instruc-
tion should be offered free to all
children, she and her followers
travelled around the surrounding
Ville-Marie countryside teaching
boys and girls to read and write.

Boucherville was one of the
communi t ies on thei r  c i rcu i t .
According to legend, before
Marguerite Bourgeoys died in January of 1700, she herself drew up the
plans for the first Boucherville convent. Membership in the Congregation
of Notre-Dame never exceeded eighty women during the eighteenth and
early nineteenth century. But, in response to Bourget's call, a mass of
recruits entered each decade that followed the rebellions. Between 1851
and 1860 when the Viger daughters were among their students, the con-
gregation had an average membership of 188 women, and they were
operating thirteen boarding schools.

The cost of board was high. Most parents paid in cash in Montreal,
but the schools in the rural areas adapted fee scales to meet the needs of
a varied clientele, accepting payment in agricultural products, and reduc-
ing costs if more than one child from a family attended, or if the children
had relatives among the congregation. Occasionally, a bright student
could hope to be accepted at little or no charge if she could convince the
order that she was interested in religious life. Parents often approached

Marguerite Bourgeoys.
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a more prosperous relative, or asked the local curate to assume the costs
of a daughter's schooling.

From the few remaining documents, we know that Orpha and
Amanda were both only five years old when they were first enrolled.
Orpha's name was among those in the register of October 1849, while
Amanda's is on the list for April 1851. Their younger sister Aldina began
in September 1853. The information these lists contain is scanty but
intriguing. There were about sixty students registered throughout the
year, with forty of them boarding, and the others attending the day
school. Bonaventure usually paid with a measure of stove wood, wheat,
or other agricultural product. He, as well as other parents, settled the
fees at the end of the term, in small increments, and usually after the
children completed a period of time in residence. It was not unusual to
have a relative help settle the accounts, especially when several children
from one family attended, but the fact that Father Trudel paid for most

of Amanda's 1853-1 854 school year, and that he did not, as far as these
records show, assist the other Viger daughters, suggests that he had
aheady determined that Amanda's destiny was with the church.

Bishop Bourget could assure the teaching congregations complete
autonomy in the education sector, but he counted on them to organize
the public day schools, since, among their membership, were the most

competent teachers of the era. The children were grouped according to

age rather than by class. Schedules, uniforms, and curriculum in the
Boucherville convent were similar to those in the other schools. The chil-
dren were taught French and English, writing, arithmetic, geography

and the globe, ancient and modern history, rhetoric, chemistrS natural
philosophS botany and music, including voice lessons and instrumentals
(harp, piano, or guitar). They learned needlework, as well as how to cut
and assemble vestments and embroidery. The congregation introduced
to Bouchervil le the study of English in 1844, and piano in 1.849.

Such a broad-based educational programme seems to contradict some
researchers who argue that the courses taught in the convent schools
were destined to orient young women towards a very limited future. The
CND's aim, in fact, was to direct young women towards careers as
housewives or a l ife of religious worship. Nevertheless, should they need

employment later on, work in education or domestic science would be

open to them, and they would be well qualified to handle most roles in

those fields. The standards were flexible, especially in the rural areas,
where children were coming and going all the time.

Les classes externes, or day classes, as they were called, were free and
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open to both sexes. Besides catechism, the day students were taught the
basics, and it is possible both day students and boarders attended at
least some classes together: reading, writing, and arithmetic were on the
curriculum, as well as skills of particular value to children from a rural
milieu, such as sewing for girls and agricultural techniques for boys. The
congregation received no government remuneration and were operating
the day school with money generated by the boarding students.

The little girls lived by nearly all the same rules that the sisters fol-
lowed. The religious trappings and conventions encompassed them all.
They slept in large dormitories, rose together and went from chapel to
refectory to classroom, two by two, in procession. Silence was main-
tained in the dormitories so that they could offer their souls to God.
They were quiet during meals so they could listen to the spiritual mes-
sage read to them by one of the sisters or an older student. They assist-
ed at mass every morning before breakfast. Aside from music, art and
sewing, the only activity permitted outside of the classroom was mem-
bership in the Children of Mary. There were numerous religious cele-
brations which followed the calendar year. Hymns, credos, and couplets
were repeated to them by the sisters, priests and visiting missionaries.
No doubt influenced by this environment, when she was the secretary of
the Children of Mary, the fourteen year old Amanda wrote into the min-
utes, "Let us be faithful unto death."1

The children were under constant surveillance. They were disciplined
for such infractions as laughing, running or talking in the corridors;
turning their heads from side to side in chapel or asking inappropriate
questions; singing songs; giving, loaning, buying or selling something
without permission; opening the windows at night; picking flowers or
fruit from the garden; arguing against authority; touching each other or
developing close personal friendships. The boarding school girls were
expected to maintain their dignity at all times, speak in soft voices,
remain politely reserved and cautious in relationships between them-
selves and others, and never to enter into conversation with strangers.
One of the sisters slept in the dormitories with them, so that she could
ensure the youngsters dressed and undressed modestly. They were fre-
quently reminded that they had a guardian angel who watched every-
thing they did, and that God was a party to their every thought.

While freedom did not flourish under this regime, arts and culture,
albeit within the religious context, often did. Programmes from this era
give an indication of the talent developed in the students of Ville-Marie
in Montreal. Three children in the first class in music at the end of term
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ceremonies in 1855 performed works by composer Norma De Bell ini;
several youngsters read their own compositions; the choir presented a
number of pieces; piano renditions were given of sucis de sammermoor
and ouuertwre d 24 mains; three young ladies sang solos; and a play,

ddlices de l',!tude, or the pleasures of study, was presented. In the same
institution, six years later, ceremonies opened with eight pianos (forty

hands) and three harps in harmony. Special guests at this event included
the Governor General of Canada, Charles Stanley, Bishop Bourget, a
number of clergymen, and the elite of Montreal society, many of them
parents of boarders. Children wrote and performed their own play.

There were often reading clubs, poetry groups, and writing circles in the
Iarger boarding schools.

Aside from her formal instruction, Amanda took piano lessons, and,
with all the other youngsters, participated in the choir. They staged
exhibitions to demonstrate their art and needlework, singing and phys-

ical fitness. The Bishop of Montreal, frequently attended closing cere-
monies and questioned the girls on their knowledge, not only of reli-
gious dogma but of history, mathematics, and other subjects as well.

Austere as conditions were for the Viger children, the little girls who
attended the boarding schools two decades earlier in the 1820s and
1830s had it even tougher. These children woke up fifteen minutes after
the sisters, that is at 4:30 A.M. in the summertime and 5:00 ,c.N{. in the
winter. Mass was at 5:30 e.u., fifteen minutes earlier on the mornings

when communion was distributed. Some children arrived in chapel half
dressed or still wearing night dresses and bonnets. Sometimes they con-
tinued their sleep by reclining back on their ankles against the seats
behind them. After breakfast, the children made their beds, swept and
cleaned their dormitories, the refectorS and their classrooms.

Life had improved a bit for the girls by 1,842. Amanda would rise at
5:00 or 5:30 e.v., depending on whether or not there would be com-
munion. Mass was at 6:00 e.v. followed by breakfast. In schools, where
domestic servants did the housekeeping duties, a study period was init i-
ated between 8:00 and 9:00 n.l,t. Amanda and her schoolmates were still

expected to tidy their dormitory, make their beds and sweep the floors.
Lessons, which included dictation and writing exercises, spiritual read-
ing and needle work, began at 9:00 e.v. After a short break for recre-

ation and dinner, classes began again at 1:00 p.u. There was an hour

break at 3:00 p.v. for a visit to the church, recreation and lunch. Lunch
was plain, consisting of a slice of dry bread washed down with water. A
study period followed. Evening prayers were said at 5:00 P.M. and after
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this the children put on their night clothes in order to protect their uni-
forms. There was a visit to the chapel for a fifteen minute period of med-
itation before supper, which was served at 6:00 p.trzt. There was a period

of worship at 8:00 P.M., just before bedtime. Two days a week, one-and-
a-half to three hours were spent in catechism lessons. The Viger daugh-
ters and their classmates spent Sundays, following a high mass, in spiri-
tual reading and studying.

Amanda was expected to have six sets of underwear, six pairs of

socks, six pocket handkerchiefs, six hand towels, two navy blue dresses,

a few night dresses, and a box of toiletries. Her uniform was a black
long sleeved chemise which hung from her shoulders to about mid-calf.
It was covered with a royal blue apron. She wore a white dress with a

black silk apron on Sundays, and a navy blue coat and a black bonnet
with a black veil to go outside. \When she went to church in early sum-
mer, Amanda sported a straw bonnet with a blue or white net (depend-

ing on whether or not she was going to communion) draped over her

face. The children put black veils over their heads and shoulders before
entering the convent chapel.z

As with all the young women educated in convent schools, Amanda

was expected to fulfill French Quebec's ideals of femininity. Who better
to mould her young life after than the mother of the church the holy vir-

gin Mary? Marian worship had its roots in seventeenth century France

when the image of Mary became the personification of virginal purity.

Children were taught that Mary, raised and educated in the temple of

Jerusalem with, "many other holy virgins," dedicated her l i fe to God.3
The proclamation of the Doctrine of the Immaculate Conception in

1854, which asserted that Mary was preserved from any taint of origi-

nal sin, assured that her image in the church, as a woman free from,

"carnal knowledge or desire," set an impossible standard of female

behaviour.a However, it was one that religious women of the time were

expected to attain.
One outcome of the Marian worship was the formation of the

Sodality of the Children of Mary, an organization that became popular

not only in Quebec, but throughout Catholic Canada. The Sodality of

Mary had its beginnings in Sicily before 1560, but it was only after 1.7 51.
that a few women, "empresses and other ladies of distinction," were

allowed to form women's sodalities. The Oblate Fathers brought the

concept to Canada from France in 1841. The congregation organized a

Sodality of the Children of Mary for their older students in Montreal on

January 1,2, 1,846. A short t ime later there were branches of the Children
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of Mary in every one of their schools. Their purpose was to perform
good works for others, while creating in girls an alliance with the Holy
Mother so they would learn to love her, and to emulate her as much as
possible.

Only children who reached a certain level of maturity, and stood out
as models in the school, could belong. Orpha, Amanda and Aldina were
all members. Aldina Viger, one of several candidates, was received at a
ceremony on May 1, 1855. Sister Ste-Anne, their spiritual director,
taught them about the goals and purpose of the association. Father
B6card, the curate of Boucherville's Holy Family Parish, admonished the
girls in his sermon to obey each and everyone who held a position of
authority. Following his address, the children knelt before the curate and
pronounced an act of consecration. The directress led the new members
to the communion table where the priest presented each one with the
distinctive medal of the Children of Mary, along with a holy card. Later
that day, Orpha Viger was named to the office of sacristan, one of six
executive positions.

At the annual general meeting on November 5, 1859, Amanda was
re-elected Secretary of the Children of Mary. President of the sodality
was Marie Sicotte. Sicotte, three years older than Amanda, eventually
became a nursing sister, and in 1.869, she joined Amanda in Tracadie.
The two girls, as well as the other candidates for office, had their nom-
inations confirmed officially the following Sunday. Viger was abeady
exhibiting a certain zeal when it came time to enforce the rules. She
wrote that one of their members was expelled from the sodality because
of her bad conduct. Earlier, she noted that the girls decided the best way
to reprimand a cohort was through 'fraternal correction.'

Undoubtedly, Amandat decision to enter religious life was forged

during her years with the congregation. She told her sisters that she felt

called to serve God at the age of nine on the occasion of her first com-
munion while kneeling in prayer at the foot of the altar. There were
other, equally significant, factors that led her to select the hospitallers.
Family tradition would have held some influence as among Amanda's
ancestors were three members of les Religieuses Hospitallers de Saint-

loseph who had served sisters in during the eighteenth and early nine-
teenth centuries.

More significantly, Amanda's childhood included annual summer hol-
idays that she and her siblings spent with Father Trudel, their maternal

uncle, a distinguished priest and curate, who also imparted a strong
influence upon Amanda's developing religious direction.
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Whatever the reasons, Amanda didn't doubt her decision. She
arrived, accompanied by Aldina and dressed in her convent school uni-
form, at the monastery of les religieuses hospitalibres, on September 8,
1860. Amanda knew very little about the world, but she knew what she
wanted-an opportunity to studS and a chance to attain everlasting sal-
vation, while at the same time living a professional life. lfhatever her
motives, she was, "received by our mothers with great expectations."
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The new Hotel-Dieu de Montreal, Mont Sainte-Famille, 7861
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Challenge and
Possib il ity

/\ manda Viger inherited a cultural and spiritual tradition that dated to
.Lseventeenth-century France when she jo ined les Rel ig ieuses
Hospitalibres de Saint-Josepb. Like Viger, the co-founders of the nursing
order were a product of Catholic reform. Yet, conditions in seventeenth-
century France were very different from those in Boucherville. The years
of war that accompanied the Reformation left the French government
bankrupt. Unlike Quebec, where the church was able to consolidate its
power after the failure of the 1837 and 1838 rebellions, the church in
France was in disarray, and many of the hierarchy blamed women. They
reasoned that through their control over the menfolk in their lives,
women had undue authority over its outcome, so the Catholic church
thus undertook to limit female power and influence by making them
completely subservient to the men in their families, or by cloistering them
in monasteries.

Fortunately, some clergymen, such as Vincent de Paul, believing
Catholic action to be a legitimate and necessary part of a devout life, saw
no reason to prevent female participation. Born in France in 7576, de
Paul believed that no Catholic could be saved unless he or she attempted
to help the poor both materially and spiritually. His message was so well
received that in Archdiocese of Lyon where he was a curate, certain poor
families were overwhelmed with visitors who preached to them and
brought donations of food and clothing.In 1625, de Paul founded a con-
gregation of priests and coordinated groups of female parishioners to
minister to the poor.

During this period in France, there were thousands of displaced per-
sons. Hunger and disease were prevalent. The country was seething with
religious fervour, which found expression through lengthy prayer services,
intense devotions, and self-inflicted penances. Pious women, like Marie de
La Ferre, who later went on to be a co-founder of les Religieuses
Hospitallers de Saint-J oseph , were exactly the kind of workers Vincent de
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Paul needed. La Ferre wanted to live with others like herself but she also
wanted to work in the world, and help solve some of the problems in her
society. However, her appearance and attitudes conflicted so much with
gender norms of the period that her activities, and those of her friends,
generated intense animosity.

Marie de La Ferre who had initiated her apostolic work at the age of
sixteen, discarding her fine clothes, dressing as a peasant, and to the dis-
may of her familg teaching religion in some of the worst areas of La
Fldche, gradually accumulated followers. She and the women she worked
with added a poorhouse to their circuit of care. A wealthy businessman
named J6rome Le Royer served on the board of directors of the poor-
house, and the two frequently met. One day, in 1634, Marie told Le
Royer of a vision she had had in which she would one day be in charge
of a large hospital ward.

Le Royer knew, he told her, through dreams and visions of his own,
that she would be instrumental in helping him fulfill his mission: to estab-
lish a religious congregation of hospital sisters in La Fldche, to participate
in the overseas development of Montreal (Ville-Marie), and to see to the
construction of a hospital to be staffed by this order. Both Le Royer and
La Ferre discussed their visions with spiritual advisors. The thirty-seven-
year-old Le Royer, married and the father of five children, was told his
was nothing but a pious dream. Nonetheless, he arranged with the town's
administrators to renovate the poorhouse, renaming it I'H6tel-Dieu de
La Fliche. Marie and her followers were contracted to run the hospital
on condition that they cease their work on the streets, and live as a reli-
gious community under simple vows. The opening chapter of their con-
stitution, Le Royer believed, was dictated to him by God.

Both Le Royer andLa Ferre were typical of the lay workers of the peri-
od known as les dbuots. Both of them invested their entire personal for-
tunes in their work. La Ferre did not have enough money to even pay her
own dowry by the time the hospitallers held their first profession cere-
mony, January 22,1,644. Similarly, when her husband died in L659,Le
Royer's widow, with all but one of their five children in religious com-
munities, was left destitute.

Notwithstanding their personal financial losses, Le Royer and La Ferre
established four foundations in France before an active volunteer, Jeanne
Mance brought the hospitallers to Ville-Marie.La Ferre steadfastly resist-
ed demands from authorities and from a few within her own communi-
ty, to change the structure of their house, impose the cloister, and require
the nuns to take perpetual vows, until her death in 1652.

It is unlikely that J6rome Le Royer would have succeeded in establish-
ing the order in Ville-Marie without the work of Jeanne Mance. Marie de
La Ferre and Le Royer were religious zealots, guided by voices and
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An artist's etching of the rirst group of hospitallers pronouncing their vows
in  1659 .
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visions they cultivated through intense prayer rituals and meditation.
Mance, who was born in Langres in 1,606, nursed soldiers and civilians
during France's many years of civil strife. Later, she became a member of
a group of secular women who worked with the poor. Learning that there
were women, teachers and nurses in Quebec, she determined to go to the
New'World, and she used her gifts as a charismatic speaker to raise funds
for her cause. EventuallS a member of the aristocracy, Ang6lique Faure de
Berlise, the Duchess de Bullion, donated the necessary money to establish
a hospital for Ville-Marie and asked Mance to be its founder; Mance final-
ized her plans to do so in April of 1641.

Joining the society of Notre-Dame (la sociAtd Notre-Dame) as the bur-
sar and nurse, she sailed for Quebec in April of 1641; the party landed
near Sainte Foy where Mance apprenticed under the nursing sisters. By the
time spring arrived, she had learned the rudiments of medical care in the
New World, such as how to treat serious injuries and diseases like scurvy,
cholera, and unexplained fevers. She made ointments, poultices, and salves.

Just as Amanda Viger would do in New Brunswick more than two hun-
dred years later, Mance searched out the plants and herbs that grew in the
region, and learned their medical uses. Mance, and her friend Marguerite
Bourgeoys, journeyed back to La FlEche in the spring of 1.659.

lfhen the two women returned to Canada with the founding hospi-
tallers, the rules of cloister, which had already been implemented in all but
the La Fldche foundation, were imposed on them as soon as they arrived.
Back in France, the mother superior of the l'H6tel-Dieu de la FlDche,
angry that the new founders would be cloistered, recorded that each of the
sisters left without the consent of her community. Times had changed and
people in the La Fldche did not want their finest and brightest young peo-
ple taken to the New World.

When Amanda Viger was growing up,les Religieuses Hospitaliires de
Saint-loseph, and the Congregation of Notre-Dame, along with other
nursing and teaching orders, were integral to the smooth functioning of
Lower Canadian society. As a general rule, teaching was considered a
more respectable profession for women than nursing, but few professions
had more status than that of the hospitaller. The hospitaller was renowned
for her training and expertise, as well as for her link to the cityt past. Her
foremothers nursed soldiers, settlers, and native peoples, sharing with
them the dangers and hardships of life in the New rilforld. They survived
the downfall of the French regime, and they learned to adapt to the
demands of a large nineteenth-century Canadian city. The H6tel-Dieu was
a teaching hospital and doctors who trained there were among the best in
Lower Canada. The hospitallers offered Amanda, and others interested in
science or health care, one of the few opportunities they would have to
develop a career.
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The women in religious communities were grouped in one of several
classes. The choir sisters or Soeurs de choeur generally occupied the most
important functions of the institutions; they supervised all offices, and
took the fullest part in religious services and celebrations. Only choir sis-
ters, and only those choir sisters who were professed for at least three
years, were permitted to vote. While some religious orders reduced the
number of chapter meeting to one or two per month, the voting members
of the hospitallers were still meeting weekly in 1860, and all of the deci-
sions affecting the governance of the order were made at these assem-
blies. The domestic sisters, or soeurs conuerses) were assigned the more
menial functions in the congregation. They did not have the franchise,
nor was every office within the community open to them. The lay sisters
and domestic sisters were usually from poor families. Generally, they
were less educated than the choir sisters since they had little opportunity
for schooling. Sometimes a candidate, accepted by the community as a
choir sister, preferred to enter as a lay sister. At other times, a candidate's
ability would show itself, and she would be accepted as a choir sister and
educated by the hospitallers, even if she did not have the necessary
dowry. The choir sisters and domestic sisters were both subject to clois-
ter. Only the soeurs touriDres or lay sisters, who ran errands, took mes-
sages, answered the outside door, were permitted to enter and have deal-
ings with the secular world.

Amanda eagerly embraced the cloister, knowing little or nothing about
the debate which surrounded its implementation. Two hundred years had
passed after aIl, and the hospitallers found that they were able to perform

The former HOtel-Dieu in Monreal where Amanda was the last postulant
accepted and she moved to the new institution a few months later.
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all of their duties within its confines, and still enjoy the privileges, includ-

ing the social status, conferred upon those who chose this life. Many hos-

pitallers not only accepted it, but, perhaps because the cloister afforded a

degree of security and protection in a rapidly growing urban centre, they

also resisted any attempt to change the policy.

The demographics of the city of Montreal were far different from

those envisioned by the founders two hundred years earlier. The British

government encouraged entrepreneurs to take advantage of the econom-

ic possibilities open for exploitation in Lower Canada after the conquest

of 1.756. \Tarehouses and offices lined Montreal's harbour. There was a

flourishing commercial district and a variety of factories. Famine in

Ireland in the 1840s forced numerous Irish Catholics to flee their coun-

try, and many immigrated to Montreal, where most of them were clus-

tered, with a large number of francophones' at the lower end of the eco-

nomic ladder. Anglophones outnumbered francophones in the 1850s, but

the trend started to reverse itself, and, by 1860, Montreal's population of

90,323 was quite evenly split between the two language groups. Cultural

and economic life, however, was dominated by the English.

Seventy-five to eighty thousand Catholics resided in the diocese, made

up of the city and its surrounding suburbs, measuring approximately

eleven miles in length and just over five miles in width-under the spiri-

tual guidance of Bishop Bouget. Although no different from other large

urban areas by the standards of the time, the city was dirty. The stench

from slaughterhouses, tanneries and soap factories filled the air. Butchers

left animal parts to rot in open fields. Animal and human waste spil led

over the dirt lanes between tenement houses, even finding their way onto

the grounds and byways of the wealthier classes.

There were two established hospitals, but Catholics complained that

they were victims of discrimination at the Montreal General, which

catered to the city's English speaking community. As a result, in 1852, the

hospitallers opened Saint Patrick's, a haven for anglophones, mostly Irish

Catholics. It was their third foundation in Canada, but two weeks after

it opened, Saint Patrick's faced its first crisis. The hospitallers were forced

to welcome a large number of Irish orphans after a fire destroyed, among

other properties, I'Hospice Saint-J6r6me-Emilien, an orphanage and hos-

pital run by the Sisters of Providence. A few weeks later, when Bishop

Bourget asked the hospitallers if they could make room for Irish elderly

at the H6tel-Dieu, they complied even though it was obvious that both

hospitals were now dangerously overcrowded. The monastery too was

squeezed for space.
Vil le-Marie, the motherhouse for the Congregation of Notre-Dame,

which was adjacent to the H6tel-Dieu, was also coping with a large num-

ber of boarding students, plus an influx of entfants. The hospitallers sold
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Saint Patrick's Hospital and commenced a new construction in the parish
of St.-Laurent on the northwest fringe of the city, now the corner of Pine
Avenue and St.-Urbain Street. The hospitallers, who had owned the 150-
acre tract since 1730, named the future complex Mont Sainte-Famille. It
would consist of a modern hospital, with separate wards for French and
English patients, an orphanage, a shelter for the aged and a more spa-
cious monastery for themselves. Mont Sainte-Famille had just begun tak-
ing patients when the voting sisters accepted Viger's candidacy.
Demolition of the old H6tel-Dieu would commence a few days after her
arrival. In short, the community of sixty-nine hospitallers were in the
midst of a maior transition.

Amanda, dressed in her boarding school uniform, said good-bye to her
sister, Anatalie (known affectionately as Anna), who had accompanied
her that morning, and, through Anna, an adieu to her former life, with a
mixture of sadness and anticipation. She would miss her home, but she
could continue to studS and eventually embrace a career. Her future was
full of challenge, and pregnant with possibilities.

Amanda, a short, stocky but well developed teenager, was younger
than the requisite age of fifteen for entrants years. She was fair-skinned,
blond-haired, and there was a regal look to her stance, and a slightly
haughty cast in the way she held her head. All prospective entrants, wid-
ows or maidens, needed references from a priest, preferably one from
their own diocese. They had to be members of good Catholic families,
and provide certificates of baptism and confirmation. Postulanrs were
not accepted if they had financial debts, or were obliged to support par-
ents, or other relatives. Nor could they be involved in any unsettled legal
entanglements. Care was taken to make sure no force, moral or physical,
was used to induce an applicant's choice of vocation.

Amanda fulfilled all of their initial requirements. She demonstrated
genuine signs of religious piety, and a desire for Christian perfection.
There was also good reason to assume that she possessed sound judg-
ment, candour and talent. She appeared humble and submissive, both
requirements for entrance, but her religious mothers would soon learn
that these attributes were not basic elements of Amanda's character. The
sisters wanted entrants who got along well with others, were enthusias-
tic and carried out their tasks, no matter how demanding or menial, with
good will and determination. While they were somewhat disappointed in
Amanda's attitude the first few months after she arrived, it became obvi-
ous after Amanda completed the initial phase and could begin her train-
ing outside of the novitiate, that their faith in this particular candidate
was well placed. She would not shirk from anything.

Amanda and another new entrant, Eulalie Bonneau, were taken to an
ante-chamber adjacent to the choir where they participated in a brief
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reception, the first of hundreds of observances over the years.
Ceremonies were used to inspire members, and keep them committed.
The choir, the spiritual heartland of the community, was where the reli-
gious gathered for all the ceremonials.

Amanda was told to leave behind her family, friends and all that she
held dear, to strive to lead a life devoted to the glory of God, the salva-
tion of souls and to her own perfection. She and Bonneau were given a
lighted candle, and, in unison, they prayed that the fire of divine love
would help them leave the world and its attractions behind. They carried
the candle into the choir where all the religious of the community had
gathered. The assembly sang "Veni creator." Amanda prayed: "I live
now not I but Christ liveth in me." She knelt at the feet of Mother
Superior Marie Pag6: "Behold I come to do thy will," she said. Following
the ceremony, each postulant embraced every one of the sisters. Pag6
introduced them to the mistress of novices, Sister Josephe Marchessault.
The novitiate was the cradle of their spiritual infancy. The mistress of
novices would guide the new postulants in their religious development,
respond to their doubts and instruct them on the lives of the saints and
the meaning behind their devotions.

'Women's 
communities were ordered to house the novices in separate

quarters in order to ensure that the newest entrants would not be
exposed to any "unseemly" conduct on the part of professed members.
Behaviours that fell into that category could be anything as innocent as
running, breaking silence, loud laughter; or more serious infractions such
as gossiping, arguing, boasting, answering back, refusing to obey an
order, or failure to carry out an office. They were striving for perfection,
but they were no more successful than any other group of humans. The
longer the new entrants were kept from that knowledge, the more time
they had to grow and develop spiritually within the novitiate, before they
had to confront and deal with the frailties occasionally exhibited by some
of their more advanced colleagues. The postulants remained in secular
clothes until their habit ceremony, but they were taught to keep their
arms crossed like the professed sisters, and they participated in all the
spiritual exercises and observances. They learned to meditate, to exam-
ine their conscience minutely, to shore up their faith with spiritual read-
ings and to assist piously at mass and other religious exercises. They were
encouraged to discuss their doubts, or even the slightest inclination to
transgress, with Marchessault. They had to accept all their sisters in reli-
gious life as equals, and to resist any preference they might feel for indi-
viduals among them.

Three books-Constitwtions for the Religious Hospitaller of Saint

loseph, The Customary and Little Rules of the Religious Hospitallers of
the Congregation of St. Joseph, and Manual of the Religiows Hospitaller
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of Saint Joseph-were studied assiduously by the new entrants, often
referred to by the professed, and read aloud in full to all once each year.
They contained their rules, and the ways they were to be interpreted. The
postulants discussed with one another and their mistress their thoughts
on heaven, God's judgement, punishment for sins, their favourite virtues,
the zeal they felt for God's glory, the welfare of the church, and their
desire to convert the unfaithful and win souls for Christ.

Amanda was among five postulants and the last admitted to the old
monastery. There were two novices. The demolition was well underway.
In October, the seven of them were relegated to one room which had pre-
viously served as the postulants' dormitory. The hospitallers found it dif-
f icult to keep this relatively small group isolated, since parts of the

A group of novices. Those with the bonnets are postulants; those in white
veils are novices and the group in 'regular uniform' are newly professed. The
year of this photograph woutd be 1902 but the uniforms were basically the
same when Amanda entered the order.

monastery were already being razed.
According to the annals, a written history of the foundation, the pro-

fessed sisters were impressed with the postulants and novices. Some had
left luxr"rrious homes and were now crowded together in a room that
could be compared to the stable in Bethlehem. Yet, they did not show the
least sign of loneliness. The historian, however, failed to note one postu-
lant who was quite unhappy. Amanda was playful, undisciplined, and
sometimes vain; traits which made her init ial months a trying period for
both her, and her teachers. She was not a particularly introspective per-
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The refectory, Mont Sainte-Famille where the sisters would gather to eat their
evening meal.

The choeut Mont Sainte-Famille. This is the room where Amanda took her
habit and veil, and was later professed. All of the reli$ious ceremonies were
carried out here. The choeur was where they gathered to hear mass, at
which time the grill at the cenfte was pulled across to allow a view of the
chaoel altar.
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son, and no doubt felt stifled under the limitations of the novitiate. The
fact that she entered in this period of transition made these first weeks
even more difficult. She was lonely and dejected. Many times, she was fed
up with the situation, once she threw her shoes on the floor, "I am tired
of this," she said, "I won't take any more of it." The hospitallers tolerat-
ed Amanda's outbursts philosophically. Though they did not expect per-
fection in their postulants and novices, Marchessault believed that it was
often those with passionate natures who advanced further than others.

The mother superior of Mont Sainte-Famille, Marie Pag6, would
become the most important influence in Amanda's life, but she saw little
of her in this early stage of Viger's training. Born on Christmas Day, 181 1

The visitors' parlour, Mont Sainte-Famille, where Amanda met her parents
and other relatives after her habit ceremonv.

near MontreaI, Pag6, had entered the hospitallers at twenty-two, a rela-
tively senior age for the time. The attitudes and approach she brought to
her life as a nun worried the older religious because she was thought to
be too innovative. However, Pag6's keen administrative abilities helped
propel her to a position of leadership and she was first elected a mother
superior in 1.857, and in that capacity guided the H6tel-Dieu Montreal,
in its St. Paul Street location, though the difficult years of demolition and
reconstruction. Pag6 then guided the new H6tel-Dieu through its con-
struction. She was living in the new residence but dividing her time
between the two locations, and on the work site daily, supervising, cajol-
ing, and pleading with the workers to get the job completed.

It was a tradition for the hospitallers, like other Catholic relieious
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The novitiate . Mont sainte-Famille where Amanda and all novices received
their spiritual training. Unless they had duties elsewhere in the convent, or
were attending a service in the choeur, they spent most of the days here.

The sacristy, Mont Sainte-Famille. Located behind the convent altar, the sis-

ters could enter the sacristy from their choir, and prepare the vestments and

accoutrements for the mass.
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foundations, to preserve the remains of their departed members in a vault
on the premises. Once a year the nuns held a mass and prayers for the
dead in the underground location. For the older hospitallers, some of
whom were reluctant to leave their former monastery, the remains of
their departed colleagues could not be left behind. Pag6 made plans to
include their orderly transfer to the new premises. Invitations went out to
Catholics all over the city. One hundred and ninety-two sisrers had died
since the arrival of the first hospitallers to Ville-Marie. Most of the bod-
ies were entombed in two vaults within the old institution. These were
exhumed, along with the remains of Jeanne Mance. The coffins, draped

The Community Room, Mont Sainte-Famille. The sisters gathered here for
their hours of recreation. What is not shown here is the knitting, sewing, or
other handiwork they were expected to work on during their period of relax-
ation.

in white fabric and adorned with flowers, were stacked in a pyramid in
the nave of the chapel where they remained from January 29,1861, unttl
the morning of January 31. Although many caskets were damaged by at
least two fires over the years, the community's records were such that
Amanda, and others who came to pay their respects, knew in which cas-
ket their relative had been placed. All of the members of the
Congregation of Notre-Dame visited, including their novices and postu-
lants. The secretary noted that it was a touching sight to see, "All those
virgins on their knees around the bier." Bishop Bourget conducted a high
mass for the dead, and the church was decked in black. \flhen the public
services were over, the bishop, fighting to control his emotions,
announced to the crowd that it was the last time mass would be cele-
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brated in this, the oldest church in Montreal. Many, including the hospi-
tallers, were openly weeping. The cortege, including the hospitallers rid-
ing in carriages donated by friends of the community, made its way to
Mont Sainte-Famille where the coffins were entombed in the new vault
underneath the church.

Some members of the community remained in the old, partially demol-
ished building. It was impossible to keep the novices and postulants
sequestered. The rules of the cloister, the observance of silence, the peri-
ods set aside for prayers and meditation were increasingly difficult to
maintain. Pag6, who believed their training would be compromised if
they were not soon in their own novitiate, arranged to have them moved
that February. A make-shift pharmacy on the second floor of the old hos-
pital remained open for a small number of orphans and homeless who
still resided on the premises. Only after all the wards were closed, did
these sisters shut the dispensary down.

The assistant superior, Marguerite C6r6 (who chose the religious name

Jeanne Mance, in honour of the H6tel-Dieu's founder), supervised the
final stages of the demolition and oversaw the construction of the con-
vent's warehouse and storage depots. Eulalie Quesnel, a founder of the
Tracadie H6tel-Dieu, was among this last group of five sisters to leave.

Quesnel and her companions slept outside, sheltered under the walls of a
former chapel and awoke drenched in rain on their last night. Five open-
air masses were said that morning, on August 21,,1,861,. A host of clergy-
men assisted Father Bil lauddle, the Vicar-General, and Bishop Bourget.
The priests formed a caravan of carriages to escort the remaining five or
six hospitallers to their new residence.

The convent entrance, as it is today, was found on Le Pin Avenue. The
door was tended by a lay sister. The portress would come to the grate,
look first though the wicket to see who was there, and say one "Hail
Mary" before greeting the guest. Visitors who arrived outside of visit ing
hours were dismissed unless, "They were persons of consequence." The
yard of the monastery was surrounded by a high stone fence. Large gar-
dens furnished fresh vegetables and fruit. There were wood sheds, hen
houses and stables. The grounds, which featured small grottoes, the sta-
tions of the cross and a tiny chapel, were beautifully landscaped.

The malor offices inside the convent included the choir, refectory, com-
munity room, and visitors' parlour. The religious exercises and ceremo-
nials took place in the choir, the soul of the convent. The choir allowed
the sisters to hear mass, away from the gaze of the public. Any obser-
vance, no matter how trivial it might seem today, required the hospi-
tallers to gather silently in the "avant-choeur," before entering the choir
two-by-two: the lay sisters first; followed by the postulants, the novices,
domestic sisters, and choir sisters, with the mother superior walking last
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and alone. Places were usually assigned according to the date each sister
was professed. However, although all the sisters were taught the liturgi-
cal music, the more gifted singers, Amanda Viger among them, were posi-
tioned where their voices would be most effective. The sisters sat in long
pews aligned at right angles to a draped window fitted with a latticed
wood screen. The curtain was opened for mass, but it was nearly impos-
sible to see any service that took place in the chapel, and very difficult for
anyone but those in the very front to hear. They received communion
through the window, which measured eighteen inches by fourteen inches.
Even the chapel sacristy was off limits to them. The articles used on the
altar were prepared by the nuns in an inner sacristy between the choir
and chapel and conveyed to the priests by a turntable. The sisters could
go to confession from the choir, or in this inner sacristy.

The protocol continued in the refectory. Those who were not on duty
entered in formation at meal time. Each hospitaller took her personal eat-
ing utensils, tied in a napkin, as she passed a sideboard. She washed these
in cold water after the meal, in individual jugs placed on the table in front
of her. and returned them to the sideboard when she was finished. The
mother superior and her assistant sat at separate tables at each side of the
room.

The hospitallers gathered for recreation in the community room. Since
they were never idle, a large closet at one end allowed them to store their
needle work, which they picked up when they arrived, and returned when
recreation was over. The chapter room was located a distance away from
the choir, the refectory and the community rooms, so the voting sisters
could deliberate without the fear of being overheard. The depository for
the monastery, and the community parlour, with a wood grill which sep-
arated the sisters from their families during visits, were near the entrance.
Chairs were provided in the parlour, but the grill prevented any real inti-
macy.

The sisters had their own small library, and separate rooms for music,
dressmaking, and linens. A smaller wing contained the sisters' infirmary,
as well as their own dispensary. There was a closed-in courtyard with a
wash house, a bake house with stone ovens, a stable, and hen house.
Religious reliquary-pictures of saints, statues, crucifixes, and framed reli-
gious mottoes-adorned walls and pillars. The statues in each room were
decorated with flowers, and sometimes there were kneelers in front of
them. Each choir sister had her own cell, furnished with a bed exactly five
feet eight inches by two feet, nine inches, a small table with a drawer, a
straight back hardwood chair, a kneeling desk, and shelves. The domestic
sisters had their own beds, a crucifix, a table, a chair and a small chest of
drawers, but they might have to share a cell, or live in dormitories.

The vault was not without a sombre beauty. Archways marked a small
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altar. The coffins were recessed in walls in rows of three. Plaques identi-
fied the dead. There were ornate pillars with religious sayings and

designs. On All Souls Day a high mass was celebrated here. All of the sis-
ters, each holding a lighted candle, wound their way down a narrow

staircase and entered the darkened tomb, in procession, singing.
One of the nicest rooms was reserved for the postulants and novices:

"c'est ici le beaw Palais du Saint-renoncement" was painted over the

archway of the novitiate in large ornate letters; in English, "Palace of
Holy Renunciation." It was on the second floor, at the head of a long

wide corridor. Facing this hallwag at the back of the room, was a small

shrine to the Sacred Heart. Other statues, including those of Mary,

Joseph and the Infant of Prague, were surrounded with vases of flowers.
Large lace curtained windows allowed sunlight to dapple the hardwood

floors. Holy pictures and objects filled most of the available wall space.
A few black, very straight, high-backed wood chairs were placed around
the room and there was a kneeling bench in front of each statue. This,

then, was the setting where the serious work of converting Amanda Viger

from an idealistic but immature school girl prone to temper tantrums, to

a respected member of the Religious Hospitallers of Saint Joseph, would
begin.
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The Religious Spirit

I manda embarked on her career as only a pious, somewhat sancti-
fl,monious young woman might; fairly bursting with ardour and glo-
rious anticipation. But she was quickly disillusioned. Life in the
monastery was even more regulated than life in her convent school had
been. She chafed under the constrictions and tedium of the novitiate. The
bell was the "voice of God" Amanda awoke to every morning in pre-
dawn darkness, and it reverberated frequently throughout the day. "Let
the spirit of Jesus dwell in my heart," she murmured before rising. Once
up, she sprinkled herself with holy water, made the sign of the cross, and
knelt by her bed for her morning prayers. Lastly as an act of humilitS
she kissed the floor. There were further votives for her to say while wash-
ing and dressing, when she was ready to start her day she murmured:
"I unite my intentions with those of Jesus Christ. May I model my life on
Thy example."

She had to remain in her room until a second bell summoned all the
hospitallers to the choir for additional prayers and meditation followed
by mass. The goal of these supplications was to attune her will to God's
will, and channel her intentions to His.

Amanda was drawn to the monastery because the mores of the day
had cultivated in her a genuine desire to seek religious perfection. Yet, her
personality did not readily adapt to the structure of the institution, or its
limitations. It is likely, had she been born in the latter half of the twenri-
eth century, that she would have chosen a career in science or medicine
rather than follow a religious vocation, for her interests lay more in sec-
ular matters than in spiritual ones. It was difficult for her to silence her
curious mind, and sit through hours of lectures on spiritual matters.
Amanda was inclined to pray as she worked.

The postulants were not permitted to hold any office, and they were
not to leave the novitiate except for their meals, and for the observances
that took place in the choir. Amanda's schedule revolved around study-
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ing her handbooks, praying, meditating, and receiving instructions from

the mistress of novices. Nothing made her stand out as a religious. She

continued to wear her school uniform, and it seemed obvious to those

who had charge over her that she was still more of a school girl than a

young nun. If she ever doubted her vocation, it must have been in those

first troubling months after her entrance. Adapting herself to the method-

ical and ponderous pace of the novitiate was a trial not only for the

entrant, but for her mistress of novices, the mother superior, and her

Uncle Narcisse.
Detailed obituaries outl ining their family backgrounds' career high-

lights, and transfers, as well as personality traits and quirks' are written

on each sister, after her death. Copies of these testimonials' sent to each

of their houses, were read as an example to the living of the challenges

their predecessors faced, how they overcame them' and their achieve-

ments. \X/hile they were often flowerS they were also surprisingly frank

and insightful. The anonymous sister who wrote Viger's obituary said

Amanda was prone to temperamental outbursts culminating the evening

she threw her shoes across the floor of her dormitory and threatened to

quit. Despite such an episode, she never refused to pray, but she was fed

up with the harshness of her physical surroundings, and the endlessly

dreary routine.
In this rigid and disciplined culture such a minor fracas was enough to

call in Father Trudel. The priest watched his niece's initial struggles close-

ly and frequently gave her advice and support. He urged the sisters not to

give up on his young ward. "She has the makings of a fine nun," he told

them. Gradually, her outbursts became less frequent; nevertheless, to her

great disappointment, the hospitallers delayed her investiture ceremony

for three months, due to concern over her volatile temperament' The prac-

tice was not unusual. Many postulants and novices found these milestones

in their religious development were postponed for similar reasons.

It was not enough to have the approval of the mistress of novices nor

the mother superior. Amanda had to have permission to wear the habit

from the entire community before any investiture date was set' According

to the Manwal, she would stand before them in the refectory, iust at the

start of the evening meal, and following the format' plead her case:

"Reverend Mother and honoured sisters, I most humbly [ask]...the
favour of being allowed to wear the holy habit although I may not

deserve this...on account of my lack of fervour and exactness in fulf i l l ing

my duties; I hope ... to give you more satisfaction in the future." I The

voting sisters accepted Amanda's petit ion on October 1'L,185L'

Amanda withdrew from the society of others, and entered a three day

period of total silence and meditation prior to the ceremony, which was

scheduled for Novemb er 16, 1.861 . The purpose of the retreat was to help
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her identify and examine her personal shortcomings, and see how these
might effect the way she carried out her duties. She was enjoined to con-
tinually seek God's will in all of her efforts, and to ask for the support of
the Holy Spirit whenever she was confronted with her own limitations.
On the first day of this period, she followed these instructions: "forget
your family, friends, material possessions and any desires for a husband
and children," she was told. "Suppress any need for recognition, esteem
or distinction of any kind...be governed entirely by whatever is for the
glory of God, and the good of your neighbour." On the second day she
meditated on the subject of the habit, her official acceptance as a hospi-
taller, and her ongoing search for perfection.

New habits were only given to the highest ranking hospitallers, and
only after it could be demonstrated that the old was in tatters. Amanda's
would be a second-hand black frock repaired in several places. It was
closed in front with deep pleats, and was chosen at random by the sister
in charge of their uniforms. The sleeves were long, and wide enough for
her to fold over her arms and hands. There were two veils; the under one
hid a small white cap. A white gymp surrounded the neck and the shoul-
ders. The wool serge fabric of her dress was so coarse it would chafe her
skin if she were not protected by the layers of undergarments that she
wore. When it was no longer suitable for a young novice, it would be
handed down again to the domestic sisters. Its weight, its colour, and its
shabbiness all symbolized their poverty, Christ's sacrifice and their own
mourning over His death. The veil was a reminder to Amanda that she
was a "Bride of Christ...fervent, generous and full of faith."

Amanda spent the last and final hours leading up to the ceremony,
meditating on the crosses her career might bring her. Did she have diffi-
culty dredging her mind for unforeseen disasters? Sister Dorina Frigault,
curator of the Tracadie Museum, interviewed in the spring of 1977,
pointed to a motto painted in black letters on a white washed piece of
lumber that hung in Viger's office in Tracadie. It was Amanda's and
reveals her attitude towards adversity: "I search in solitude for the cross-
es they said I would have to carry but nowhere do I find them."

The bell calling the hospitallers to the choir for the ceremonial sound-
ed at 8:00 A.M. on November 16, 1861. The nuns gathered silently
around Amanda, the only candidate receiving the veil that day, in the
auant-choeur. Amanda, as befitting a bride, was dressed in a full-length,
loose fitting white shift; her face and shoulders were shrouded in white.
Earlier that morning, her habit had been pressed and folded and laid on
a silver tray awaiting the bishop's blessing. Her veil, white for the novi-
tiate, and a crown of flowers, lay on a second tray. Already, Amanda had
learned to walk with silent steps, to keep her eyes modestly downcast,
and to subdue her mounting joy. Tapered candles were distributed, and
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the sisters passed the flame one to the other until all were lit. The choir
began the singing of Psalm 83, "How lovely are thy tabernacles."
Amanda, walking softly to the music, headed the procession. She genu-
flected, knelt on a carpeted Prie-Dieu positioned in the centre aisle,
placed her candle in a holder in front of her, and rested her hands in
prayer on a lace pillow. The religious behind her genuflected and took
their usual places, snuffed out their candles, and waited for them to be
collected.

Bishop Bourget, assisted by the chaplain, Father A. Narcan and
Viger's uncle, Father Narcisse Trudel, commenced the mass. Amanda's
parents, siblings and possibly her aunt, Madam Laurent, were in the
church. They would only see her through the window of the grill, but she
would meet them for a few minutes in the visitors parlour, later. Mid-way
through the mass, the bishop, wearing the mitre and carrying his staff,
proceeded to the grill. Pag6 and Marchessault escorted Amanda to the
window where the three knelt.

The bishop asked: "Sister Amanda Viger what is your wish?" Amanda
replied, "I very humbly request permission to wear the holy habit of the
Religieuses Hospitalibres de Saint-Josepb and the grace to be received
with them into the house of our Lord...."z So began a series of questions
and responses. Bishop Bourget blessed Amanda's habit, her veil, and the
crown of flowers while Pag6 and Marchessault arranged her headdress.
Amanda bowed while the bishop spoke to her about the beauty of
redressing herself in the ways of God; Fathers Narcan and Trudel held
the trays with the newly blessed costume, and as the bishop finished
speaking he handed them to Amanda who passed them onto the superi-
or, and to Sister Marchessault. They then escorted Amanda to a small
room where she could change. The priests knelt at the altar, and the sis-
ters sang the lengthy Litany of the Saints, and another Psalm.

Amanda returned, dressed in the long black robe of the hospitaller, the
wimple, and the underveil; draped over these was a length of white fab-
ric. She walked, holding her lit candle, between the superior and the mis-
tress of novices as the choral music resounded around them. Bourget
took the white veil worn by novices, and placed it on Amanda. Pag6 and
Marchessault adjusted it so it would remain secure. The bishop then set
a crown of flowers over her veil, and Amanda, who was kneeling in front
of the grill, made a profound bow to receive the bishop's blessing. The
singing of Psalm 132 signalled the end of the ceremony.

Amanda knelt before Pag6 who then embraced her, and, as on the day
she entered, she was hugged in turn by each of the sisters. Vhen the
embraces were over, all genuflected; the window slid shut, and the cur-
tain of the grill was closed. Amanda led the sisters out of the choir. She
was permitted to wear her flowers for the rest of the day.
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Marchessault, who marked their every move, was often hardest on the
novices she thought would ultimately make the best nuns. Singling out
Amanda, as she did, was not a sign of rejection although the fact might
not have been clear to the newly veiled. Luckily her mistress' barbs would
lose a lot of their bite since Amanda could now work outside the narrow
walls of the novitiate. Although she was not yet allowed on the public
wards, the monastery itself, home to seventy religious women, had its
own infirmary and drug dispensary where she trained as an assistant
pharmacist. She also assisted the secretary, documenting and cataloguing
a myriad of items in the archives. Amanda was among those whose place
in the choir was based on her voice rather than her rank so it is no sur-
prise that she was consistently assigned to assist the choral director who
was responsible for teaching liturgical music consisting of masses,
Gregorian chants, psalms, and hymns.

Funds donated for the H6tel-Dieu were used exclusively for the
upkeep of the hospital, not to support the nuns. Their foundations were
expected to remain self-sufficient, drawing much of their income from
investments made with their dowries. This was scarcely enough to main-
tain them so they augmented their stipends with other sources of revenue.
Among their members were women who toiled far from the hospital
wards. The hospitallers operated a productive farm where they raised
pigs, cattle, and hens. They grew and preserved most of their own food,
and much of what was used by their patients. They had their own gra-
nary, and owned and operated an on-site bakery. The sisters made their
own clothing, even their own shoes. There was a sister seamstress who
taught dressmaking and needlework, and a sister shoemaker to make a
particularly formless and uncomfortable style of footwear-one size for
all. Little was thrown away. Knitted items beyond repair were unravelled,
washed, re-carded, and spun again, rcappearing as mittens or socks a few
weeks later. They made church vestments and linens, sheets, towels,
blankets, draperies, and bandages, as well as candles and straw tick mat-
tresses.

As bookkeepers, secretaries, administrators) and contract negotiators,
the sisters were as skilled as any in an era when few regulations governed
these professions. Their records had some discrepancies; sometimes dates
were missing, other times merchandise was accepted in default of mone-
tary payment, but, on balance, the registers kept by the hospitallers were
on a par with those of other institutions in a time before strict account-
ing practices were in place. The sister secretary had a full docket of cor-
respondence that included letters from Bishop Bourget, from Kingston,
from their houses in France, from contractors, doctors, lawyers, clergy-
men, bankers, and businessmen. Ledgers were kept on orphans and
patients, on the activities of the monastery, on the entry, investiture, and
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the solemn profession of each religious. Separate inventories were main-
tained for each pharmacS listing all drugs and medicinal plants in stock.
All other supplies were similarly inventoried. There was a sister to over-
see renovations and construction; others kept track of investments, and
revenues from loans and land use agreements, including the rental of
warehouses built on the former Hdtel-Dieu site. Since they never charged
for their work, accurate and separate records for the hospital and the
monastery were a necessity.

Every hospitaller had not one, but several duties, known as offices, and
Amanda, in the first year or two "after taking the veil," was given the
most menial tasks in every department to which she was sent. The pro-
fessed sisters used the opportunity of working with her to observe her con-
duct. The chief office holder in these departments was obliged to correct
her, and, it is likely that sometimes, given the structure of the system, there
were those who criticized unjustly. Her performance was discussed with
the mistress of novices at the weekly chapter meetings. While she became
familiar with the institution's infrastructure, certain hospitallers around
her, particularly the sister secretary, Sister Raymond, took heed of their
newest novice, and marked her progress with a good deal of anticipation.

While the bishop of the diocese had complete authority over the
house, he usually did not interfere with its internal governance.
Nonetheless, if a confrontation between the mother superior and the
bishop ensued, the nuns had to obey the bishop. Such conflicts were rare
and extremely painful but it was precisely the type of difficult dilemma
that Amanda would one day face. The superior furnished the bishop with
an account of her administration once a year. lf he did not approve of the
way she carried out her duties he could order her removal from office.
Obviously, the superior who enjoyed his goodwill had the best chance of
seeing her foundation progress. Pag6 and Bourget had worked together
since the Kingston Foundation-a group set up to assist the large influx
of impoverished Irish Catholic refugees who had arrived in this Ontario
garrison town-was established in 1845, and over the years formed a
partnership that was both positive and productive.

The executive structure was well within the guidelines Bishop Bourget
set out when he required all Catholic religious communities to standard-
ize their governing systems in the 1860s. There were forty-four members,
all of them choir sisters and all professed at least three years, who held
the franchise. The elections of the mother superior and her four person
council, a triennial event, was presided over by the bishop, or a priest
appointed by him. Two choir sisters were chosen to act as scrutineers,
and they along with the chapter secretary, did not vote. The names of
those eligible for an executive office, (candidates had to be professed for
not less than ten years), were written on slips of paper in sufficient num-
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ber so as to allow for a possible four ballots. The winner needed at least
fifty per cent of them. According to the rules of the hospitallers, the
mother superior could not remain in office for more than two consecu-
tive three year terms, although she might still be reelected at a future
date. Postulants, novices, and the newly professed, along with the domes-
tic and lay sisters, did not vote or participate in chapter meetings.

In 1861 the executive council consisted of Pag6, C6r6, Marchessault,
Gignon, the head nurse, and Davignon, the bursar. This council wit-
nessed all of the ceremonies. These five determined the agenda for the
weekly deliberations held each Friday afternoon, and they signed all res-
olutions that were passed. All the important measures were presented,
discussed and decided in the chapter meetings, "In them the Rule is
explained, its true meaning defined, abuses corrected; in them candidates
are admitted or rejected; hence on these...decisions depend the future
welfare of the house."

The mother superior opened the meeting by outlining the agenda, and
giving her personal point of view on the issues under discussion. Each
hospitaller, in order of rank, added her opinion. They were not allowed
to interrupt each other, and there were no debates. Decisions were made
by a secret vote at the end of the caucus, using beans in place of ballots,
white for "y.t," and black for "no." It was considered a sin for a hospi-
taller to reveal anything discussed in the chapter, the gravity depended on
the nature of what was divulged, and whether or not it resulted in dis-
cord, or any other unfortunate outcome. The secretary wrote a full
account of the procedures.

Marie Pag6, as the mother superior, was responsible for the overall
welfare of the house. Her assistant, Sister Margueriet C6r6, supported the
superior, and helped her enforce the observance of the rules and consti-
tutions. The only member allowed to criticize the mother superior was
the sister monitress, a role usually assigned to the assistant superior. A
hospitaller with a grievance would speak to the monitress privately, and
she would discuss it with the mother superior, never revealing the source
of the complaint. The monitress could report a superior who showed no
sign of changing, to the community chaplain. It was up to him to deter-
mine where to take it from there.

The hospitallers believed that their strict observance of the standard
monastic vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and their commitment
to work with the poor, brought honour to their institute, and perfection
to the individuals in it. Their vows defined who they were as women, and
distinguished them from any other group in society. Clarification and
details of these promises were in their Constitutions, and expanded upon
in the Manual and The Customary. They owned no material goods other
than small religious articles of little monetary value. A hospitaller with
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property or money was obliged to cede its administration to others until
she was ready to make her final vows, whereupon, if it was still in her
possession, she arranged for its disposal in her will-a will that could not
be altered without permission from the Holy See.

Amanda shared the common wardrobe; she ate whatever food was
served, accepted the fact that the best of their supplies went to the hos-
pital wards. \fith the exception of the superior, her assistant, and the
bursar, no sister could keep anything under lock and key in her room,
"Nor may anyone have pots of flowers at her window"3 The mistress of
novices could examine Amanda's cell whenever she wished, and would
confiscate anything she thought the novice particularly liked.

The vows, notably that of chastity, shaped the way Amanda worked,
or greeted visitors, or interacted with her associates. Sex was an idea so
abhorrent to the author of the Manwal, that he or she enjoined the hos-
pitaller, "while having a bod5" to "live as if she had none."a Amanda's
life "should be pure, angelic and free from all stain." Any display of
affection was seen as an affront to purity. She was to refrain from show-
ing sentiment even to children, and to shun occasions of being kissed and
embraced by relatives or friends. Her vow of obedience required her to
surrender her will completely to the mother superior. She had to publicly
confess transgressions that might in any way inconvenience another:
breaking silence, speaking abruptly, forgetfulness, failure to carry out
orders were only a few of such infractions. The refectory was chosen for
the site of the 'Accusation of faults.' The superior usually gave a simple
penance that could be performed in private, but she might order the sis-
ter to stand forming a cross with her arms until the meal was finished, or
even more humiliating gestures such as to kiss the feet of the others, or
to prostrate herself, or even to eat off the floor. Hospitallers, "Have noth-
ing and are incapable of nothing by themselves...they are never really bet-
ter off than when they are neglected, forgotten and despised r" stated The
Customary.s

Amanda's forbearance must have been tested when her profession, like
her investiture, was delayed for three months. Nonetheless, it was likely
Marchessault who first recommended to the mother superior that the cer-
emony be postponed. It could have been worse. On the same day they
delayed Amanda's profession, the chapter prolonged the profession of
Sister Collette for six months. Under the constitutions, the newly pro-
fessed made their vows for a term of not less than three years, and for
any further period which would bring them to the full age of twenty one.
After that, they were permitted to make their perpetual commitment.
Vows were renewed each year, on January 23, the marriage feast of the
Blessed Virgin.

On the afternoon of January 31,1863, Amanda Viger was summoned
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to the depository, or business office, where her parents and Father Trudel
were waiting. Bonaventure and Eudoxie, with their younger children,
had recently moved to Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, where Bonaventure
was the local coroner, and captain of the militia. Her father, who did not
want Amanda to become a nun, believing the life too hard, had accepted
what he was powerless to change her mind. They were here to sign the
Certificate of Profession, a civil contract in which Amanda's formal
request to spend the rest of her days as a hospitaller was acknowledged,
and the terms of the covenant between her and her family on the one
hand, and the community on the other, were spelled out. Father Trudel
paid the final costs of her trousseau.

Generally, the hospitallers kept their own name unless another mem-
ber of the community carried it, in which case the novice would take her
mother's maiden name. The last Sister Viger had died nearly twenty-five
years earlier so it would appear logical that Amanda was free to take her
father's name. Perhaps he was still smarting from Bonaventure's defiance
during the Rebell ion of 1,837, or perhaps he was worried the notoriety of
her family name would draw undue attention to her-whatever the rea-
sons-Bishop Bourget decided Amanda would be neither Viger nor
Trudel, but Sister Saint Jean-de-Goto, after one of twenty-six Japanese
Jesuit martyrs who had been recently canonized. Pag6., C€l6., the head
nurse, Josephe Dupuis, and Davignon, the bursar, signed the contract on
behalf of the order. Notary publics M. Content and J.E. Badie, who had
prepared the document, added their signatures as wirnesses.

The provision of a trousseau was an important component of the con-
tract and represented a significant contribution to the community. For a
choir sister, like Amanda, it included two mattresses and bolsters, three
Normandy blankets, one bed curtain, one length of green serge drapery,
two spoons, two forks and one knife, five pairs of shoes, some clogs, sev-
eral pairs of socks for winter and summer, a dressing gown, thread, nee-
dles and pins, ten shirts, gloves, two aprons, one camisole, strong jute, a
supply of l inen, one chair, one table, and one Prie-Dieu. Some of these
articles were ordered by the community, and others the entrants pur-
chased on their own. Not every sister could afford this large an outlay,
and those who could, did not bring all of their supplies at one time. Some
candidates made donations of wheat, f irewood, or other produce rn
exchange for items in the trousseau.

On the first day of a three day retreat leading up to her profession, the
novice was required to meditate on her vows in general, on the second
day she considered each vow individually. Amanda knew she wasn't
promising her heart to a man, "but to the omnipotent God." The for-
mula of the vows would be placed in her hands after her death and that
document "wil l be the cause of my accusation or my iustif ication before
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the Sovereign Judge." On the third da5 Amanda contemplated her role
as a, "Bride of Christ," and considered the words of her Manwal: "My
heart must be a garden productive of every kind of fruit...closed to every
one except my spouse; He alone has the right to enter and gather the
fruits."6 She was anxious to cultivate her particular 'garden,' and become
a part of the real world of religious life.

Amanda, still in her eighteenth year, was prepared for this significant
event on the early morning of February 2, 1,863, the Feast of the
Purification of the Virgin. If it had not been aheady, her hair was cut. The
Manual told her she should proceed to the choir on the day of her pro-
fession, with the same spirit that Jesus went to Calvary. But Christ under-
stood what Calvary meant, and He approached the final hours of His life
with a mixture of dread and resignation. Amanda's future demanded sac-
rifices all right, but, in her mind, they paled compared to the endless
opportunities and the ultimate personal salvation that awaited her. She
made her way to the choir as quickly as decorum would allow, trying to
steady her racing heart. Like most graduates, she was full of dreams and
expectations.

The hospitallers were assembled in the auant choeur. Sister St. Louis,
who was celebrating her investiture, would share the ceremony with her.
The singing of the Psalms surrounded them, as the line of sisters followed
the two young women in a candlelight procession. The Vicar-General of
Montreal, Pierre Billaudile, officiated, assisted by Fathers A. Narcan, the
Spiritual Director of the Community, and Thomas Pepin, Curate of
Boucherville. Father Trudel was also present, proud to be assisting his
niece in the completion of this first part of her journey. "Do you want to
live and die in the service of Jesus Christ and the poor who are his mem-
bers, and be consecrated as his bride?" asked the celebrant. Amanda
replied: "I wish it with all my heart, and I humbly beg you to grant me
this mercy."i While the hospitallers sang the Litany of the Saints,
Amanda prostrated herself on a carpet that extended from the grill to the
Prie-Dieu, her face against a cushion. Over her, four newly professed sis-
ters extended a death shroud in a graphic depiction of the end of her for'-
mer life. There, she asked the help of all the saints so that she could com-
pletely reject the things of this world and live for God alone.

The chapel separated the monastery from the hospital complex.
Amanda, using a maze of connecting corridors that kept the religious, as
much as possible, secluded from public view, could at last cross over that
divide. The Hdtel-Dieu, like other hospitals of the dag did not usually
admit those suffering from small-pox, leprosy, malignant itch, palsy, or
scrofula. The hospital also refused admission to children under seven,
pregnant women, epileptics or persons with any incurable disease.
Patients had to furnish a letter from an attending physician, but the
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The hospital entrance in Montreal.

The pharmacy where Viger did most of her training in Montreal.
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Saint Brigitte ward for women, Montreal

SaintJoseph's ward for men, Montreal
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hospitallers could receive emergency cases, provided they called in a sur-
geon for consultation. There were 200 sick as well as over 600 home-
less, elderly people and orphans. The institution had been affiliated with
I'Ecole de Mddecine de Qu,lbec since 1850.

The main entrance to the hospital was located on St.-Urbain Street. A
reception room was on the left of the entryway, across from the pharma-
cy. Viger cultivated her powers of observation as she learned how to pre-
pare medicine, dress wounds, and treat bleeding patients. The enthusias-
tic and good humoured 'newly professed' undertook the most trying and
repellent tasks. Whether she cared for the sick and the poor, or watched
with the dying, or shrouded the dead, she was humble, patient and fore-
bearing. While these qualities were required of all hospitallers, Amanda's
execution of them was outstanding.

There were four floors and three wings to the hospital complex. Three
large wards with forty-four beds in each housed the sick. Each bed was
given the name of a saint, as were the wards themselves. Close-stools, the
primitive toilet facilities, were in stalls recessed into the walls at the back
of the wards, and these could be opened from behind to allow the clean-
ing staff to empty the pots. Each ward had a warming room opening off
it, with fire-places where sheets and towels were heated, and where new
patients undressed. There were smaller isolation wards for the conta-
giously ill, and rooms reserved, as needed, for operations and dressings.
A separate kitchen, refectory, and dormitories for workers were all locat-
ed on the first level. Here, too, were the hospital depository, a large laun-
dry, and a furnace room.

The hospitallers conducted daily prayer services and taught religion.
However, in public institutions of this era, such lessons in morality were
not uncommon. There is little historiography on the evolution of nine-
teenth century hospitals, but most, like Montreal's H6tel-Dieu, evolved
from charit ies whose primary concern was the moral f ibre
of their impoverished clientele. Only the very poor went to a hospital.
People of means remained at home, cared for by their families, and treat-
ed by an attending physician. Authorities associated poverty with
character, and disease with punishment for a sinful lifestyle, so hospital
surroundings were designed as much to improve the moral fibre of the
clientele, as to cure their physical ailments. Work, since it required disci-
pline, responsibility and routine, formed part of the treatment pro-
gramme. It was not unusual to recruit unpaid helpers from among the
residents for the kitchens or dormitories. In Montreal's H6tel-Dieu, as in
the lay hospitals of the period, there was a punishment cell: "A private
strong room well fitted with bars." In most hospitals, patients could be
dismissed for the use of tobacco, gambling, alcohol consumption and
foul language. In the H6tel-Dieu, patients who swore, quarrelled, spoke
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The cloister garden, Hotel-Dieu, Montreal
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The monasterv entrance in Monreal.

'immodest words,' or committed any similar transgression, were first
warned by the head nurse or her assistant, if that failed to curb the trans-
gressor, the mother superior would be brought in, and, if these actions
had no effect, the director was asked to have the patient expelled.

Sister Raymond wanted her newly appointed assistant secretarS Sister
Saint Jean-de-Goto, to assist her full time. \With the archives and the
Chronicles, a daily recording of the events that happened in the
monastery, besides all of the necessary correspondence, there was enough
work for more than two. But Amanda was assigned to a variety of dif-
ferent tasks, to ascertain where her particular abilities lay. She assisted in
the sacristy and in the linen department; she was also an assistant nurse
on the women's ward.

It was soon evident to all that Amanda was happiest, and did her best
work in the pharmacy, where she was apprenticed with two or three oth-
ers to the head pharmacist, Sister Monique Reid. Her analytical ability,
attention to detail and sense of observation helped her in a career that
demanded accuracy and precision. Not only was there a highly skilled
pharmacist for her to train under, there was ample opportunity for her to
follow and observe the doctors on their rounds. There were no less than
sixteen rules that outlined her responsibilities. She compounded medi-
cines and ointments, sorted the medicinal herbs that were gathered for
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The secretariat where Amanda worked in the first years after her profession.

use in the pharmacy, and tracked the application and effectiveness of their
drugs and preparations. The pharmacy was scrupulously clean and orga-
nized, inventory and financial records were maintained, and as soon as
supplies grew short, the superior was informed, and provided with a
statement of their estimated replacement cost.

Few, if any, New Brunswick pharmacists at the time would have stud-
ied in such a large medical institution. Amanda, or the pharmacist on
duty, met the patient on arrival, and, if she thought it necessary, sum-
moned a physician or surgeon. She accompanied the doctor on his rounds
and noted his orders in a ledger. She prepared and applied poultices and
liniments to the women. (A valet on the wards applied these to male
patients.) Although she could not make decisions without a doctor's
order, she could act in emergencies, and use any temporary remedies she
thought might be necessary. Amanda monitored the patients, noting any
change in condition, and reported her findings to the doctor on his next
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visit. The pharmacist attended the surgeon when he bled a patient, or
dressed wounds.

The highest offices were generally occupied by the same group
of women throughout the 1850s: Pag6, C6r6, Davignon, Quesnel, and
Dupuis. All of them could expect to remain at the top of their profession
for many years to come. Community work in hospitals, schools, and
orphanages needed a lot of labour, for every bursar there were ten to
twenty sisters changing beds and working in the kitchens. Viger would
have more autonomy, and more chance to develop her career, as one of
the few founders in Tracadie, than would have been possible for her if she
remained in Montreal.

It is doubtful that she anticipated, in the first few years after her pro-
fession, that she would one day head a foundation of hospitallers in far
away New Brunswick, the institution's third in North America.
Nevertheless, she and her sister founders would inaugurate a great peri-
od of expansion for the community, and in the process vastly improve the
field of opportunity for themselves and their youngest member.
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The Tracadie
Foundation

Jn 1861, James Rogers, the Bishop of Chatham, New Brunswick sug-
Igested to Father Ferdinand Gauvreau, then Curate of Tracadie, that the
lazaretto hospital be placed in the care of a religious order, specifically
the Grey Nuns. They were a missionary community charged with the
operation of several Quebec hospitals including the Montreal General
Hospital. The young bishop was less than a year into his mandate and on
one of his first tours of the newly created territory that encompassed his
diocese. His hands were full coping with not only the wide geographic
area, but with a Catholic population as divided by language and custom
as they were by tracts of uncleared forests and wide waterways.

Rogers was born in Ireland but grew up in Nova Scotia. He became
the first bishop of this largely French-speaking diocese when he was
appointed in 1850 at the young age of thirty-four. The Archbishop of
Halifax, Thomas Connolly chose his former secretary over older more
experienced Quebec francophones prelates who knew the region, and
worked with the Acadians of Northern New Brunswick for years.
Needless to say, the appointment was controversial. Rogers' first priori-
ty was to retain priests. The only way he could recruit the nuinber he
needed was to open a small seminary. He was already planning the con-
struction of Saint Michael's College, cathedral and episcopal residence in
1861. By the time it was completed in 1.866 the diocese of Chatham was
in debt for over $12,000. That fall, when he left to attend an apostolic
conference in Rome, he was in no financial position to support a religious
foundation. There is no documentary evidence that he gave any further
thought to the off-handed suggestion he made to Father Gauvreau sever-
al years earlier.

His vicar general, Joseph Marie Paquet, Curate of Caraquet, one of
those passed over when Rogers was appointed bishop, was in charge of
the diocese while he was away. Paquet had been treated in the H6tel-Dieu
Hospital, he stayed in the monastery when he visited Montreal, he knew
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the hospitallers, and he initiated the process on behalf of the church that
brought them to Tracadie. His actions were not) however, supported by
Rogers.

It is understandable why Rogers took so little interest in the affairs of
the provincially run lazaretto. Contending with deep sectarian prejudices
that never troubled church and state relationships in Quebec, he was anx-

Bishop James Rogers

ious to avoid the possibility of any
outright confrontation with public
officials. There were 40,000 Catholics
among the general population of
60,000 scattered along the northeast
region from Chatham to Madawaska
and including the Acadian Peninsula.
The bishop had twenty-one priests
compared to only seven in 1850, to
serve about sixty missions. Travel was
difficult. The Catholic population, sev-
enty per cent of them French, was con-
centrated on the lower rungs of the
economic and social ladder as well.
Rogers gave little thought to the prob-
lems particular to the Acadian experi-
ence. "For the diocese of Chatham,"
he wrote, "the priests required should-speak 

both French and English, but
especially the latter; for it was the English speaking portions of our peo-
ple that most needed priests."t

Rogers was often at odds with his clergy the majority of whom were
from Quebec. Historians such as Mason 

'Wade 
have noted that Quebec

clergy were more concerned about issues of language and culture than
were the Acadian priests. There were, in fact, few Acadian priests because
there was little opportunity for Acadians to acquire an education. The
few anglophone priests, mainly of Irish heritage, made no distinction
between language and culture. Nor did they believe Acadians were in any
greater need of help than other parishioners. It was not until the turn of
the nineteenth century that Maritime Catholics could participate in pub-
lic affairs. It was the mid-nineteenth century though before Acadians had
the educational infrastructure to allow a few of their elite to occupy posi-
tions of power and influence.

The lazaretto in Tracadie was administered by a provincially appoint-
ed board of health. Father Gauvreau was the lazaretto chaplain.
Members were almost always political appointees. The lazaretto was
poorly maintained. Few wanted to work there. and no one wanted to
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look after the sick. lfhen Father Gauvreau suggested to the board that
they seek government permission to find a religious order to take over
their care, the motion was quickly passed. Authorities began initiating
the necessary procedures that would allow a religious community to
manage the lazaretto, shortly after the bishop's departure.

It is apparent that both Gauvreau and Paquet used Rogers' absence to
open the dossier and speed it forward, hopefully to have it completed
before Rogers returned. The House of Assembly, in the summer of 1,867,
authorized the board to enlist the aid of four female members of a reli-
gious community, budgeting the sum of f,400 (about $1,500) for the
required renovations. Early in 1868 Paquet wrote to the Religious
Hospitallers of the Congregation of Saint Joseph, addressing his letter to
the mother superior, Margeurite C6r6. Paquet had the necessary authori-
ty to act for the bishop, but wittingly or unwittingly, the vicar general
misled the superior by implying he also had Rogers' approval. Paquet
was merely reflecting the conventional wisdom of the time when he
assured her, in the same letter, that leprosy was not contagious but hered-
itary.

Two articles published the same day, one in the English press and the
other in the French, show that provincial interest was focused on the hos-
pitallers in particular. Saint John physician, and a Member of the
Legislative Assembly (MLA), Dr. Robert Bayard was given a tour of the
H6tel-Dieu by Dr. William Hales Hingston, a prominent Montreal physi-
cian and the hospital 's chief of surgery early in 1868. The two doctors
were discussing the subject of the lazaretto in front of the pharmacist on
duty, Amanda Viger, when Viger, left the ward for a few minutes and
returned with the mother superior. When the superior asked if they
would be allowed to take charge of them, Dr. Bayard had to point out the
horrors of the disease and "what a terrible strain it would be upon the
delicate sensitive nerves of a woman," Bayard told the reporter.

Dr. Bayard was more familiar with the impact of leprosy on New
Brunswick families than any other physician with the exception of
Iazaretto physician Dr. Alfred Corbett Smith. He and his colleague, Dr.
Villiam \filson, had conducted a lengthy investigation into the disease
for the New Brunswick government in the summer of 1847. In keeping
with the beliefs of most physicians of the time these doctors maintained
that leprosy was an inherited condition, and they buttressed their con-
viction with a table of consanguinity.By 1874, various research had dis-
proved this theory and a medically sound understanding of the disease
evolved. Today's scientists maintain that leprosy-a chronic bacterial dis-
ease of the skin, nerves of the hands and and feet, and sometimes, of the
lining of the nose--can only be transmitted through prolonged direct
contact, and if treatment begins early and is continued, the disease is no
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longer disfiguring. There are several thousand leprosy cases in North
America at the present time. Once they begin treatment most people with
Ieprosy are no longer infectious, and are able to live normal lives.

Researchers to date have not been able to positively identify the causes
of the occurrences in New Brunswick during the nineteenth century.
According to two of several legends, the blight was brought to the
Acadian peninsula, either by Norwegians who escaped from a lazaretto
and made their way by ship to Montreal, where they were taken on board
one of the boats trading between Quebec and the Acadian Peninsula, or
sailors from France introduced the disease to this part of the world.
However, it is also possible the disease was an effect of the Expulsion of
the Acadians between the years 1,755 and 1,760.There was no record of
leprosy cases in the Maritimes prior to the nineteenth century. It is plau-
sible that one or two of the Acadian refugees slowly making their way
back to New Brunswick picked up the bacillus in their time of exile. The
disease lies dormant in the system, and the incubation can last from one
to thirty years. About ninety-five per cent of persons exposed to the bac-
terium are immune. It is feasible the disease affected others before it was
confirmed in the first known victim among the Acadians, Ursule (Benoit)
Landry of Tracadie.

If New Brunswick's first victims shared a link, it lay in their common
poverty, their refugee status and/or that of their parents, and their gener-
ally impaired physical condition prior to its onset. Mary (Moore)
Gardner, who was Irish, living in the Miramichi, developed the infection
around the same period as Ursule Benoit. Both women died in 1828 or
1829.Thirty years later a few incidents of leprosy were verified among
the Scotts living in the pristine Lake Ainslie and Lake O' Law areas of the
Margaree on Nova Scotia's Cape Breton Island. Nearly all of the leprosy
victims were either immigrants themselves, or the children of immigrants.
The majority were offspring of the Acadian dispersion, settling with their
parents in isolated areas of New Brunswick, and suffering the same hard-
ships as any impoverished exiled group trying to re-establish themselves.
Crowded into poorly constructed one- or two-room houses, they shared
beds, bedding, as well as drinking and eating utensils. Many families had
to draw water from local rivers or streams because they had no well. In
lumber camps, believed the source for a number of casualties, it was quite
normal for two or three men and boys to sleep in the same lice-infested,
filthy bed.

The situation for the leprosy patient was far different in 1868 than it is
today. At this time, twenty-five years had passed since provincial authori-
ties opened alazaretto in a former quarantine barrack on Sheldrake Island
in the Miramichi River off of Chatham. The sick were promised regular
treatments by a physician, visits from family, food, clothing, and comfort-
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able surroundings. It was the first of many commitments the government
could not or would not keep. The sick, more or less abandoned on the
island, with only a keeper and a couple of guards, became angry and dis-
illusioned. Many ran away, and those who remained, or who were caught
and returned, burned the premises to the ground on two separate occa-
sions. The Sheldrake Island lazaretto was closed in 1848 and the sick
were transferred to Tracadie. The change in location did not solve the
problems. Again, there were runaways and evasions. Again, the sick
burned the property. High-spiked fences went up, guards were posted.
And again, relatives and friends were shut out.

Isolated from their families, unable to provide for themselves, the group
of twenty men, women, and children housed in the lazaretto in the sum-
mer of 1868 lived lives of utter desolation. Dr. Alfred Corbett Smith, paid

$640 a year to diagnose suspected cases, operated a private practice from
his nearby office, but was not accountable for the state of the hospital.

lWhen the prospect of caring for the leprosy victims emerged, the hos-
pitallers of the Congregation of Saint Joseph did not agree to the mission
without doing some research on their own. Bishop Bourget allowed Sister
Marie Pag6 and the H6tel-Dieu bursar, Sister Davignon to visit New
Brunswick that May. Rogers had not yet returned from Rome, and
Monseigneur Paquet was ill, nevertheless, the sisters were warmly
received by Father Gauvreau and the Secretary of the Board of Health, A.
K. McDougall. Pag6 and Davignon, escorted by Gauvreau and
McDougall, set out from Chatham to tour the region and visit the
lazaretto.

The two women were impressed by the sight of small white washed
houses either cleaving to craggy shorelines, or nestled against thick black
forests. There were just over 2,100 residents in the civil parish of
Saumarez, which included Tracadie and the surrounding environs. The
greater number were descendants of Acadians, but there was a sizable
mix of French whose ancestors were from Quebec or elsewhere, some
Irish and Scottish, and a few English. The economy was dependent on a
combination of fishing, lumbering, and farming, but none of these indus-
tries were highly developed. Many families eked out a living from all
three. Pag6 and Davignon noted the fragile infrastructure, the lack of
priests, and the expanse of territory separating the missions, and made a
full report to C6r6 and Bourget. Bourget was disappointed that the pair
was not able to meet with either Rogers or Paquet. C6r6 needed'Paquet's
reassurance that he had full authority from the bishop to engage the hos-
pitallers, and that he knew the hospitallers were founders not missionar-
ies, meaning they needed their own motherhouse in Tracadie with space
for a novitiate. Some revenue for their support must be guaranteed.
Knowing the kind of religious community they were, Paquet replied
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tersely, "In the dossier regarding the hospitallers....It is the bishop who
speaks, it is the bishop who writes, and it is the bishop who is asking this
of  you."u

Despite its obvious difficulties, the work appealed to the order
because, according to Catholic beliefs, leprosy victims, being shunned by
society, are actually closer to God, and caring for them brought their
caregivers closer to God as well. C6r6 decided it was time to discuss the
proposals with all of the hospitallers. She spoke candidly and then asked
for volunteers. According to Dr. Hingston, every one of them stepped for-
ward. Given that conformity and obedience were the norm, and sacrifice
the objective, it would have been quite a courageous act to be the only

hospitaller left standing in the rear.
Few were more eager than Amanda.
Perhaps she already harboured the
hope that one day she would discov-
er a cure for leprosy.

\7hen she met with her father's
obiections she retorted: "No one
stopped you f rom going to
California to look for gold....Do not
prevent me from going where I will
have the means to earn eternal hap-
piness.": Amanda felt challenged by
the prospect of treating this disease
and anxious to use her talents as
researcher and pharmacist.

The community was alive with a
sense of anticipation. Yet they had to
ponder, to pray, and to seek
"\Thatsoever was God's will." The

chapter members gathered on ThursdaS July 16, 1868, and after each
had a turn to speak on the matter they voted to accept the call with the
hope that, in time, their convent in Tracadie would become a "regular
foundation." They had to make a number of compromises. Their quar-
ters were inadequate, they did not have a cloister nor did they have clear
title to the house. Father Gauvreau would act as their chaplain, but there
would be times when he would be so busy elsewhere in the parish, they
would have to forgo their daily mass. The government had not yet grant-
ed a separate stipend for their personal use, and they still hadn't heard
from Bishop Rogers since he had returned to Chatham that June. C6r6
obtained permission to establish a third foundation of hospitallers in
North America from the Vatican on July 25.

The voting sisters elected the six founders that same day. Each one

Monseigneur Paquet.
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possessed individual qualities that made her uniquely suitable for a par

ticular office, and all of them were among the best and brightest in the
Hdtel-Dieu. The seasonedPag6, aged fifty-seven, had the expertise and
wisdom to get the institute established, and manoeuvre it over the first
difficult months. Amanda, the youngest at twenty-three years old would
prescribe suitable treatments for the sick, set the program of care on the
wards, and establish a pharmacy. Eulalie Quesnel, the assistant superior,
would see that the sick received daily religious instruction and prayers,

and that the details of community life, the rules and ceremonies, were fol-

Iowed. Pag6 and Quesnel worked well together, and Pag6 relied on the
good judgement of her 'silent' partner. Delphine Brault, would set a high

standard of nursing care as well as keep careful financial records. Brault's
good humour and gift for storytelling bolstered the morale of the com-
pany in their first difficult days. Brault and Quesnel, both originally from

Sainte-Marguerite de l'Acadie, a small village in rural Quebec, both

descendants of Acadians, were going to look after their own. Strong and

healthy, Cl6mence Bonin, a domestic sister, and PhilomEne Fournier, or

Soeur Lum6na, as she was known in her religious community a lay sis-

ter, and the cook, were not strangers to long hours and backbreaking
labour.

The venture captured the imagination of the entire city. The mission

seemed full of mystery and danger. They were viewed as "angels on

earth," sent by Jesus Christ to look after the "poor lepers." If the
Tracadie foundation was unparalleled in the history of the hospitallers, it

is safe to say it was unparalleled in the history of most religious commu-
nities in North America. Only the later departure of hospitallers from

Tracadie, New Brunswick to look after leprosy victims in San Pablo,

Peru, in 1948, could compare to this adventure.
The women of the H6tel-Dieu prepared their daughters well. The chief

office holder in each department checked her inventory, and turned over

a portion of the supplies. Each sister was to have one new habit plus one

"not quite so new," six each of veils, gymps, head-bands, neckerchiefs,

outside veils, and smaller inside veils. The Montreal motherhouse gave

the founders nearly $900 to cover their expenses, but $100 was included
for the Iazaretto. They sent ten sets of blankets, two dozen towels, twen-

ty yards of bleached and unbleached cotton, pewter table settings for

twelve including serving dishes and utensils, all delivered to father

Gauvreau in Tracadie on August 22, 1'868. Wash basins, soap dishes,
pitchers and chamber pots, buckets, twenty pounds of candles, fifty

pounds of soap, brooms, hair brushes, and tooth brushes were among the
goods, which also included one cooking stove and 1,7 5 pounds of stove
pipe. Sti l l  to come from the board of health were four beds at $16 each,

three stoves at $8 each, four tables at $4 apiece, and four washstands at
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$2 each. No wonder Bishop Rogers complained it was too late to turn
them back.

Amanda, the third of five assistants in the pharmacy, spent the remain-
ing weeks assembling equipment, and, with the help of the H6tel-Dieu
physicians, learning as much as she could about leprosy and other skin
diseases. Bonaventure might have been troubled by his daughter's depar-
ture but Father Trudel had no such reservations. The head pharmacist,
Sister Monique Reid, compiled a ledger to guide Viger when she orga-
nized her own apothecary. She listed medicines as to whether they were
chemical, acid or antacid. She noted the narcotics, anti-spasmodics, ton-

lcs, or astrlngents ln separate
columns,  and deta i led thei r  sub-
groups and interactions. She filled
thirty-frve pages with prescriptions;
everything from the treatment of
mundane problems such as colic,
colds and toothache, to serious i l l-
nesses such as heart disease, cancer
and tuberculos is .  Reid cata logued
over three hundred suggested reme-
dies. Some of the recipes originated in
France, and were over two hundred
years old. She included long columns
of drugs, and their properties. Viger
would have no trouble putting the
drugs in the right places: codes for
the cupboards, shelves and spaces on
them, would be matched with the
labels on the drug supplies she car-
ried with her. Over the years, Viger

and the other sister pharmacists added their own recipes to the ledger, or
clipped relevant articles from newspapers and medical journals.

There were some opponents to the scheme in the New Brunswick
provincial assembly. They were led by the Tracadie representative Robert
Young. His objections were not over the hospitallers' appointment, but
over their number. The MLA thought two to four religious sufficient to
run the institution. He also objected to the suggestion by A. K.
McDougall, that the stipend for the sisters be found by firing the lazaret-
to physician, Robert Young's brother-in-law, Dr. Smith. As a result no
separate stipend was budgeted for the hospitallers in 1868. Father
Gauvreau advised them not to push the issue which would raise the level
of debate in the house, and instead draw their funding from the lazaret-
to budget until such time as their position was formalized through an Act

Father Ferdinand Gauvreau
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of Incorporation. Once that was passed, Gauvreau assured them, the
founders would have full ownership of the whole establishment...and the
Board of Health will be abolished in favour of the nuns.

This proposal was not acceptable to either Bourget or C6.r6.. The num-
ber of sick in the lazaretto fluctuated every year and with it the stipend.
The nuns needed the security of a regular income, notably $800, specifi-
cally for them. There was still no word from Bishop Rogers. \Would they
be like birds on a branch, Bourget wondered? Unless or until the Bishop
of Chatham guaranteed to support them, he could not let them leave.
Rogers finally replied, and his letter, although it did include a document
authorizing the foundation, was evasive. Should the legislature not grant
the allocation, Rogers told C6r6, the diocese did not have the financial
means to support the hospitallers in Tracadie. He could only hope, he
added, that the government would continue to look favourably toward
the work which they themselves created.

The issue of their support was still not settled when Father Gauvreau,
who arrived in Montreal on September 9,'1,858 declared he would not
return to New Brunswick without them. Mance sent a telegram to
Rogers: "'Would it be wise for the sisters to leave Montreal before the
government gives them an allocation?" she asked. Rogers wired back: "I
cannot support the sisters in Tracadie, that would depend on the priests
in the region, but if the sisters establish in Chatham, I will give them a
place near my residence, and I will do everything possible for them."a
Bourget was satisfied. The hospitallers could leave their house in
Montreal to found a monastery in Tracadie.

Heartfelt farewells came after dinner on the departure date, Saturday,
September 12, 1868. Viger, with Pag6, Quesnel, Brault, Bonin, and
Fournier, the H6tel-Dieu chaplain, Father Narcan, and Father Gauvreau
boarded a coach for the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, where they
gathered for a benediction service with the sisters of the Congregation of
Notre Dame, and their students. The church was filled with well wishers,
and there were very few dry eyes when the hymn Aue Maris Stella was
sung at the end of the Benediction service. After a supper with the con-
gregation, they embarked on a steamer Le Montrdal for the fourteen hour
crossing to Quebec. Members of the clergy, some of the H6tel-Dieu doc-
tors, and a good many friends and relatives saw them off. A carriage
belonging to the Grey Nuns met the ship the next morning and brought
them to their monastery for a mass and communion breakfast. The hos-
pitallers rested with them until Monday. That afternoon the founders
were the guests of the Congregation of Notre-Dame in Quebec city.

A harrowing voyage on Le Secrer, which brought them to Chatham,
commenced on the evening of September 14. Amanda and the others
became so desperately sea sick they were in need of help from Father
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Gauvreau, and a few fellow travellers. That night they were thrown from
their bunks in the heaving ship, and were forced to shelter in total dark-
ness, in the women's lounge. Barrels came loose and shattered the
glassed-in ceiling sending shards down on them all. Many people wept.
The next morning the sea was calm but their bunks and bedding were so
soaked they were forced to huddle together, wrapped in blankets, on the
deck. Le Secret docked in Chatham on Thursday, September 17,1868.
Their arrival, marred by sea sickness, tiredness, and wetness, proved only
a forerunner of the trials that lay ahead. Rogers met the partS and while
they were still on the ship, told them they would not be going to
Tracadie.

The patriarchy was polarized. The bishop, to whom they owed obedi-
ence was determined to keep them in Chatham, and Gauvreau was equal-
ly adamant that they go with him to Tracadie. Pag6 decided to address
Rogers' practical nature. "'We six women were chosen specifically for the
work in Tracadie," she pointed out. "There is no hospital in Chatham,
and even if there is work for us, we do not speak English well enough to
help the Irish Catholics living here. We would be a burden on you," she
said, "while in Tracadie there is much for us to do." Rogers replied: "We
are all a burden for our Lord...and he bears all....As to the diff iculty of
speaking English, it is not the language you need to look after the sick but
the heart." Pag6 had little choice but to follow the bishop's wishes.
Gauvreau, making no attempt to hide his resentment, refusing even to
look at the mother superior, left for Tracadie the next morning.

Rogers knew it was not Gauvreau but Paquet who would really chal-
lenge him. The ailing vicar general, old enough to be the bishop's father,
was not afraid to stand up to him. Rogers asked Pag6 to go to Caraquet
with him. Ordering Brault and Viger to begin unloading their supplies,
an exhausted Pag6 and Quesnel were on the road again. They spent
Sunday night with 

'Will iam 
Davidson, a member of the Board of Health,

where they continued to discuss the issue. Father Gauvreau, sti l l  bitter,
greeted the bishop and his party when they stopped on Monday, but, his
temper paled in the face of an angry crowd which greeted the bishop.
Tuesday morning, when the party made their way from the priest's resr-
dence to the nearby church, some threw stones. "Give us our holy sisters.
we can support them as well as the people of the Miramichi!" they shout-
ed. The sick joined their countrymen, shouting through the slats of their
enclosure. The bishop, sti l l  in an excellent frame of mind, pushed his way
past the mob.

Finally Paquet, after sixteen hours of continuous negotiation with
Rogers, convinced him to allow the hospitallers to go to Tracadie, but
only after Pag6 consented to Rogers' terms. Paquet would undertake their
financial support unti l the province voted for their stipend. Pag6
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promised that more hospitallers from Montreal would be sent, within the
year, to found a house in Chatham. "By mutual agreement between the
sisters and myself," Rogers wrote to C6r6, "the foundation will take hold
in Chatham, on the condition that a mission of sisters, enough to serve
the lepers, will be sent from the said community."s In other words, the
Bishop would not have an autonomous foundation of hospitallers in
Tracadie. C6r6 replied carefully. More sisters would come from Montreal
and, "There would be enough of them to serve the lazaretto hospital,
while living in conformity to our rules."6

Rogers would think of the Tracadie foundation as a mission for the rest
of his life, but as far as Pag6 and
her associate founders were con-
cerned, the Tracadie house was a
foundation, and it was going for-
ward. Viger was only too happy to
reload what had been unpacked.
Before they left Chatham, Pag6
convened her small chapter and the
list of offices was drawn. Quesnel
was the assistant superior, bursar,
the secretary for the chapter and in
charge of the ceremonies and pro-
tocol in the choir. Amanda was
mistress of novices. She wrote, "I
am anxious for the community to
grow so that when someone is the
mistress of novices, the house is
well full of subjects." Nevertheless,
she added, "I am filled with glory
and happiness," to be the pharma-
cist, and assistant head nurse.T
Amanda was also the assistant sec-

retary, the lead singer, and in charge of music for the services. Brault was
the head nurse, and the bursar for the poor, Viger's assistant in the phar-
macy and in charge of clothing and linens. Bonin was the third assistant
in the hospital wards, shoemaker, responsible for cleaning the sisters' dor-
mitory, the laundry and kitchen assistant. Lum6na was the cook, did laun-
dry, kept the habits in good repair and tended the doors. Both Lum6na
and Bonin would be responsible for the garden and barnyard. The hospi-
tallers were given the task of looking after the altar linens, vessels, priests'

vestments and communion hosts for twelve mission churches. They would
spend many of their hours of recreation knitting, mending or doing the
fine needlework required on some of these items.

Marie Page
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The new community would not have a daily mass, nor would mem-
bers be able to go to confession on a regular basis, due to the shortage of
priests. Rogers exempted them from the rule of fasting because of the
physical demands of their work. There would be no cloister. Priests, bene-
factors, doctors, workers, even servants would be admitted to all of their
community rooms, except the choir. Rogers refused to perform the
Ceremony of Possession, as required in Tbe Customary, and he would
not consecrate Pag6 as the mother superior, telling them all that since
their position in Tracadie was so precarious, he wanted nothing whatev-
er to do with the business. Nevertheless, before they left Chatham on
September 28, he gave each of them his blessing.

Arrivng at their destination must have been an extraordinary sight for
Viger. People stood on their porches when they rode through the settle-
ments, and rifles were fired as a sign of rejoicing. Father Gauvreau did
his best to make up for Rogers' Iack of involvement. 

'Sfhen 
the sisters

arrived, they found the houses and the church were decorated with
bunting, the church bell chimed, and the sisters, led by Father Gauvreau,
walked two-by-two between a throng of people, a few of whom called to
the "sister doctors." Some reached out to touch their skirts, others
pushed babies into their arms. More than 250 people gathered inside the
church to give thanks. The founders were gladdened, a few days later,
after Father Gauvreau said the first mass in the new convent chapel on
October 3, 1868 and left the Holy Sacrament in the tabernacle.

Tracadie circa 1900
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As Though Invisible

tfh. hospitallers, squeezed into the dimly lit lazaretto barracks, tried
I not to show their horror when they came face to face with leprosy

for the first time. The patients were living in two small wards on the main
floor. The ten men and ten women were covered in running scabs, "The
noses red, the hands contorted...," Quesnel recalled. They slept on straw
ticks thrown over roughly hewn wooden bunks of different heights, styles
and lengths. Hay poked through filthy, vermin infested mattresses. There
were no pillows or sheets, only a few dirty blankets. Fleas and ants crept
from crevices, crawled about, hopped from beds, and walls. The stench
was stifling. Quesnel called the building a 'disgusting hovel' so dirty, and
so covered in spittle the sisters dared not sit.1

The lazaretto was a jail within a jail, where the sick were the victims
of anyone who had more power than they did. There was no one to come
when fighting broke out, no parent to help a child, and no one to prevent
the worst offences against the weakest. Some of the men knocked out
part of a wall so they could have full access to the women's ward. The
most violent ruled the institution by force, Gauvreau wrote, swearing and
cursing went on continually; it was a, "den of bandits and thieves." Fear
and superstition about the illness increased their suffering. Many were
convinced Ieprosy was a sexually transmitted disease, or, at least, the con-
sequences of leading a morally depraved lifestyle. 

'$Tithin 
the institution,

patients felt the same revulsion for one another, as the public did for
them. Nearly all of them believed that while he or she did not have lep-
rosy, their neighbour certainly had the disease. They refused to socialize,
or even sit near each other at the same table. Many families hid their sick
relatives, or sent them away from the area, or only surrendered the vic-
tim when the symptoms were so pronounced it could no longer be
denied.

Father Gauvreau said a weekly mass for them in a lean-to, on the back
of the building, off the main floor. They followed the service through a
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glassed-in doorway, one section of which opened so they could receive
communion, and so the curate could hear their confessions.

Two weeks passed before the sisters could turn their attention to
improving the state of the lazaretto, since they had to remodel the quar-

ters prepared for them by the Board of Health, to make them suitable for
a religious community. Amanda was busy organizing her pharmacy. The
hospitallers took over Gauvreau's tiny residence while the renovations
were underway. Few would rise as early as they; fewer still would be
passing through the vil lage; but anyone who did, would see a shadowy
procession of nuns leave the back of the presbyter, plod along in the pre-

dawn light, cross a footbridge, traipse through a narrow field-path, and,
two by two, make their way to Saint John the Baptist Roman Catholic
Church. Here, they attended a mass said by Father Gauvreau, and
intoned their morning office before trekking over to the lazaretto hospi-
tallmonastery. \Walking as though invisible, their eyes downcast, keeping

their arms folded in the sleeves of their cloaks, only the most curious
amongst this group, would steal even a sideways glance towards the

source of the sea winds washing over them- a nearby tributary off the
Gulf of St Lawrence. After a light breakfast prepared by Sister Lum6na,
they started the first of many days filled with unrelenting labour.

The hospitallers were astounded to see a large number of people, rich

and poor, Catholic and Protestant, turning up with provisions the day
after they arrived. Volunteer labourers were already undertaking the ren-
ovations. Everyone in Tracadie and beyond wanted a glimpse of the 'holy

women,' the 'sister doctors,' the 'angels of the earth,' who would take
care of their sick ones. A few came on horseback, others in wagons, but
there were men and women with small children and babes in arms, walk-
ing, t ired and dr-rst5 up the lane to the lazaretto. One pressed a small coin
into Amanda's palm; another reached out and touched her skirt. The vol-
unteers travelled long distances to get to the site, and the sisters shared
their own meagre food supplies because their workers did not have

enough to eat.
Father Gauvreau oversaw the work under the direction of the astute

mother superior. He managed, Quesnel wrote, to include the chapel,
choir, and sacristy in the plans-rooms that the hospitallers needed, but
which the government might not be disposed to provide. A passageway
the width of the building, linked their choir to the refectory to hospital

wards, giving the nuns access to and from the lazaretto, and the
monastery without appearing in public.

There were three staircases, two from the hospital to newly created
upstairs wards, and one from their monastery to the sisters' sleeping
quarters. Doors at each end were installed on all three. These were kept
locked most of the time. The chapel served to partition the two units.
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Before too long, the grill they brought with them from Montreal, was in
place in their choir. The altar of the chapel was placed closer to the grill,
and the space behind made the sacristy. They used some of the money
they received from Montreal to purchase the chapel accoutrements like
church vessels, altar clothes, and linens. Men would see the services
through a window in their ward, while the women would have to be con-
tent listening through a grate in the floor of their quarters upstairs. The
nuns soon discovered that visitors awaiting medical prescriptions from
Amanda could overhear conver-
sations from their all-purpose
community room, refectory and
kitchen so they requisitioned a
former laundry on the lazaretto
property for their salle de com-
munaut4.

Their sleeping quarters and a
small infirmary was on the sec-
ond floor of the monastery.
Limited space was reserved for
storage, linens, and wardrobe.
The steep incline of the mansard
roof made the ceilings low and
stuffy especially in winter.
Amanda and Delphine Brault
shared one sleeping cell, Bonin
and Lum6na another, each mea-
sured eleven by twelve feet.

Quesnel and Pag6 had separate
cells. Pag6's was slightly larger
than the others, about twelve by
twelve feet.

The nuns had few furnishings. There was no dining room table in
these first days. The sisters ate at the little tables in their cells. They had
to carry their chairs with them if they wanted to sit down. Although all
the work should have been done before winter, one of the chimneys was
not complete. Smoke and soot spilled from the stove. The floor of the
refectory and kitchen, even the benches, were layered in frost. Sister
Lum6na had to put warm ashes in her shoes to keep her feet from freez-
ing.

Amanda appropriated Father Gauvreau's 'lean-to chapel'for her phar-
macy, but it was Dr. Smith who hired the workers and furnished the cost
for its repairs. The prosperous Young family, and the Smiths, were not
only anglophones but amongst the very few non-Catholics living in

Dr. A. C. Smith.
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Tracadie, and Dr. Smith, himself was an agnostic. Their generosity, par-

ticularly in the first weeks after the nuns arrived, was frequently noted,

sometimes with some bemusement. Smith was pleased to have someone
with Amanda's training and experience able to dispense prescriptions.
Sfhen she opened her apothecary, there were no formal standards regu-
lating the practice of pharmacy in the province. Pharmacists learned from

one another through a system of apprenticeship and, prior to the forma-
tion of the Pharmaceutical
Society in New Brunswick in
1884, there were no regula-
tions. Most doctors prepared
the medicines themselves, or
trained their own assistants.
Moreover, Amanda was not
the only competent pharma-
cist in the monastery. Their
education in Montreal pre-
pared all the choir sisters for
a number of professional
roles and, as the list of offices
indicated, just as Viger could
assist Brault on the wards,
Brault was able to fill in for
Viger in the pharmacy. Dr.
Smith had reason to believe
that his association, examin-
ing and diagnosing suspected
leprosy cases, would contin-
ue. After all, the nuns were
not doctors. It was another
few weeks before he learned
that the House of Assembly
would not renew his con-
tract.

The apothecary measured
a  b o u t  e l e v e n - a n d  - a - h a l f

square feet. Amanda placed

her ledger and her record books on what had been the altar. Except for

the cost of outfitting their chapel, the rest of the money from Montreal

was given to Amanda for pharmaceuticals. This, plus a gift of $120 from

Father Trudel, gave her nearly $700 to buy the stock. "The flasks I

received from Montreal last June crammed the shelves so full that I had

to bring down the pots and store them under the counters," she wrote.

Sister Brault
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"The pharmacy gets more and more comfortable." She put a small mar-
ble table between the window and the outside door, and took delivery of
fifty feet of boards to build an armoire to hold supplies that were being
kept some distance away. She painted the armoire in Viennese red; the
large bureau, the door and the table were white and black. It was, "as full
as an egg)" she declared proudly.z

The hospitallers generated a sense of renewal in the lazaretto that was
as physical and moral, as it was spiritual. They cleared out the hens that
occupied the second floor over thelazaretto, and after repairs and a thor-
ough cleaning, a respectable residence for the female patients was ready.
A few of the men were not h"ppy that the women were moved upstairs.
Perhaps they were husbands or brothers who didn't see the need to keep
the women apart. On one occasion, Father Gauvreau, with the help of
the other patients, had to subdue three or four who threatened to break
down the doors leading to the upstairs ward if they were not unlocked.
One male patient was so angry he refused to move his bed, but Pag6
stood up to him, and getting no assistance from his comrades, he even-
tually relented. The nuns washed down the building's interior, scraping
the dirt off windows, floors, and walls with a knife. They tackled the fur-
nishings, utensils and dishes. Many of the articles were beyond launder-
ing. Mattresses, blankets, even clothing had to be burned. They went
over and over the premises several times before it appeared clean. Once
sufficiently scoured, religious objects, in the form of statues, holy pictures
and crucifixes, plastered the walls in every direction.

Amanda's first task was to disinfect wounds, and try to rid them of the
worms that had invested deep into layers of tissue. "I7e do all in our
power to be with our dear lepers who are so good," Amanda wrote. "'We
would never have believed they would be so easy to treat." She applied
dressings twice daily, sat up with the worst cases, and, under a spiritual
impulse that Pag6 soon curtailed, even kissed their sores. According to

Quesnel, one of Amanda's patients was completely disfigured: "Her
whole countenance was a hideous lump of rotten skin.... Only with a
great deal of difficulty was she able to open her mouth, and in great suf-
fering eat a bit of food. Needless to say, the smell is revolting."3 The
wards were segregated but not locked during the day. Men and women
were allowed outside within the lazaretto property.

All of the hospitallers felt the effects of the heavy work, but Viger, who
worked harder than anyone else, worried them. "Sister St. Jean was sick
and she is still coughing a lot," Pag6 wrote. "If she isn't dead, it isn't
because she hasn't looked after the lepers, and, in addition to that, tak-
ing care of all the sick outside. Quesnel is in bed with a high fever doing
only part of the work that Sister. St. Jean does routinely." Viger never
mentioned her illness when she wrote only a few days later, but, she did
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betray a certain melancholy: "'We have been so busy, we have no time to
pray, or to visit the choir. ufithout the lifeline provided by our letters to
and from Montreal we would not survive."a Evidently Pag6 chose to fast
even though Rogers had exempted them from this particular rule. "Our
mother is sick with a sore throat and ear-aches," Quesnel wrote, "pro-
voked by the fatigue of fasting, and the cold." They were all pale, and
everyone was thinner, but, she said, "Sister St. Jean lost so much weight
her petticoat went around completely without touching her waist at
all. " 5

It is not surprising that Viger was lonely, with almost every vestige of
her former life gone in a space of a few weeks. She and her sister founders
had become pioneers for their community, opening and expanding the
roles of Les Religiewses Hospitaliires de Saint-Joseph and, Iike most who
forge new paths, they toiled alone. Besides their medical skills, the reli-
gious aura that surrounded the hospitallers encouraged families to bring
their ailing relatives to the lazaretto that winter, some hoping cures might
be possible. A total of seven new cases were admitted, several in
advanced stages of the disease.

There were victims of leprosy no older than twelve, some were
younger, and many were only in their early teens. Eight of the nineteen
patients in the lazaretto in 1870 were between thirteen and fifteen. Of
five women, the oldest was only twenty-one. Although the medical com-
munity generally agreed that leprosy was incurable, most of the doctors,
who came into contact with the victims, even in the years when the
lazaretto was on Sheldrake Island, tried to find a suitable antidote. Dr.
Alexander Ke5 the lazaretto's first appointed doctor, dosed his patients
on Sheldrake Island with bichloride of mercury and iodine. Another
physician, Dr. Charles LaBillois used what he called, 'mercurial frictions,'
on the Tracadie patients between 1849-1850. Several he pronounced
cured, and released them that year, but most of these were re-admitted
later. In the 1850s, even Father Gauvreau purchased a couple of medical
books, set aside a section of the lazaretto for those who he thought might
benefit, and undertook a treatment program.

Like the others, Amanda was reasonably confiden\ that, with the
right medicine, the sick could have their health restored. Therefore, she
experimented with a variety of compounds designed, she hoped, to cure
at least, "...a few of them." The mildest remedy she used was strong tea,
because, she said, it appeared to fade the amber spots. Her other formu-
las, though extremely toxic preparations, were still part of the standard
medical repertoire of the era. She was giving some of her patients up to
five drops of liquid arsenic a day. A resident on this treatment had all his
wounds but one clear up and the red spots on his legs were disappearing.
She tried bichloride of mercury on those she considered in the worst
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state. Nor was she above using patent medicines like, "Fowle's Humour
Cure." She wrote, "It caused certain pains in the limbs, but appeared to
improve the condition of their mouths and throats."6 

'When 
he heard of

the success of this experiment, Fowle sent a large supply of his product
free of charge.

A recipe from an elderly gentleman, whispered to her lest someone else
overhear and steal the credit for the concoction, called for a combination
of roots and spruce bark, gallons of water, and lots of wood. "The stove
in the laundry room doesn't cool," and the solution boiled for a full sev-
enty-two hours, Quesnel noted. The resultant liquid was strained and the
sick were given the drink several times daily over the next two months.
"Anything," one patient told Amanda, "that tasted that awful was
bound to make them well again." Amanda was equally eager to try a for-
mula recommended in an old medical text belonging to Father Gauvreau.
Amanda wrote: "It is expensive, smells terrible and an awful grey colour
but our poor l4prewx are joyous. They imagine that surely, this time, they
will get better."7 Sister Quesnel said the sisters and the sick were praying
to the Holy Family that the recipe would work.

Cures for the patients proved elusive: "In spite of all my treatments,
nothing [works] with regards to the 'maladie', it always has the upper
hand," Amanda wrote. Nevertheless, she was still not dissuaded,
"Without some sort of medicine," she said, "they wil l have no hope."8
She finally gave up experimenting, and returned to remedial therapies
that would at least ameliorate the condition*good nutrition, a clean
environment, fresh air, plenty of rest and regular dressing changes.
Though some of the side effects of Amanda's treatments were unfortu-
nate, they were essentially no more primitive or random than those used
now by medical practitioners in tending to the terminally or chronically
i l1.

The changes the hospitallers wrought in the lazaretto, were welcomed
by most. One group of sick told Amanda that if the sisters were trans-
ferred to Chatham, then they too would go to Chatham, and if the nuns
returned to Montreal, they would follow them there. "I don't think you
would refuse the community, nor our 'dear lepers' either," Amanda
added, "but you might have to wait a long time. It is likely Tracadie will
take root."9

Bishop Rogers, presiding over confirmation ceremonies for six young
patients that January 1869, did not fail to notice how gratified the resi-
dents were to have the hospitallers with them, or ignore the visible
changes since their arrival. Father Gauvreau wrote in April 1869, "Two
of the worst rebels of the earlier period died, deeply regretting their past
behaviour and filled with religious spirit. A third is bed-ridden and full of
pain. The fourth, hit by what has happened to his associates, is as quiet
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and gentle as a lamb." The sick, at first edified by the ambiance of piety
and devotion, have now become, themselves, the source of edification for
others. "Certainly, the peace and calm reflected in the faces of those who
are about to receive Holy Communion, is evidence that the Spirit of God
is upon them."1o

Although not officially ratified until April, the provincial House of
Assembly prepared to allocate part of the $800 a year requested for their
stipend from Dr. Smith's salary. Smith knew that without the livelihood
guaranteed by his lazaretto position he would not be able to scratch out
a living. The local families had little money or material possessions. He
had no choice but to leave Tracadie in January of 1,869, making Viger the
unofficial chief medical officer within a radius of more than thirty miles.
If she felt overwhelmed by this development, she did not complain. But
Pag6, apparently resented the doctor's presence and made no attempt to
disguise her feelings: "'We cannot express how happy we were to hear
about the doctor's resignation from the hospitalr" she wrote.11 "The
news was all the more joyous," she said, "because it was so unexpected."
"Thirty people came to the dispensary todayr" Sister Quesnel wrote,
"How strong is their faith! How poor and miserable they are. It makes
me pity them." Viger told her Montreal community she was looked on
not only as a dispenser of medicines but as a "doctor of medicine," and
she added, "...the sick are coming to us from fifty, sometimes sixty miles
away.... \We have to give them, at least, some attention."72

It appears Viger's reputation spread quickly because large numbers of
people began to come for consultations. Contributing to her success, on
one hand, was her desire to keep up to date with developments in the
world of medicine through a store of medical books and journals. Shortly
after she arrived in Tracadie, for instance, she received nine books on
medicine, five of which came from Father Gauvreau. On the other side,
though, was her reliance on preparations that were not necessarily a part
of, or approved by, the medical mainstream. The mid-nineteenth century
was a time when confidence in traditional therapies waned, and the pub-
lic, seeking less interventionist approaches that caused fewer side effects,
turned increasingly to homeopaths, and 'quacks' for various forms of
folk medicines. Viger had a large number of home remedies in her reper-
toire; therapies that required nothing stronger than eggs, butter, honey,
oatmeal, vinegar, and wine. As well, she kept a variety of herbs for use in
medicines, teas, and washing solutions.

Furthermore, Viger brought a spiritual dimension to her work that
was not often found in the healing arts. The mystique which surrounded
all the hospitallers likely attracted more than one curiosity-seeker, but no
matter the motive, Amanda's habit, her serene demeanor, and soothing
approach calmed the sick or injured, and inspired their confidence. She
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believed that the importance of faith was often overlooked by the med-
ical profession. She rejected one medical book because it failed to recog-
nize the soul. The late Sister Louise L6gdre, 104 years old in 1976, said
that local residents believed Amanda Viger had the 'gift of healing.' She
still recalled her first meeting with Sister St. Jean-one which was likely
a factor in her decision to later enter the Tracadie Foundation. Her father,
a Caraquet fisherman, injured his arm in an accident. Infection set in and
he was brought to the monastery in Tracadie. Amanda was gracious,
L6gdre recalled, her presence filled the tiny establishment. L6gbre, a
young girl, looked on, while Viger cleaned and dressed the wound, which
was "black with decay." Viger told Mr. L6gdre not to remove the bandage
for a week. \il/hen the bandage was taken off the arm, "it had complete-
ly healed."

Amanda told her Montreal community that people were arriving in
groups of twelve, fifteen, or even twenty. They waited in the sisters' par-
lour while the prescriptions were written out and filled. "Today I had six-
teen, twelve were from Kouchibouguac," she wrote. Sister Monique
Reid, who arrived to replace Pag6 in May of 1869 found them all, "sick
enough to be in hospital."lJ On one occasion, two women, commis-
sioned by thirteen others, journeyed from Bathurst, New Brunswick, a
difficult seventy-five mile circuit along the Acadian Peninsula. A sizable
minority of her patients spoke only English. In one six-month period
Viger saw a total of 1,695 individuals.

The laity were not the only ones seeking help from the 'Sister Doctors.'
They were also preparing medications for ailing priests and missionaries,
among them Fathers Gauvreau, and Charles Hachey, a friend of Bishop
Rogers. The medications they sent to Father Hachey were very effective,
Rogers told them, and now that Hachey was feeling better, Rogers was
sending him to Tracadie, "in order to receive further treatment and
advice with regards to his health." Gauvreau was ailing during the sum-
mer months. Viger said they arranged a rest area in their sunny garden,
using benches sent from Montreal and intended for their refectory.
Bishop Rogers sent his former secretary, Father Joseph Auguste Babmeau
to help Gauvreau with his pastoral duties, but when Gauvreau's health
did not improve, Mother Reid asked the Bishop to assign a confessor for
their house: "lt would only be necessary to have one during the first week
of each season of the church year." Father Gauvreau was so ill he was not
able to say mass in their chapel by February 1870,and he needed their
almost constant nursing care.

If the success of Amanda's practice had translated into income, the
small foundation would have reached economic independence within the
first year. However, they accepted donations but did not charge for any
of their works and long periods of time went by when no money came in
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at all. "For several weeks we got nothing," Amanda wrote a few months
after opening the dispensary. Total offerings for the whole twelve month
period of 1,869 came to $105.31. On the other hand, expenditures
amounted to $102.16. The only other source of earned income in 1.869
came from the production and sale of dairy products: butter and milk
brought in $19.20-hardly a livable wage, let alone enough to pay for
pharmaceuticals. Clearly, without Father Trudel, who sent her a further
$20 in July of 1859, she might have run out of supplies.

Amanda, in her efforts to save money, agreed to a proposal presented
by Board of Health member, Mr. William Davidson, a N6guac business-
man, who advised her to buy medicines from Halifax instead of
Montreal. He would have the supplies brought in on his own schooner,
he told her, and the hospitallers would save on the shipping costs. She
was shocked to learn later that the bil lcame to $112, much higher than
the $40 she had budgeted. Happily for Mr. Davidson, as well as the sis-
ters, the boat capsized at the entrance to the Tracadie Harbour. The busi-
nessman salvaged the medicine, which he turned over to the nuns, who
also collected a $94 insurance claim. Although insurance adjusters might
debate the issue, as far as Amanda was concerned, the incident was evi-
dence that Divine Providence was favouring their work.

They were never as poor as "birds on a branch" but the small sums of
money coming in seldom let them forget their essentially meagre finan-
cial resources. Fortunately, the rules required their motherhouse to lend
recent foundations a reasonable sum for each sister in the establishment.
The community had to repay the amount within three years, or pay an
annuity to the house from which they received the loan.

The Montreal hospitallers were true to their word and the Chatham
foundation was established in 1869. Rogers, undertaking another
European voyage for a Vatican Council meeting in 1.870, requested a list
of their houses in France. "I will make it my duty to visit at least the one
in La Fldche, the cradle of your holy communitg to thank the Holy
Family for creating this holy institute and establishing their foundation to
comfort the poor sick in my diocese." The bishop visited La Fldche, Laval
and Ern6e, Beaug6, Beaufort, Nimes, and Avignon where he collected a
total of 2,900 francs (approximately $500 U.S.); funds specifically
intended for the New Brunswick foundations in Tracadie and Chatham.
Rogers, ignoring the design of the donors, gave the money to his secre-
tary, Reverend Thomas Barry, for diocesan work. He was about to build
a monastery/hospital complex for the hospitallers in Chatham, so by
turning the funds over to general revenues instead of to the two New
Brunswick houses, at least some monies would help defray building costs,
while Rogers saw to it that none of the amount would go to Tracadie.

More troubling, perhaps, than the lack of support from their bishop
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was his attempts to use charm as a tactic of manipulation. His ingratiat-
ing ploys kept them off guard, while his tendency to blame the govern-
ment, or Father Gauvreau, or Protestants for their unfortunate circum-
stances, left the hospitallers suspicious of others and permanently inse-
cure.

The Common Schools Act passed in 1871, which banned the teaching
of religion and the use of religious objects in the schools of New
Brunswick, is a good indication that he had reason for concern over who
would own or control public institutions such as the lazaretto. However,
what Rogers overlooked was the disparate complexities of the education
system, and the Tracadie hospital. The former, serving the needs of the
general population, catered to students of all denominations and, in the
southern part of the province, most would be non-Catholics. These par-
ents did not want their children influenced by members of other faiths.
But as its supporters argued, there was no reason for the House of
Assembly to restrict the religious practices of the hospitallers within the
lazaretto, which, while also a public institution, was one that, de facto,
served only a minority within a minority population group, all of whom
were Roman Catholic. It would only result in a return to the province, of
a host of problems the sisters seemed to have so easily resolved. Nor was
Rogers unmindful of the acrimonious relationship (no doubt intensified
by the influx of famine Irish escaping Hibernia in the mid-1840s)
between Irish Catholic and Irish Protestant populations in his own epis-
copal town. But no matter the Catholic and Protestant dissension in other
regions of the province, the possibility such strife would erupt midst the
homogeneous hospital population was exceedingly remote.

There was more in Rogers' opposition than his oft-stated fears of gov-
ernment legislative powers; it is obvious that his distress was compound-
ed by the fact that Paquet, Gauvreau, and Pag6 established the founda-
tion in spite of his disfavour. This was not the first occasion that these
two priests had disregarded the bishop's desires. They both were united
in their opposition to Confederation, for example, when Rogers was
using his position to urge parishioners to vote for the union. However, on
that occasion, the argument was settled by the voters, and in the bishop's
favour. This time, from his point of view, the outcome of the debate was
not so happily resolved; thus, he only grudgingly allowed them to go to
Tracadie, and notwithstanding their initial successes, he would never
entirely approve of the enterprise.

Furthermore, because of their situation in Tracadie, Rogers felt forced
to undertake the construction of a motherhouse for the hospitallers in
Chatham. He purchased the land before the fall of 1868 was over, and,
he promised, "...as soon as the said community is legally incorporated
they will have the judicial power to become land owners and to gather
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monies, with the goal of building the convent and H6tel-Dieu." In the
meantime, Rogers turned over his former residence for their, "use and
possession." Thus, because he believed the hospitallers in Tracadie to be
in a 'perilous' position, Rogers was initiating an undertaking that would
add considerably to his debt. If his original assumption proved false, then
what excuse would he have for this additional cost? Having predicted the
hospitallers' failure at every opportunitS any action that threatened to
increase the security of the hospitallers in Tracadie, also threatened to
expose a hollowness in his own position.

Imagine his consternation, then, when he learned that Father
Gauvreau, without consulting the bishop, took it upon himself to draw
up and circulate a petition asking the House of Assembly to incorporate
the sisters, and allocate agrant of $800 ayear, over and above the lazaret-
to budget, for their stipend. Needless to say, Rogers-who knew nothing
about it until, Mr. Moore, the MLA for Gloucester, presented it to him
for his signature-did not support it but he must have grappled with his
legendary temper when he noted that one of the people who did sign the
document was Marie Pag6.

There is no copy of the bishop's letter to the mother superior, but we
know that one was sent to her by the obviously contrite tone of Pag6's
response. "I deserved to be reprimanded," she wrote in April 1,869r "for
having signed the petition sent to the government." She believed Father
Gauvreau had the bishop's authorization since, "He always talks to me
as though he was working in concert with you."14 Rogers made his posi-
tion quite clear a few weeks later. Father Gauvreau, according to Rogers,
having taken such an important step without seeking 'the advice of his
bishop,' promoted discussion of the issue in parliament, stories in news-
papers, conferences between deputies, priests and bishops, in their vari-
ous localities, all creating a certain notoriety for the hospitallers and
so, "by his impudence, a good and honourable community, which was
known for its obedience, seemed to dissociate itself from the proper
Superior."ts Pag6 attempted to mend the rift with Rogers and Gauvreau
by pointing out that Father Gauvreau, "often talks about your
holy endeavours, and appears sincerely pleased by the success of your
work."  15

After several delays, the Act of Incorporation was passed in April of
1869.It allowed the sisters to raise money, own or sell real estate, col-
lect rent and keep any profits. It also entitled them to full control and
administration of an $800 allocation, although it was June of that year
before the sisters received the first installment. The act, however, was
flawed. An amendment tabled by Robert Young left the community sub-
ject to government caprices. They could receive donations, but they
could not legally dispose of anything without permission from the
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province since the legislature retained the power to rescind the act. As
Rogers said, "It makes your community property simply government
property." Matters which require negotiations with the government, "the
majority of whom are Protestant and enemies of our religion, must be
handled with the utmost prudence."

Gauvreau, of course, could not have anticipated that the act would be
amended in such a way) and, seeking to incorporate the hospitallers so
that they would have the legal right to own property and raise funds, was
a legitimate recourse for charitable organizations. Despite its flaws, if the
Act of Incorporation had not passed, it is unlikely the legislature would
have approved their $800 allocation, thus imposing such an additional
strain on their precarious financial position that their work in Tracadie
may have ended. At the very least, the act, which legitimized the hospi-
tallers' role and affirmed the government's acceptance of them, should
have served to alIay, to a certain degree, Rogers' initial mistrust.

Gauvreau was unapologetic: "This incorporation, as well as the allo-
cation of $800, are the beginning two big steps made for the primary
foundation of your institute in New Brunswick," he wrote to Mother
C6r6, even though, "[t]he main goal, that is the legal acquisition of the
land on which the convent and the hospital are built, has still to be
reached...put your trust in Divine Providence, God is never stopped mid-
way.')16 Father Gauvreau proved his devotion to them, and the hospi-
tallers' mission when he donated two land tracts, about fifty acres each,
bordering the lazaretto property with half the area cleared for agricul-
ture. It was worth $e:0. He managed to get around the act by making
the title out to Julie C6r6. and C6sarine Raymond, both of the H6tel-Dieu
Montreal. The hospitallers, in appreciation, named Father Gauvreau an
Honorary Founder of the Community. The contract would prove to be a
model for other New Brunswick Catholic religious communities.
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Germination

\ /iger maintained The Cbronicles, a darly-or sometimes weekly or
V monthly-diary of events where she documented many of the prob-

lems they encountered with an intransigent church, a prejudiced civilian
government, and the Iazaretto management board, relations with which
were increasingly contentious. Fortunately, Pag6 knew how to manipu-
late her ship around the secular and ecclesiastical shoals that character-
ized New Brunswick politics, but the mother superior was not a young

woman, and the physical and mental exertions were affecting her health.
Pag6 suffered from chronic fatigue, a sore throat and an ear infection for
several weeks. Pag6 was recalled to Montreal after only nine months in
Tracadie. C6r6 was seriously ill, and Pag6 replaced her as the mother

superior of Mont Sainte-Famille a few weeks later. The founders, pro-

foundly distressed by the loss of their superior, "...did not want to be seen
weeping," so Brault, in her role as sacristan, moved up the scheduled
hour for Pag6's departure. Nevertheless, "the community chapel was as
full at 4:00 A.M. as it would have been at 6fi0 A.M.," Viger wrote. "Sister
Brault is angry with the Holy Spirit who...let people know about the
change."t

Sisters Monique Reid and Marie PhilomEne Sicotte, sent to reinforce
the number of hospitallers, arrived in Chatham late in May, bringing so
much cargo with them Mr. Davidson needed a second conveyance to
transport it all. Reid, Amanda's former pharmacy instructor, had enough
education and experience to make her a more than capable administra-
tor and she was appointed to replace Pag6 as mother superior. Sicotte and
Amanda, former schoolmates in the Boucherville convent, worked well
together. Eventually Sicotte became Viger's 'right hand.' "People come
asking for the new 'sister doctors,"' Quesnel wrote. And, Viger noted, "I

,ust received two sugar breads from a religious woman who wanted to
show her sincere gratitude to the new arrivals."2

Just as he failed to conduct a ceremony of possession for their Tracadie
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house, Rogers took little interest in the hospitallers' annual retreat, or in
presiding over the election of the mother superior at its conclusion.
However, the Montreal house obtained his permission to send their own
chaplain, Father Narcan, to act as Rogers' commissary. The hospitallers
hosted a chicken dinner for their guest, and Amanda dubbed herself the
'Sister Doctor with the hard heart' because she was the only one willing
to dispatch one of their two month-old pullets for the cause. The election
formality ended on July 26 with benediction, and the singing of the Te
Deum. Quesnel, whose descriptive letters give such a vivid picture of
everyday life in their foundation, was recalled in June of 1,871.

Viger might have given little thought to sacrificing a chicken, but her

The Religious Hospitallers of Saint Joseph and their patients at the H6tel-
Dieu, Tracadie, circa 1873-4. Amanda is third from the right. Also in the
group are Mother Superior Monique Reid, Sisters Brault, Sicotte, L'ev0que,
Cl6mence, Lum6na, with their first postulant Sister Parent.

heart was certainly not without tenderness. Further, from all accounts she
was an attractive young woman, and being much more in public view
than she ever would have been in Montreal, she was being noticed and-
to her consternation-noticed by certain young men in the area. "Charlo
continues to hang aroundr" she wrote, "He doesn't respect my religious
position at all." The suitor apparently brought her a present, "A pretty
litt le lamb. Isn't that nice?"3 It is possible that one of the young men of
the village was making advances to her, but it is equally possible, as Sister
LaPlante speculated, that Amanda was using a metaphor to describe her
own sexual desires; with, 'Charlo', her acronym for the devil, and the
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'pretty little lamb', the 'lamb of Christ.' There was no further reference
to 'Charlo,' so either the issue was not a serious one for her, or she dealt
with it privately.

Amanda's heart was most vulnerable when it concerned her cherished
Montreal community. "Time has not erased the memories of all of you
who have been more than mothers to me." she wrote near her second
Christmas in Tracadie. "'We are about to start another year in exile, laden
with crosses." One year later she penned this tribute to them, "My love
for you is stronger even than death, because it bridges the great distance
that separates us." Her birth family also remained close to her heart, and
when in December 1871, she received a letter recounting a series of trag-
ic losses in her family, she was so moved she wrote of it to Pag6. "The
worstr" she said, "was Anna's death at the age of twenty-two, only seven
days after she gave birth to a "charming little girl....Oh! This death has
affected me deeply. Dear Anna, next to me in age, was the little one who
was with me when I entered." The same letter announced the death of
her Uncle Samuel, and that of a little nephew who was only a few months
old. "Please remember them, particularly dear Anna, in your prayersr"
she beseeched her hospitaller family.a

If there were no indications earlier, it is clear from these letters that
Amanda was not overly scrupulous about adhering to her rules, nor did
she worry about breaking them by taking advantage of available
moments to write a few lines, such as during the hours that she sat at the
bedside of a dying patient or when she was on duty. Although they were
discouraged from forming individual friendships, few hospitallers failed
to develop deep and heartfelt bonds with certain of their colleagues. For
Viger, friend, mentor, and parent figure were all personified in Marie
Pag6: "Today should be a day when the soul converses with God alone,"
she wrote to Pag6 on Pentecost Sunday in May of 1,872, "But I don't
think the dear Lord would mind if I take a sweet satisfaction in visiting
with you; for me it is essential to come from time to time, and pour out
my heart." Pag6 was more than a mentor, particularly after the nine
months they worked together in Tracadie. "After the Lord Himself...it
was you who directed my first years in the profession, and later guided
my steps and fortified my courage in the first days of exile."

She told Pag6 she worried that if she did not learn to control her strong
will, her health would suffer. "I am only twenty four now...I who want
to live to be eighty." In spite of her repeated vows to do better, she broke
her resolutions after only a short time. Whenever she was upset, she
sought a few stolen moments of solitude so she could read and meditate
and, as she wrote in this same letter, she found comfort in the letters of
Saint Peter: "What they say about prayer and obedience leave me pro-
foundly impressed." She remained, in spite of her anxieties, optimistic,
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noting that all the sisters were well, "living under the wings of Divine
Providence...in spite of the efforts of our enemies, we are at peace."5

The nuns themselves had few enemies, but they were often caught in
the middle of the intrigues surrounding their administration of the
lazaretto, and the government-appointed members of the Board of
Health. There was little time, though, for Viger to dwell either on these,
or on her personal problems. The sisters were continually busy, supply-
ing communion wafers, repairing not only their own clothing and linens
but vestments for the priests and missionaries, the laces, and altar cloths
needed in the churches in Tracadie, Caraquet, Pokemouche, and eleven
other missions.

Father Babineau, who had taken over many of Gauvreau's duties dur-
ing his illness, was appointed curate of Tracadie when Father Gauvreau

Father Joseph Auguste Babineau

retired in September of 187L "Even
though I knew Father Gauvreau was
determined to return to Quebec...the
news is very painful," Monique Reid
wrote. "This dear priest has earned our
eternal gratitude." The twenty-five year
old curate also took on the duties of
chaplain, and Reid, who was old enough
to be the young priest's mother, was
somewhat lukewarm in her comments
with regards to this news. "'We are
pleased that you chose Babineau for us,"
she wrote to Rogers. "\Thatever the
case...we want to assure you that we are
complete ly  submiss ive to your  deci -
s ion.  "6

The amicable all iance between Rogers
and Father Babineau. one of few

Acadian priests, was a complete contrast to the bishop's acrimonious
affi l iation with Monseigneur Paquet and Father Gauvreau. Babineau,
born in St.-Louis-de-Kent, New Brunswick in 1844, was eager and anx-
ious to please. There would be l itt le that transpired in the monastery that
the chaplain would not know about since he was the sisters' confessor
and chief advisor. Rogers gradually relegated responsibility to Babineau
for almost every official duty with regards to the sisters. He trusted him
to keep watch on developments, and use his influence to make sure the
members of the Tracadie H6tel-Dieu remained docile. Babineau, who
continued to be their confessor for over thirty years, was not as compli-
ant as he appeared to be. He became an ally of the hospitallers, particu-
larly Viger, managing to intercede on their behalf with the bishop, as well
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as with members of the Board of Health. The priest was not afraid to cir-
culate petitions, write letters to newspapers or lobby government repre-
sentatives; but by focusing on the lazarctto rather than on the religious
community, he was able to influence officials on their behalf, without
implicating their order or casting public attention upon them.

Even in their earliest days, the hospitallers brought not only health
care but many other benefits to Tracadie. They were a source of employ-
ment for low-skilled workers; businessmen in the region supplied them
with provisions; they hired locally for minor renovations and construc-
tion projects. Young women had role models that revealed to them a
career choice other than that of homemaker. Slowly, and rather subtlS
they infused the region with some culture, music, and religious ceremony.
They were delighted by events which seemed to suggest that their foun-
dation was becoming an integral part of village life, such as the autumn
day of 1870, when one hundred villagers attended the unveiling ceremo-
ny for their chapel bell, and gave $44 in donations for the privilege of
striking it. Amanda, in turn, joined in the general elation when the town
of Tracadie showed signs of progress, as it did on one June morning of
!872 when flags were hoisted to celebrate the arrival of the telegraph. "It
linked the village, always a bit behind times, with the modern world,
while we are all overjoyed because it brings us closer to you,"TAmanda
wrote to her Montreal house. She went on to say that Tracadie would not
forget them, nor would she and her sisters forgetTracadie because, "It is
a bridge to our first founder Marie de La Ferre." Like La Ferre, Viger was
mingling with people from various backgrounds, negotiating business
arrangements with those of different faiths, and gaining insight into the
workings of politics and government.

Whether guests were visiting clergy, doctors, bureaucrats, inspectors,
politicians, reporters, or merely curiousity-seekers, she was the designat-
ed guide for a steady stream of callers. Amanda escorted the visitors
through the wards, answered questions, assisted with examinations, and,
if necessary, acted as a translator.

The federal Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Dr. Joseph-Charles Tach6,
who undertook a study of leprosy, made an initial stopover in August of
1.872. Establishing the presbyter as his headquarters, the doctor came to
the lazaretto every day. Amanda was impressed with the high-level offi-
cial, "...a simple man, a holy man, a man without pretension, he has an
extraordinary memory. I think he knows all of the inhabitants of
Tracadie by their first names." Tach6, appointed her his private secretary.
"I copy documents into his journals all day long. No doubt there are
errors," she said, "since much of the information in them was provided
by 'popular' historians."s Vger was forced to make use of every available
free moment to transcribe the material. which had to be written in
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English and gave her much difficulty. This was not the first time Viger
had been asked to assist a doctor in his research. Dr. Monro of the H6tel-
Dieu in Montreal sent her an article on leprosy from Tbe Gazette, with
the request that she compare the symptoms in the lazaretto patients, with
those described in the newspaper clipping.

\il/hen concerned members of the Chatham house paid a visit to
Tracadie it was a particularly gratifying event for all concerned since the
founders in both had a chance to revive friendships, and relive the times
when they were together at Mont Sainte-Famille. However, Viger, who
often worked until after 9:00 P.M. and rose again at 4:30 A.M., was so
tired in June of 1.873 that even a visit from her beloved Pag6 failed to
cheer her. It was overwhelming to entertain her former superior, the bish-
op, and the superior founder-the sister chosen to be the first mother
superior of a new foundation-of the Chatham house, Mdre Davignon,
in the tiny Tracadie H6tel-Dieu. Pag6 wanted to assure herself that the
Tracadie and Chatham houses were quickly establishing the standards
and regulations imposed by their rules. She brought copies of The
Customary, pointing out how they could use it to improve the ways they
followed their regulations. She instructed Amanda on the importance of
keeping an archive, and she showed her how to set one up. Pag6 sug-
gested they move the harmonium into their choir, and she solicited a
promise from Amanda that she would try to use it more often.
Understandably, by the time the three day visit was over, Amanda was
exhausted.

Pag6 was summoned back to New Brunswick by Bishop Rogers, not
only to regulate the Chatham and Tracadie houses, but to initiate steps
to open a third house, this one in Saint-Basile. It was challenge enough to
keep the two foundations operating. Replacements were being sent from
Montreal on a regular basis but since many of these women were middle-
aged or older, it wasn't long before they were overcome by the amount of
labour, deprivation, and fatigue. Although it was gratifying to know that
the bishop appreciated them, Pag6 was hard pressed to find the number
of well-educated, healthy, and adventurous women needed to open yet
another New Brunswick house. Fortunately, Chatham was actively
recruiting novices, a liberty Rogers continued to deny the Tracadie foun-
dation.

The hospitallers, Amanda among them, were doing their best to repro-
duce their rites and ceremonies long before Pag6 raised the issue in her
1873 visit but it was somewhat unrealistic to expect that they could live
exactly as they had done in Quebec. There were hardly enough of them to
perform every ritual, and still find time to execute their secular responsi-
bilities for one thing. Secondly, with only their choir offlimits to visitors,
they were not free to execute the public humiliations such as confessing
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small transgressions before meals, or performing individual acts of
humilitg when anyone from the village might overhear them; even main-
taining the rules of silence was difficult. "It goes without saying the lack
of a cloister is a major drawback, but [as] 

'seculars' are everywherer"
Viger wrote, "we abstain from leaving the lazaretto property." Amanda
tried to keep up with her music, "Because without it, there would not be
many to sing," but she found it, "very troubling to practice when you
know there is so much else to do."s

They decided to reduce religious instruction for the sick to two or
three times per week, since their patients, being long-term residents,
hardly needed daily lessons. The foundation was nearly four years old,
when Reid submitted the first "Triennial Report of the H6tel-Dieu
Tracadie" to the Vatican. "There are some points in the rules which we
cannot observe," she wrote. "The major one being the lack of an enclo-
sure. "Our choir is the only area where we can feel cloistered." There
were seven hospitallers, twenty-four sick in the lazaretto, and many
impoverished sick, seeking their help. The hospitallers had land holdings
now worth $680, chiefly the parcel given them by Father Gauvreau.
"With God's will," she wrote, "we hope to construct a hospital and an
orphanage." The religious rituals that were not already in place would be
imposed, "As soon as we have the proper locale, and a sufficient number
of personnel to implement them."10

The lack of an enclosure, and the inability to take in and train candi-
dates frustrated the members of the Tracadie house, particularly
Amanda, who continued to hold the empty office of Mistress of Novtces.
'S7hile 

Tracadie would never be fully autonomous until they too had a
noviciate, they were not lacking aspirants, they had turned away prospec-
tive subjects as early as 1869.

With all of their skills, as well as their resources extended to their lim-
its, Viger was alarmed to learn, shortly after Pag6's visit, that Sister Brault
might be sent to Chatham. "Brault cannot be spared. No one else can
keep track of the inventory, or run the bursar's office," Viger told her for-
mer superior.

The authoritarian tone in her letter suggests that Amanda was no
longer the idealistic, young and obedient pharmacist who first arrived in
Tracadie. The reality of their situation had not really dimmed her faith,
but rather infused it and her with a deeper determination to persevere rn
spite of the odds against them. And, if that meant challenging even so
illustrious a figure as Marie Pag6, so it would be. This letter would also
help Pag6 in her negotiations with Rogers since Amanda made it clear
that the shortage of members was not only limiting the growth and devel-
opment of their house, but the number of services they could provide.
Amanda noted that Rogers had asked them to open a school, and two of
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their number were working continually on that project. Only Brault or
Mdre Reid could help her in the pharmacy. Moreover, whenever one of
them was called on to sit through the night with a dying patient, it left
fewer available the next day to cope with the rest of the work. Their
numbers were at a minimum as it was. Brault was not transferred. A few
days later the hospitallers were notified that Rogers would allow them to
open a novitiate at last. "'We could not be happier," Viger wrote. "V/e are
now in accord with the most essential of our holy rules which stipulate
that each house must develop a completely independent community."rr

The Common Schools Act, passed by the New Brunswick legislature
in the autumn of 1,871, was the catalyst that caused Rogers to ask the
Tracadie hospitallers to the open a novitiate. The act, which launched a
free non-sectarian school system in the province, banned the teaching of
religion, as well as the wearing of religious robes or symbols, or the pub-
lic display of these articles in the classroom. Roman Catholics of both
language groups were at the forefront of the dispute that followed its pas-
sage. The bishops of Saint John and Chatham ordered their parishioners
not to send their children to the public schools.

The controversy led Bishop Rogers to rethink his position with regards
to the Tracadie foundation. The average daily attendance ar the only
school in the district of Saumarez was just sixteen in 1868, and even this
school was closed, leaving Tracadie with no educational facility. Over
half the adult population in the area was illiterate. 

'$fhen 
Rogers asked

the hospitallers to open a private institution, they lacked land, moneS
and a novitiate from where they could recruit a teaching staff. If he want-
ed a school, at the very least, he had to allow the Tracadie foundation to
accept novices.

rVhile Viger's role in establishing and running I'Externat Saint-Joseph,
(Saint Joseph Day School), parallels other important events in her life, it
is useful to examine this aspect in more detail, because it serves to illus-
trate how the progress of her community was restricted by the nature of
their principal work, that of caring for leprosy victims. In fact, their
determined and continuing dedication to their initial purpose frequently
led to a pattern of failure in the midst of success. Now, for the first time
since her arrival, Viger was no longer the head pharmacist. The mother
superior, Mdre Reid, fulfilled that role, while Sicotte acted as Reid's assis-
tant. Viger was responsible for the inauguration and administration of
the school. Although she had never taught, she was appointed the head
mistress. Luckily, the sisters found their first novice, Luce Parent, from
Pasp6biac, Quebec, a teacher with four years of experience.

Tracadie businessman, William Ferguson, obtained land adjacent to
the monastery, and, for the nominal sum of $30, deeded seven-and-a-half
acres to Sisters Baudin (who replaced Quesnel) and Sicotte. Informing
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Rogers only after the fact, Reid asked the bishop to bless the property
and to "consider this land as making a part of our cloister since it is adja-
cent to our present quarters, and we might have to go there someday."
William Davidson proffered a former carpentry shop which he had
hauled to the site. The work began in June of 1873. Many villagers pro-
vided shingles and lumber, and others their labour; but through the sum-
mer the lack of materials and funds resulted in frequent delays. Father
Babineau loaned them an antiquated table. Another make-shift table was
fashioned out of an old door. A covered access, which led from the con-
vent to the school, drew the curiousity of the entire village. It linked seven
buildings and, according to Viger, looked like the Victoria Bridge in
Montreal. Amanda asked her Montreal community to obtain some
French language text books.

The interior of the school was not finished, and the materials were less
than perfect, but, nevertheless, Saint Joseph's Day School opened on
December 9, 1873. Notwithstanding the season, Viger and Parent had
fifty students within ten days, and more were coming all the time. A num-
ber of their pupils were young women, several in their early twenties.
Viger, who taught first level English and French, said they were all "eager
to learn." Amanda introduced her class to Bishop Rogers and to an
entourage of seven priests on August 2, 1874. The bishop examined them
on their catechism, as well as on their knowledge of English and French.
"They performed well enough," Viger wrote, "considering they had only
been in school for seven months."l2 Viger had hoped to use the second
floor of the school house for their novitiate but it was apparent that they
would need it for another classroom.

Their success in attracting pupils did not result in a corresponding
growth in revenue. The hospitallers set a fee of $3 a year for children in
Tracadie. Those from outside the area were charged $4. Few families
paid the sum, but their children were educated anyway. The financial
records show that their school brought in very little money. For example,
in 1875, the hospitallers received $62 in revenues, mostly from the sale
of books and other supplies, while operating expenses amounted to $56.

With her resources strained to the limit, Amanda recorded her frus-
tration: "'We absolutely need novices if we are to fulfill the different
offices we have now, and will need in the future." Yet, they wanted only
choir sisters because there was so little space, and in Tracadie there was
no distinction between the work the choir sisters and domestic sisters per-
formed. The H6tel-Dieu in Montreal responded by sending two more sis-
ters. However, there was simply no room to house them, and the Tracadie
hospitallers had to send them to Chatham. They were able to take one
new postulant, Sister Marianne Losier, the daughter of the former
lazaretto keeper Philias Losier, and one of their first pupils. But the short-
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age of teachers remained acute. Parent did not complete her novitiate,
and Viger herself could scarcely give her full attention to teaching, while
greeting guests, showing them through the hospital, and answering
queries from the medical profession. Often, this left the school with only
one teacher.

Meanwhile, although the clergy considered the province's school law
anti-Catholic, the government had moved some way towards a compro-
mise, and pressure was being put on the church to conform to the new reg-
ulations. In response to the charges, Viger, in her usual direct manner, for-
mulated a series of conditions which she felt would have to be met if Saint

Joseph's Day School was to continue to operate. The school was a sideline
anyway, she said. "'We are nurses. Our real work is with the sick."

The trustees of the school district signed a contract that spelled out rhe
terms under which they agreed to work. The trustees would hire the hos-
pitallers as teachers for the school. The hospitallers could continue to use
the text books already in place, and the teachers were exempted from,
"certifying an oath to the school returns at the end of term or any other
time."13The Common Schools Act had been amended in 1873 to allow
for the wearing of religious garb in the classroom. Under the compromise
of 1875, trustees were given permission to rent, for school use, buildings
belonging to religious orders. Furthermore, the superior of any Roman
Catholic teaching order would not have to attend the Normal School, but
would have to go to Fredericton to write an examination for license, or
teach under a local license which carried less salary. Because the Normal
School did not offer training in French, the great majority of teachers in
the Acadian districts continued to teach under local licenses. The results
of an 1893 government investigation suggest that such compromises on
the part of both local trustees and religious orders were not uncommon
in Gloucester County.

Not only would the school remain open, it would receive a much need-
ed government subsidy. But the trustees told Viger that, in order for the
school to have a higher designation as stipulated in the contract, the hos-
pitallers would have to submit to the teacher examinations held at the
Normal School in Fredericton. This would break one of the few rules
regarding the cloister that they were able to impose. Since the children
would be left without instruction if they closed, Viger lowered her expec-
tations. They would live with the fees accorded teachers with Class III (or
local) licenses. The foundation would receive $95 a year for the school
and, if the number of students required more than two teachers, they
would receive an additional $30 for each teacher needed. Viger was
pleased with the outcome. They never removed the religious symbols
from the walls. In fact, "N7e have all the benefits of the law without being
subiect to it." she noted.'o
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Viger actively searched out novices with some teacher training, and by
1881, two young Acadian entrants had taken over the teaching duties.
Newly professed Marie Anne Doucet had taught under local licenses in
Bathurst and Saint John, before she entered the congregation in 1878.
Doucet entered as a domestic but the chapter decided a year later to make
her a choir nun because of her abilities and education. Other staff includ-
ed postulant Margaret Hachey who held a valid teaching license. She had
begun her teaching career in Bathurst five years earlier at the age of six-
teen. Doucet, classified as a teacher assistant, received no salary from the
province. Hachey, who was granted only a third class license, because she
could not leave the monastery to write the teacher examination, was to
receive $150 per year. The staff was hampered by a continued shortage
of adequate resources. Viger made two requests for a French language
mathematics text, which was approved by the province, but a full year
later, she had not yet received one.

Despite such difficulties, the two young women proved capable
indeed. Sfhen school inspector Valentin Landry visited Saint Joseph's,
sixty-two of seventy students were present; thirty-seven students wrote
exams, and twenty-seven passed. The inspector ranked the school
'Excellent,' with a very good standard of teaching, and a good level of
proficiency. In comparison, not one of the twenty students present in the
public school in Saumarez took examinations. The register was not kept
up, and the teacher was ranked 'Fair' with weak teaching skills.ts

The school's fine reputation did not guarantee adequate remuneration
for its staff, however, and for Viger, now serving her second term as
mother superior, the struggle to wrest the sisters' salaries from govern-
ment officials remained a constant irritation. In 1882, she was forced to
make repeated requests for Hachey's salary. Apparently, the money was
held up because Hachey and Doucet would not go to Fredericton to write
the teacher examinations. "Inspector, you know it is impossible for us to
fulfill this condition," Viger wrote, referring to their rules forbidding
them from leaving their religious communities. "'We have a right to this
salary which was very conscientiously earned. I was under the impression
that as long as you granted us the license, we would be paid."tr In spite
of these difficulties, the school remained open throughout the summer
months. The milder climate attracted more students. Viger reported an
enrollment of ninety-nine children in the summer of 1883.

Still the financial problems continued. "I am letting you know Sister
Hachey has not been paid for the last three terms," she wrote in January
of 1884. Viger appealed to the chief superintendent of education in the
fall of 1885 to have the school drafts for Hachey and Doucet, being held
pending their attendance at the Normal School, released. "Sister Hachey
died in January," she informed him, and, "when Sister Doucet received
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her license from Inspector Landry we understood she would get the gov-
ernment allowance, because the salary from the district is extremely
small." The community could not afford to lose this sum, Viger wrote.
"In the name of justice...let us have this money which has been earned."

Viger continued to operate the school throughout 1885 in spite of the
difficulties. A lay teacher, Mary McDonald, was hired to strengthen the
teaching staff. The educational standards remained high throughout
1886, the last year Saint Joseph's Day School operated. McDonald and
Doucet were joined by postulant Alodie Landry, who had earned a valid
teaching license from the Fredericton Normal School before she entered
the Tracadie hospitallers. She had just begun teaching that term. Viger
asked if Sister Landry, whose three year license would soon expire, could
go to Chatham or Newcastle and stay in the Chatham H6tel-Dieu to
write the exam. She also noted that Inspector Mersereau would give
Landry an excellent recommendation. Sister Doucet had not been paid
for three consecutive terms.

Ironically, it was not the financial difficulties that caused Viger to close
the school. The first hint of the trouble appeared in Mersereau's 1885
report. "There is some dissatisfaction in the district over the present loca-
tion of the school," he wrote referring to its proximity to the lazarctto.
As people became more aware of the nature of leprosS they became more
fearful. It is little wonder, then, that a school in close proximity to a
lazaretto, taught by personnel who were in charge of the sick, would
cause a certain amount of concern, as the contagious nature of leprosy
was better understood. Babineau, as chaplain and chief spokesperson for
the lazaretto, was sensitive to any bad publicity, so with the approval of
Bishop Rogers, Babineau advised the hospitallers to close it. Nearly a
decade later, in a letter to Viger, Rogers admitted as much: "The school
work which the...sisters had so efficiently performed...for several years
...was abandoned, because it was feared that serious objections would be
made, which might mitigate against the interest of the Iazaretto...."13

The inspector hoped the friction would simmer down. However, in
1886, a trustee opposed to having the school so close to thelazaretto was
elected and in November, the school was 'moved.' The lay teacher Mary
McDonald told Viger she had come to teach in the sisters' school, not in
any other. When the school trustees were not able to procure the services
of a teacher willing to move as well, attendance dropped. Saint Joseph's
Day School never reopened.

Writing to her motherhouse about their decision, Viger explained that
the sisters closed the school on December 18, 1886 because of difficulties
created by the machinations of "a few Protestants." She told Bishop
Rogers that she and Father Babineau had decided to close the school for
the sake of "religious honour" and "to teach a lesson" to the villagers,
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who had let themselves be influenced by Protestants. The inspector did
not state in his report whether the trustee who objected to the location of
Saint Joseph's was Catholic or Protestantl however, in 1885, Father
Babineau was one of the trustees for the district. James Young, a
Protestant, served as a trustee in 1882 and 1883. It would be easier for
both the priest and the bishop to blame the closure of their school on the
complaints from the Protestant community, since it allowed the hospi-
tallers to remain hopeful that they would be able to reopen, once objec-
tions had been quelled, perhaps even in the near future.

Although there were strong rivalries between Catholic and Protestant
businessmen that affected how the lazaretto was administered, the hos-
pitallers were, nevertheless, highly regarded by nearly everyone. Catholic
and Protestant families sent their children to the monastery for music
lessons, paying a fee of from $2-$3 a month beginning in 1883. The small
number of non-Catholics in Tracadie may have been intimidated by the
church-dominated school, but its loss was more likely the result of the
peculiar role of the Tracadie foundation.

No other school in the district had a higher standard of education than
Saint Joseph's Day School. It was classified by school inspectors as a
"graded" school. Nearly all others were designated as "miscellaneous."
Moreover, it was the only one in its district to offer the 'superior' levels.
There were only two schools, both classified as "miscellaneous," open in
Tracadie by May of 1.887.

It is extraordinary that Saint Joseph's could close with so little attempt
made to re-open it. Education in the Acadian community was slow to
develop for several reasons, including an apathetic attitude on the part of
the Catholic clergy for whom public education was not a priority. The
popularity of privately-run Catholic boarding schools operated by vari-
ous male and female teaching orders, assured them that the children of
Catholic elites, those few who could afford it, would attain a good clas-
sic education, while allowing the church to control its direction.

The church hierarchy was not enthusiastic about encouraging a free
and liberal system that they could not control. Many priests and nuns
tended to share the popular belief that formal schooling was wasted on
working class children expected to follow tradition and work as home-
makers, or domestics if you were a girl; if you were a boy, labour in fish-
ing, lumbering or farming where reading and writing were not required.
Even for the youngsters who were in school, there were few French lan-
guage text books, and teacher training for francophones was practically
non-existent. Although New Brunswick's public education system was
supposed to be accessible to all, each county had its own school board
whose trustees relied on county taxes to pay teacher salaries and main-
tain the buildings. Therefore, there was a built-in disparity between
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school systems in the more prosperous southern part of the province, and
the impoverished northeast area, where schools were frequently closed
for lack of funds.

Saint Joseph did have a rebirth or sorts, when the hospitallers opened
I'Acadimie Sainte-Famille (HoIy Family Academy) in 1912. This was a
private day and boarding school, and, as Saint Joseph before it, appeared
to offer a higher quality of education than the struggling public institu-
tions. Unlike their previous school, attendance at Holy Family Academy
was not free. The hospitallers, at their own expense) as most of the pri-
vate church-run schools and colleges did, educated many poor children,
sometimes accepting them as boarders. These children often assisted in
the kitchen or with other menial chores to earn their keep.

Despite these conditions, the legacy of Saint Joseph School was, in
some important ways, revived.
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f)eople in the region usually turned to the hospitallers when they were
I sick or injured, going to the dispensary themselves or on behalf of
someone else. Nevertheless, in the late fall of 1874, when they were need-
ed to treat the victims of an outbreak of smallpox, the chapter once again
decided to break their rules by sending members of the house to
Caraquet, in the interest of the public good.

The pestilence, which had originated in Montreal, was carried to
Caraquet and Pokemouche, a parish about twenty kilometres northeast
of Tracadie, by a local resident. Father Allard, the curate of Pokemouche,
took ill while visiting the curate of Caraquet. Leaving his guest in the care
of his housekeeper, Father Pelletier turned to the nursing order for help.
The nature of Pelletier's visit was alarming; most parents pulled their chil-
dren out of school, leaving only twenty of the'123 students. It was just as
well, Amanda wrote, since the sisters were working twice as hard to make
up for the absence of the two who were in Caraquet.

Amanda's letters provide most of the information available on the
source of the contagion. According to her, the first smallpox victim, a
native of Pokemouche, caught the illness in Montreal where there were
647 deaths from smallpox that year. The gentleman, receiving word that
his brother was ill, travelled to the city with the intention of taking his
ailing relative to the hospitallers in Tracadie, but the victim died before
those arrangements could be made. The surviving brother came down
with smallpox on the ship bringing him back to New Brunswick, spread-
ing the infection to other passengers, as well as transmitting it to his fam-
ily in Pokemouche. Again, the hospitallers were lucky that the sick man
was never sheltered in their wards. Even if they had kept him in isolation,
given their crowded conditions, the lack of proper ventilation, poor
sewage system, and a host of rats which scurried between the walls from
one side of the building to the other-all contributing factors to conta-
gion-smallpox would surely have devastated the nuns and leprosy victims
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alike. The infection swept over the victim's family, and he and seven of
his eight children succumbed in less than three weeks. Father Allard
caught the disease when he tried to help them. Sisters Brault and Sicotte,
the two nuns who had been selected for the mission, remained in
Caraquet for two weeks, taking oyer the home of two of the victims, and
gathering the remaining sick under the one roof. Of the fifteen people
who had smallpox-among them Father Allard's attendant, and Father
Pelletier's housekeeper-only four survived.

As devastating as the sickness was, the epidemic proved a diplomatic
triumph for the nuns. Rogers was elated that the sisters' role in helping
the sick was reported in three provincial newspapers. Plaudits for the
hospitallers came from everywhere. "Rogers wrote a very flattering let-
terr" Viger noted, "and all the priests were most satisfied." Amanda was
piqued, however, by the attention given her colleagues, noting that Sister
Sicotte wanted to write a few lines to their sisters in Montreal. She added.
"Everyone talks of nothing else but smallpox, smallpox, smallpox."t

Viger proved her value to the Tracadie foundation many times over,
but it is not likely, in the late summer of 1,875,when she had just turned
thirty, that she was prepared for the new challenge of being elected moth-
er superior. Once again, in choosing a candidate a good ten years younger
than the required age, the community departed from their rules and,
again, necessity-not choice-influenced the decision. Amanda was the
only one in a position to carry out the responsibility. There were five
choir sisters among nine of them. Viger, Sicotte, and Brault were all
underage. Amanda wrote to Montreal on their behalf requesting permis-
sion to re-elect Reid for a third term. However, Reid's vision was failing
and she had difficulty walking. Besides, if she were assistant superior and
monitress rather than mother superior, the fifty-two year old Reid would
be in a better position to train whoever was chosen. Sister Sicotte was
chronically depressed, a melancholy that had settled on her shortly after
her arrival in Tracadie. Elderly Sister lJ6v6que, who was supposed to take
over the school, was seriously ill. Thirty-six year old Brault, the mistress
of novices, head nurse, and bursar was 'on loan' to the Chatham com-
munity for an undetermined length of time. That left Amanda. Viger,
elected September 1,, L875, was stunned: "I am totally devoid of quali-
t ies, certainly those needed by a superior...," she wrote. "It is God's wil l,
but God must be very angry with me to lay such a charge upon my young
and inexperienced shoulders." She was overwhelmed, and actively seek-
ing the reassurance of her Montreal colleagues. Though, she noted, those
who shared her life in Tracadie were confident that she could shoulder
the work. "Dieu le veut (God's will), it will be my strength, and my ral-
Iying cry," she concluded.z

'Sfhatever 
her shortcomings, Amanda did not lack leadership qualities,
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but they did need time to ripen. Her competence would be tested in her
first trimester as mother superior. She headed a foundation of seven pro-
fessed sisters, one novice, and two postulants. There were twenty-four
leprous sick in the lazaretto, and from ninety to one hundred children in
their school. The value of their land holdings, in 1875, amounted to

$980. The little foundation had revenues amounting to $1,753, and
expenses of $1,402 leaving them a balance of $350 at the end of
December. As early as 1,873, Reid told Rogers, "If the government should
withdraw its funds from us....I believe we would be able to remain in
Tracadie without government support."3 They were still hard pressed to
meet their increasing obligations but they were not without resources.

Viger was learning to channel her drive and concentrate her talents
towards building the foundation. She had built the school. She treated the
sick with skill. She was decisive. Her letters, occasionally clouded by
romanticism, especially when addressing her Montreal religious commu-
nity, could also be acerbic, but she always penned a vivid portrayal of life
in the community. Bishop Rogers not only signed the list of offices, he
likely oversaw Viger's election held the day after he presided at the
investiture ceremony for Marianne Losier. The newly veiled Losier would
later become the first professed sister in their Tracadie house.

The election results were promptly reported to the motherhouse, but
several weeks went by before the Tracadie foundation received any reply
from the H6tel-Dieu in Montreal. This lack of response weighed heavily
on Amanda. "I am convinced," she wrote," that the sad burden our sis-
ters placed on me, seems so unrealistic to all of you that you do not know
what to say." Amanda was not only anxious for a sign of approval, she
needed replacements. Cl6mence and Lum6na were both worn out.
Lum6na was too tired to make their shoes. The sisters were ordered to
switch the footwear from one foot to the other each week so they wouldn't
wear out as quickly. Considering their discomfort, it is hard to imagine
how they performed their duties. Linen and wool were piling up unspun,
and there was no one to make lace. Five weeks had passed, Viger noted,
"and the whole community is waiting for some small news."a

Loneliness dogged Viger almost constantly. "My memories of all of
you are as vivid now as if it were only eight days that passed instead of
eight years," she wrote in February of 1,876. Two of the Tracadie sisters
had recently returned and she imagined their reception:

The scene which took place in Montreal when Sisters L 6v6que
and Bonin returned, must have been a sharp contrast to the one
that transpired at their departure when we gave a last kiss to
those two, who, happier than we, retook the road to the home-
land...How I would l ike to hold you all t ightly in my arms and
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squeeze myself into your hearts. I want to thank you pro-
foundly for the services they have given our community. As
members of the corps, they worked in your name. Each spring
and fall we look forward eagerly for the little packages and
candies that you send us.5

Viger was anxious to see Father Babineau, who had accompanied
I-6v6que and Bonin, and who remained at Mont Sainte-Famille for oyer
two weeks. The priest arrived back in the early morning of March 3,
1876; but he managed only a few hours of sleep before he appeared at
the convent in time to say mass at7:30 A.lt. Viger wrote, "'We invited him
for breakfast, but the poor priest couldn't eat. 

'We 
made him talk the

A view of Montreal about the time two of the sisters returned to the citv

whole time."6 The superior granted a prolonged recreation so everyone
would be able to enjoy the beautiful cards and letters Babineau had
brought from their sisters. He returned again at 4:00 p.v. for benediction,
and after that they all gathered in the parlour, where Viger gave him the
news from Tracadie.

Amanda thanked her Montreal community for the hospitality they
extended the priest during his sojourn with them, leaving no doubt of the
developing alliance between herself and Babineau: "'What you have done
for our Father Babineau, you have done for us for he has attached him-
self to our l i tt le house for which he is devoted, and for which he looks
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after our interests so well." He likely knew at least as much as she did
about her community, and the individual members in it. The priest under-
stood the forces that surrounded Viger, and was in a better position than
she was to negotiate between the various factions. And the confessional
presented him with an excellent means to dispense advice. As the chap-
lain for the lazaretto, he was responsible for convincing leprosy patients
to leave their families and enter the institution.

Money continued to come, albeit sporadically, from their houses in
Montreal and in France. Those who contributed the most, however, were
the local clergS formerly Father Gauvreau and then Father Babineau, and
notably Th6berge, curate of St.-Isidore, a parish with a number of affect-
ed families. Rogers provided very little money to their community, and
the rare occasions when he did give them $25 or $30, were times when
they had launched fund-raising activities such as bazaars and socials.

\7hile Viger lamented the living conditions, newcomers were often
entranced. "Right now I want to tell you about the beautiful little
monastery...so silent, so meditative. A dear little novitiate, small but large
in virtue," wrote Sister Catherine, a choir nun, who arrived in Tracadie
on June 11,1876. "Before I sign off I want you to know that I am spin-
ning and doing all the common jobs that Sister Lum6na does," she added.
Sister Catherine did not last long in the wards, she said. "Those dear sick
told Sister Lum6na that even though I appeared good, I goaded them."
Sister Laferre, who arrived with Sister Catherine, found herself teaching.
"I want to tell you how I feel surrounded by so many children at the
school. I love them a lot. Even though this office seemed strange to me at
first, I am carrying it out. I only wish I had more education...."7

Amanda was anxious to build a proper monastery with a regular clois-
ter. Even more important, as far as she was concerned, was to have a hos-
pital for the sick who were not suffering from leprosy. This need was evi-
dent to Viger but it should have been equally obvious to the bishop; and
it was a need acutely underlined by various events. One such incident
took place in December of 1,876, when Viger and Brault left the institu-
tion to examine Father Nugent, curate of Pokemouche, seriously ill with
typhoid fever. Viger found it necessary to appoint two sisters to sit with
him through several nights, leaving them short of workers. "Even an
apartment," she said, "would allow us to take in someone." Frustrated
by the lack of space, she had workers quarry fifty cords of stones, with
the hope she could begin construction. However, the cost to acquire a
sufficient number of stones would be $4,000. "My head spins," Viger
wrote, "'When will we have enough for all that? " Nevertheless , in 1,877,
she had an extension added for the novices. Amanda raised the funds by
organizing a bazaar, and, as the featured attraction, auctioning the right
to cut wood on some of the community's lots. Reid returned to Montreal
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at the end of that year, and Viger was left with no senior religious to give
her advice. "The solidity of our work will be known with the passing of
time, we have nothing to fear for ourselves," but "the future of our dear
house is covered with a thick cloud," Amanda wrote.s

Little wonder that Viger needed Father Babineau. By the time she was
elected mother superior, the small community of hospitallers seemed
stranded midst a sea of hostile factions. Because contracts with the

lazaretto were fairly lucrative, political
patronage played a large part in how
they were awarded. Throughout the
1860s and early 1870s, there were usu-
ally six members on the Board of
Health, generally businessmen, who
competed with each other to win the
supply contracts. On September 30,
1868, just after the hospitallers arrived,
the board decided to appoint members

John Young and William Ferguson to a
supplies committee. These two would be
responsible for managing the provi-
sions, and the hospitallers could apply
to them when an item was needed for
the lazaretto. Shortly thereafter, Young
began sending supplies for the lazaretto
which were not authorized or needed.
The practice stopped when the board
refused to pay unless Young consulted
his colleague.

However, in 1,874, when the provincial government appointed four
new members to the Board of Health, Young, according to Father
Babineau, increased his control. In a series of articles dealing with the mat-
ter, Babineau alleged that John Young's brother, MLA Robert Young,
President of the Executive Council, as well as the Surveyor General Mr.
Adams, a close friend of John Young's, were both influential in arranging
for these new appointments. A short time later, the then ten-member
board voted to dismiss the long-timelazaretto keeper, Philias Losier. It was
no coincidence that the vote in favour of this move was six to four, with
all four newly appointed members voting with Young. A series of keepers
were sent in who were a nuisance to the hospitallers and patients. The
restructured board replaced the lazarctto cook, and, according to secre-
taryltreasurer, A.K. McDougall, the new personnel were people who were,
in some way, indebted to Young. Young was now free to manipulate the
supplies committee, and set his own prices. Two more appointments were

Lazatetto patient
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made to the Board of Health in 1878, including Young's brother-in-law,
Doctor Smith. The hospitallers had no control over staff or supplies, and
no more authority than any hired hand.

As Viger's first trimester ended, Dr. Smith, after completing postgrad-

uate work at the University of New York City, was appointed as the con-

sulting physician to the lazaretto. He applied for the position, informing
the provincial authorities that the hospitallers declined the responsibility
of diagnosing leprosy, and saying they had difficulty recognizing it in its

early stages. Dr. Smith said people were admitted who did not have the
illness because of examinations from
physicians who were not experienced in
determining the disease. His application
was accompanied by a recommendation
from Dr. Tach6.

Father Babineau did not relinquish
any part of his authority in the Iazaret-
to easily and Amanda would share his
uncertainty, so Dr. Smith's reappoint-
menr was nor recerved with much
enthusiasm on her part, but the move
could be considered an attempt by the
provincial government to set a more
professional tone for the hospital. Viger
need not have worried about her posi-
tion since Dr. Smith remained in
Chatham, and confined his activities to
visiting the lazaretto and the region
three or four times a year, inspecting
homes and businesses, and authorizing
admissions. He greatly respected the
sisters, and had a particularly high
regard for Amanda, who never quite reciprocated, mainly because Smith

did not share her religious beliefs. Amanda, with ten years of experience

on the lazaretto wards, and in constant touch with the sick, was as able

as Smith to diagnose leprosy, but she could not conduct on site visits, nor

travel from region to region. Even if she were granted such permissions

she would not have the weight of authority that Smith commanded.
Occasionally there were healthy people, especially children, deliberately

admitted to the lazaretto even after 1898, when Smith became its full

time administrator. They were members of families where both parents

had the disease, and no one could be found to care for their dependents.
Once inside there was little freedom for the inmates, and few were

released even when the illness had been dormant for years.

Lazaretto oatient.
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Problems with the management of the lazaretto dominated Amanda's
first trimester, while the public-if they were aware of the lazaretto at
all-considered Viger its voice of authority. Bishop Rogers, for instance,
presented a series of questions to her about the illness: "It has only
attacked the French, does it extend to other races?" he asked. Viger told
him there were only two victims who were anglophone, since the disease
broke out in the country. There were nineteen patients currently in the
lazaretto, and four or five with the disease outside. Leprosy was not on
the rise in the interior of the province, and numbers were declining in the
region, she said. The two anglophones who Viger referred to were broth-
ers transferred to the lazaretto in Tracadie from Sheldrake Island in 1849 .
The earliest government documents show four victims from the
Miramichi area were of Irish and Scottish extraction, and many of those
from the Tracadie area, while French-speaking were from Celtic/French
backgrounds. Concerning the outbreak in Cape Breton, all affected were
of Scottish extraction.

Technically speaking, leprosy victims were still governed under "An
Act to Prevent the Spread of a Disorder now Existing in Certain Parts of
the Counties of Gloucester and Northumberland," passed by the New
Brunswick Legislature in 1844. They were to be sequestered, by force if
necessary, and anyone harbouring a known victim was subject to fines
and the confiscation of property. Amanda said there was no need to
enforce the legislation since Father Babineau could usually persuade them

to enter the lazaretto as soon as he was aware of their condition. lWhile

most went in on their own, a few stayed with their families until in the
advanced stages of the illness, often transmitting the disease to the care-
giver, generally the mother, wife or daughter-in-law. From there it spread
to other family members, particularly the youngest-not because Ieprosy
was highly contagious, but because there was little or no effort made to
prevent infection. There was a prevalent attitude, encouraged by religious

beliefs, that if God meant them to take this illness nothing could stop
them from getting it; they must resign themselves to God's will. Even
without this attitude, the most vulnerable to the disease were the poor,

who were still living in overcrowded conditions with little or no sanitary
facilities. Thus, the incidence of the illness declined as the standard of liv-
rng rose.

Their house appeared to be flourishing in June of 1878 when Amanda

wrote the third triennial report to the Vatican. She noted the hospitallers
numbered ten: six choir, and two domestic sisters, one novice, and one
postulant. Nineteen patients were in the lazaretto. They were preparing

medicines for from three thousand to four thousand people a yea\ as
many from the surrounding parishes as from Tracadie. There was an
average attendance of ninety to one hundred students in the school. Their
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land holdings amounted to $1,255 in value. Amanda noted the con-
struction of a spacious monastery, with a proper cloister was still a long-
term goal, and they had $180 in savings for that purpose.

The fog Amanda felt engulfing her community in 1877 only intensi-
fied by the end of December 1878. Their $180 savings were gone, and
their pecuniary outlook was not nearly so rosy. Their near financial col-
lapse was due, in part, to the fact that Amanda found it politically expe-
dient to give $200 to Bishop Rogers. The account books not only show
that Viger gave Rogers the money, but she borrowed the funds from her
house in Montreal. Yet, there is no reference to Amanda's largesse
towards the bishop in The Chronicles, nor in any of her letters to Pag6.
Did she not consult with her colleagues before she conceded the funds?
Rogers never asked the Tracadie house for money, so how is it possible
to conclude that the sum paid him was an obligation rather than a gift?
Earlier that month Rogers called the twenty-six priests of his diocese to
a meeting. The purpose was to discuss an accumulated diocesan debt of
$30,000, to determine a method of settling his outstanding accounts, and
to establish a fund of $20.000 with which to build a cathedral.
Coincidentally, in the early morning hours of February 14,1878, the day
the meeting was scheduled, a fire demolished the church, college and
episcopal residence. Even in the face of this catastrophe, Rogers did not
change his prepared address. He told the clergy that the debt was the
result of expenditures he had made on their behalf, singling out Tracadie
because of the H6tel-Dieu foundation. This, according to the bishop,
resulted in his undertaking the expense of building a motherhouse and
hospital in Chatham. The priests were allowed to deliberate, and finally
the nineteen priests attending agreed to levy a financial subscription
totalling $20,000 to be shared among them all, and those of their parish-
ioners willing, and able to make a contribution. A sum of $800 was
levied on Tracadie. By April 17,1,879 a total of $23,000 had been col-
lected from across the diocese. In the end, however, most of the money
was used to rebuild what was lost in the fire. and the diocesan debt rose
to $36,000.

It seems very likely that Father Babineau put pressure on Viger to pay
a part of Tracadie's share of the levy. An older and more experienced
administrator might well have resisted. Had Pag6 or Reid been in charge,
there would have been numerous delays before any such amount left their
monastery. Viger, dependent on Babineau for counsel, and failing to con-
sider the fact that he was not much older, or more experienced than she,
may have felt inclined, or even compelled, to follow his advice.

Likewise, an older priest than Babineau, one less influenced by the
bishop, might have argued that the hospitallers were providing free
health care to everyone who sought it, and educating the village's chil-
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dren. Indeed, the bishop had received a fair return on his investment,
since of the Tracadie house, Chatham and Saint-Basile each had a foun-
dation, where hospitallers were running pharmacies, hospitals and
schools. A good number of young Catholic women, mainly Acadian,
joined their order, and were actively involved in community develop-
ment, education and health care. The bishop overlooked the fact that the
institution provided a significant economic benefit for his people.

Viger made a precarious situation worse by taking a loan of $300 from
V/illiam Davidson, apparently to purchase a further thirty acres of land,
in close proximity to their other lots. The bishop might not have known
the Tracadie community was in debt, since he gave his permission for the
purchase. Fortunately, they had friends in higher places than Father
Babineau, working, if not on their behalf, at least on behalf of the sick. Dr.
Tach6 succeeded in winning a federal grant of $1,500 in the hospitallers'
name, to renovate the lazaretto. They decided to bank the money until
they were able to determine what work to be done, and allocate the con-
tracts, without worrying about interference from the Board of Health. The
federal money was not meant for their personal use, thus, by the end of
1878, their total revenues, including the loans, came to $1,,982 their liv-
ing expenses amounted to $2,105, and they were over $100 in debt.

Marie Pag6 was back in the province and elected that September as the
mother superior of the Chatham foundation. This enabled Brault to
return to Tracadie where she was elected the mother superior. If Amanda
found it hard to surrender her leadership, her letters do not reflect it. "I
am really proud to take up our age-old office of secretary again, since it
will frequently bring me in touch with you," she wrotel and then, flash-
ing her occasional sarcastic wit, Amanda noted that Sister Sicotte, who
wanted novices at all costs, had recruited, "a grey haired domestic sister
with only one tooth," as a postulant who was outstanding, at least by
virtue of her age. She was preoccupied with the state of her patients,
relaying the somber as well as the more light-hearted news of their
progress; Amanda wrote to her mother superior in Montreal:

.We 
have twenty sick at the present time, and among them is a

young man of eighteen in a truly pitiful condition. The worms
are eating him alive. They swarm in his bed when we get him
up. We have one who is touched in the head, and who is giving
Sister Laferre a great deal of trouble. Fortunately he fears her a
little. He said lately 'that little Sister d'Affaire is tiny but she is
as mean as the devil.' Sometimes he says really funny things.e

Implications of corruption on the Board of Health resulted in a joint

federal and provincial task force to investigate the issues. They concluded
that every member of the board had a financial interest in the hospital,
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furnishing either supplies or services of various sorts. The practice set up
a rivaky among them, which made effective management nearly impos-
sible. Their report exposed the deplorable conditions of the thirty-six
year old lazaretto, and declared it to be inadequate for the needs of the
patients. They also noted the awkward location of the cookhouse (in the
keeper's residence), and the lack of space for food stores.

The task force recommended that the present Board of Health be dis-
banded and new members appointed who would look after the lazaretto
on a temporary basis, while provincial and federal authorities worked
out terms for the transfer of the hospital to the federal government.
Although there was considerable evidence that John Young was reaping
the greatest share of the benefits, the task force refused to single out any
one member of the board. The final report did, however, recommend that
after the temporary board was in place, the hospitallers should be given
a greater latitude in the deployment and the dispersal of the lazaretto
budget.

Viger was not optimistic, in spite of the positive outcome of the inves-
tigation. "In the ten years that we have existedr" she wrote, "we have
formed plans, and nourished our hopes but the years pass and we are
always in the same spot and still waiting for the results."t0
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Eve rything
Passes Away

\Jearly twelve years elapsed before Viger and Brault were able to visit
I \ Mozt Sainte-Famille or, as Viger always referred to it, their "dear
home." 

'Sfith 
the transfer of the lazaretto from provincial to federal con-

trol, the nursing sisters needed to upgrade their medical and management
skills, since complete responsibility for its administration was soon to be
theirs. Their long absence from Montreal left them ignorant of many new
developments, Viger pointed out to Bishop Rogers, and they needed some
exposure to the larger well established foundation. But, aside from the
business aspect of the trip, they yearned to enjoy the fellowship of friends
and colleagues they hadn't seen in many years. Amanda looked forward
to participating in the daily life of a large, well-ordered community, and
delighting in its vibrant and stimulating bustle.

Bishop Rogers not only saw the wisdom of Viger's request, he used the
opportunity to send, in the winter of 1880, five New Brunswick hospi-
tallers to Mont Sainte-Famille with her: Sisters Anastasie Guimont and
Azilda Houde (a Tracadie novice), in addition to Brault and Viger. They
were in Montreal from four to five weeks, long enough, at any rate, for
Amanda to re-acquaint herself with her former companions, and come to
know the newest members of the house. She was no longer confident,
that with the passing of time, the Tracadie foundation would become just

like the others. Life in the large, thoroughly modern Mont Sainte-Famille
contrasted vividly with the spartan conditions she and Brault lived under
in New Brunswick. In Montreal she took in the well-stocked pharmacy,
the large hospital wards, the list of doctors affiliated with the institution;
no wonder she yearned to remain.

Viger, Brault and Houde left Mont Sainte-Famille on the morning of
April 3, 1880. "After we said good-bye, I dare say, [it was] even harder
than the one we said twelve years ago," Amanda wrote, "we made our
way to the good Sisters of Saint Anne...where the mother superior and
several sisters greeted our arrival." The hospitallers from Tracadie toured
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the novitiate and the infirmary, and were later presented to the children
in the boarding school, who, in turn, welcomed them with music. They
were the first 'Mothers of the H6tel-Dieu' to visit the Sisters of Saint
Anne. The reason for the unprecedented hospitality was because of their
association with the leprosy victims. "My uncle had the goodness to
respond on our behalf," Viger wrote, "thus removing a real thorn from
our foot. " This time, a train, not a boat, would bring them to Chatham.
Father Trudel escorted them to the Montreal station where they joined
the other members of the New Brunswick party. Several of their Quebec
relatives waited with them until their train departed. It was to be Viger's
last visit with her uncle who died in June of the followingyear.

Viger was surprised and relieved that Bishop Rogers met the train in
Newcastle, as it was 3:00 e.v. Sunday April 4, and, other than the bish-
op and his driver, the station was deserted. "The bishop's carurage await-
ed us and we arrived at our dear sisters at four in the morning, tired
enough, but glad to be back." They spent the next two nights in Chatham
where they encountered friend and mentor, Marie Pag6, for the last time.
Pag6, seriously ill in the infirmary, burst into tears upon seeing the
younger women. She was in such serious condition that Mother Bonneau
of Mont Sainte-Famil/e insisted Bishop Rogers allow Pag6 to rerurn to
Montreal for the good of her health.

A lingering sadness engulfed Amanda. Behind her, this time perhaps
forever, was not only the better equipped institution, but friends and col-
leagues, many of whom she would never see again. Ahead was Tracadie.
They heard the guns being fired in their honour while they were still some
distance away, and as their carriage approached the monastery, they saw
all of the sisters at the door of the convent to greet them. The travellers
went immediately to the chapel and renewed their promises. Viger wrote,
"I had to use all my strength to control my feelings for fear I would upset
the dear sisters who were so glad to have us back." The next morning at
mass, Sister Hachey surprised them by playing two pieces on an accor-
dion, a gift from one of her uncles. After breakfast, with Father Babineau
as their guest, they entered the wards to hear recitations and speeches
from the patients. "It was so beautiful tears came to my eyes," Amanda
wrote. r Three weeks later, she wrote a few personal lines to each member
of  the Montreal  house.

As they anticipated, the federal government took over the control of
the lazaretto in November of 1880. The hospitallers were appointed,
with no change in their allocation, the chief administrators. Father
Babineau remained as the lazaretto chaplain and Dr. Smith continued as
consulting physician. "Remember Father Babineau in your prayers,"
Viger urged her sisters at Mont Sainte-Famille, "for he worked night and
day for our community and our sick."z
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Brault outlined the financial terms of the new arrangement: "I(e have
the power to determine all the lazaretto's needs, provided the sum does
not go over $125 a month or $500 per year." The $270 budgeted yearly
for servants would remain, but the hospitallers could hire whomever they
wished. "'We look on this event as the surest guarantee of our future pros-
perity." Dr. Tach6 assured them that they would have no difficulty getting
a new building, but warned them not to press the issue immediately
because, "haste would ruin everything.":

Nonetheless, now that they were free to determine their own priorities
and to contract the work, Viger and Brault were ready to spend the
$1,500 grant given them for the hospital by the federal governmenr in
1 8 78 . They added a wing onto the lazaretto. The new annex contained a
kitchen, a new pharmacy and storage space for supplies.

Brault asked Rogers for permission to take $500 from their own funds
to renovate their old monastery, since one part was nearly uninhabitable
in winter. They could not spend their own money on "government build-
ings," Rogers replied, unless the state of the present structure threatened
their health. "If Father Babineau recommends the renovations...,"+
Rogers wrote, "I will have no further objection." And so, with Father
Babineau's permission, some repairs were made to their convent. While
they were more extensive than anticipated-partly because the beams in
the addition of 1877 collapsed just as construction of the new wing was
underway-they were not enough. The work included a furnace room,
convent kitchen, sisters' refectory, a workroom for the lay sisters and four
small cells. "'We are over our heads in renovations, but so little compared
to what we wanted," Viger wrote. Meanwhile, she added, "The number
of seriously ill in the lazaretto increased, and we have been up with them
every night since the first of November."s

Despite their high hopes, the new administrative structure of the
lazaretto proved to be more beneficial to the federal government than it
was for the hospitallers. The government had no problems of overruns,
graft or patronage. Using a separate register for rhe lazaretto, the sisters
kept a strict control of their costs, and even the smallest item, from shoe
Iaces to hair pins, purchased for the patients, was noted. While they
gained greater control, however, the sisters' responsibilities were consid-
erably heavier. They hired a washer woman, but now added the Lazarct-
to cooking department, building maintenance, and the office of Iazarctto
controller to their own tasks.

Dr. Tach6 returned to undertake a second inquiry on the subject of lep-
rosy in the region, and, for a second time, Viger was obliged to take time
away from her many duties to act as his personal secretary. She was not
acknowledged as a co-author of a lengthy report on the question of leprosy
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written by the doctor, "Questions Regarding Leprosy: Enquiry made by
the Hawaiian Government," (a series of answers to queries posed by the
government of Hawaii). Surely her notes and observations, carefully
recorded in Tach6's journals, helped Smith-(who shared the credit), and
Tach6-with their responses. There were other unexpected duties as well.
Babineau, it appears, knew the value of good publicity for he seldom, if
ever, turned away a reporter. A parade of callers found their way to the
lazaretto in the 1880s: reporters for Catholic World, Le Monitewr
Acadien, The Daily Telegraph in Saint John, and from The Halifax
Chronicle to name a few. Amanda answered their questions and escorted
them through the wards, giving them time to meet and talk with patients.

One illustrious guest, Jean Joseph Lynch, the Archbishop of Toronto,
wrote to Prime Minister Sir John A. MacDonald on behalf of the hospi-
tallers shordy after he returned home, sending a copy of his letter to
Amanda, along with a donation of $25 he received from the Honourable
Alex Galt, to pay for new ventilators in the wards. In his letter to the
Prime Minister, Lynch stated that the lazaretto was in deplorable condi-
tion, and he urged him to authorize the building of a new hospital, or, at
least, undertake extensive renovations. Lynch wanted to further help the
sisters by using the subject of leprosy in New Brunswick, and the work
of the nursing order in a sermon. Even though he had been to Tracadie,
he wanted more information, which Amanda was only too happy to pro-
vide. "Better buildings and a larger administration centre are the only
ways to improve conditions for the sick," she wrote, but, "just the fact
that they stay in the hospital, such as it is, has a salutary influence on the
disease....It has been noted that those who enter the lazaretto in the first
stage of the affliction are never as disfigured as those who spend several
years with their families."e

The last thing the federal government wanted was attention focused
on the lazaretto in Tracadie. Even factual publicity about the disease
could only hurt the area's chances in attracting investment and immigra-
tion. Unfortunately, the archbishop's sermon, which was widely report-
ed, contained a number of errors that alarmed the public, angered the
politicians, and embarrassed the nuns. Officials couldn't deny that the
sick were housed in an ancient fetid building where the oppressive air lin-
gered over everyone in spite of the sisters' best efforts to clean and disin-
fect the premises. However, the bishop's erroneous notion that there were
a couple of thousand leprosy victims living outside the lazaretto allowed
the bureaucrats to rouse themselves in righteous indignation, vigorously
deny the bishop's figures and thus deflect and discredit everything that
Lynch had said or wrote on the subject.

Amanda received a firm rebuke from Dr. Tach6, but she was quick to
defend herself. "While I told the Bishop we filled an average of 2,500
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prescriptions a year," she explained, "I never thought he could believe
there were a comparable number of leprosy victims in the parish. "We
did our best to prepare for the reception." 

'While 
Lynch found the odours

unbearable, Amanda noted that, "we found the wards smelled good." At
any rate) Viger told Tach6, the $25 Lynch secured for them, was used to
repair the old ventilators instead of installing new ones. "Many visitors
to the Iazaretto suggest we ask the government for new buildings, but we
always say that we ask for nothing; we are content with whatever the
government judges is apropos."

Amanda was elected mother superior for the second time in September
of 1881, and she was re-elected to that position again in 1884. The foun-
dation included eight professed religious, two novices, and two postu-
lants. Viger was also the head pharmacist. Sicotte was her assistant and
the head nurse. Brault was the bursar and mistress of novices. Sister
Stanislas was the chapter secretary. Not only had it grown in numbers,
its demographic profile had changed as well. A number of young Acadian
women were now among their ranks, including: Marianne Losier, Marie
Anne Doucet, Margaret Hachey, and Elizabeth and Octavie Landry.

Overall, Amanda had every reason to be optimistic when she assumed
the leadership of her community in September of 1881. Their cost of liv-
ing, $1,,729 in 1878, was up to $2,400, bur revenues from their land,
school, donations, and other sources came to $21700. The fund for a sep-
arate hospital stood at $425. Unfortunately, by the time the fifth trienni-
al report was written in August 1 8 84, this brief episode of economic well
being was shattered. It shows that, while their community still numbered
twelve, they had reduced their living expenses to $2,350, not enough,
however, to equal their revenues of only $211,45. The report was written
before the fall harvest, so those profits would reduce a little of their $205
debt. Further, Father Joseph Th6berge, Curate of Neguac, helped them
over this financial crunch, with periodic loans, amounting to $1,100,
beginning in September of 1884, and continuing until mid-October of
1885. The hospitallers were required to pay a five per cent annual inter-
est, but were never required to pay back any of the principal, which was
eventually forgiven.

Financial difficulties plagued the foundation throughout the 1880s.
Viger was still operating her dispensary with money from their personal
government allocation. The number of prescriptions they filled had
decreased but were still significant, averaging, according to the triennial
reports, between 2,000 and 2,500 a year. Viger was the head pharmacist,
though it was likely Sicotte who looked after the more routine cases. The
donations that came in for the medicines fell far short of even meeting
their operating costs. For example, the pharmacy took in $70 in 1883, a
typical year for the period, while costs of its operation amounted to
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$101. The sales of produce from their farm, and the work they did for
the various mission churches, added only slightly to their income, and the
figures varied little throughout the decade.

The financial problems were only one aspect of the many troubles that
surfaced at this time. Viger was powerless to prevent illness and death
from claiming their first New Brunswick members. Tuberculosis proved
particularly devastating. Twenty-six-year-old Margaret Hachey died on

January 25,1885, the first of three deaths over a twenty-two month peri-

od. When Hachey was dying, Viger informed Rogers that "the commu-
nity was losing a subject in whom they had placed a great deal of hope."
Hachey was the first hospitaller to be interred in Tracadie. Marianne
Losier, who had spent the ten years since her profession on the lazaretto
wards, died only eight months later. Of Azilda Houde, who passed away
October 1,1886 at the age of twenty-eight, Amanda wrote, "This good
sister sent her soul to God this morning at eleven forty-five...assisted by
Father Babineau and surrounded by the entire community."r

The spectre of death did not deter others from entering. In April of
1885 two postulants, Alodie Landry and Madeline Pitre, were ready for

their investiture. In August of 1886, Luce Blanchard and Margaret Marie
(Ad6laide Robichaud) were received as novices. Sister Marie-des-Anges
(Elizabeth Doucet) was ready for her habit that September. The commu-
nity had several boarders during this period. They included a teacher,
Miss MacDonald, Amanda Sormany, and a Miss Ferguson. H6ldne
Savoie boarded with them in 1887. Sormany changed her status inJune
of that year, when she became a postulant. Viger also took in a Madame
Gallant and her six children for five weeks. They charged her one dollar
for educating the children and thirty cents for laundry services.

The recall of Sister Brault late in 1886, leaving Viger as the last remain-
ing founder at Tracadie, came as a shock. "The departure of dear Sister
Brault, fixed for January 3, lies heavy on our house, and fills our hearts
with sadness so great only faith can relieve it," Amanda wrote. "This cross
is one thousand times heavier than all the others Divine Providence
deemed we submit to." Viger was srill feeling the pain of Brault's recall
when she remarked in a letter to Tach6 seven months later. "She was one
of our founders, and one we regarded as the strongest pillar in our little
community." Amanda dropped her other offices to take over as mistress
of novices. "The formation of new subiects," she wrote, "is one of our
most important tasks." Marie Anne Doucet became the first Acadian to
be elected the mother superior of the H6tel-Dieu Tracadie, in September
of 1887. Five years younger than the forty-three year old Viger, Doucet-
who had entered tn 1.877-was the second hospitaller to be professed in
Tracadie. Sister Sicotte was the assistant superior and head nurse. Viger
was the mistress of novices, the pharmacist, and the chapter secretary.
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For the first time in their history, the Tracadie hospitallers could not
pay their bil ls. In a letter to businessmen, M.J.O. Vil leneuve, and anoth-
er to Dupuis et Frbres, both in November of 1888, Marie Anne Doucet,
just ending her first year as mother superior, asked for an extension of
credit, "Since we have had a number of uncommon expenses this year
and we are at the gate, is it possible to extend our credit until next
February at which time we receive a part of our government allocation?"s

Their financial problems were compounded by evidence that certain
parents were not paying, or paying only part of, their daughters'
dowries. Thus Doucet was forced to make explicit f inancial appeals:
"The extreme circumstances that we find ourselves in forces me to ask
you for the $25 owed for the habit, since it seems impossible for us to
have the $600 we are owed. At the time of her entry you promised to
pay the expenses of the novitiate, that is $75 in three payments, and fur-
ther, to give $80 at her profession, which makes $155 in all.",

'Whether 
it was because of pressure from il lustrious visitors l ike

Bishop Lynch, lobbying from Babineau, or Tach6's intercession, some
funds were finally allocated to improve the air circulation in the lazaret-
to, especially for the women on the second floor, where the air was
trapped by the low sloping roof. Amanda told Dr. Tach6 about the
results of the improvement, "You should see how huppy the women are
now with their large verandahs where the air is so pure and good."to
They were also able to purchase a boat, a shallop with nine sails, large
enough for all the patients. Dr. Smith's annual reports furnished Dr.
Tach6 with statistics concerning leprosy, but Amanda's colourful letters
kept him more up-to-date on the daily events within the hospital and
furnished him with more details on the condition of those Dr. Tach6 had
come to know:

Since my last letter we had two deaths, Michel Doiron and
Victorine Brideau. The latter passed away peacefully with no
more marks of the 'maladie' than when you saw her last t ime.
Michel Doiron, on the other hand was the worst case we ever
saw, decomposing alive....Raymond Duguay deserted April 19,
after a stay of five months, that reduced the number of sick to
seventeen. We received two more cases from Caraauet since
then.  a l i t t le  g i r l  o f  th i r teen,  hy the name of  Ferre.  She l ived
with Bridgit McGrath [a former lazaretto patient] when the lat-
ter was brought to hospital. She must have taken the disease
there in view of the fact no one else in her family ever had it.
Pierre Noel, \il/illiam Plourde, Lucie, his sister, and little
Marguerite Gionet are all very sick. Joseph Benoit and
T6lesphore are visibly losing strength. Big Judith has her right
leg and foot so terribly swollen that she hasn't been able to
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Some unidentified female patients circa 1887 , after a balcony was added to
the second f loor to improve venti lat ion.

walk since last fall. Madam Saulnier is always the same. She
has a few little 'bobos' from time to time but that is all. Judith,' la petite,' continues to be well. Dr. Smith was anxious to dis-
charge her last winter. I think he intends to talk to you about it
a t  Your next  v is i t . " r r

Their f irst patient from outside of the province was a Nova Scotian
named Duncan McKinnon, who lived in Cape Breton. A member of a
family group affected with the disease, he arrived in the summer of 1889,
he was the first Protestant they cared for in Tracadie. And, as they did for
most of the subsequent non-Catholic residents, the hospitallers succeed-
ed in converting him to Catholicism within a relatively short period of
time: "Mr. McKinnon died of dysentery only seven weeks after he got
here. In his very short stay, we had the privilege of seeing him embrace
our religion, and he died full of the love of our Lord."

By 1888, leprosy had not been completely eradicated but new inci-
dents of the disease were on the decline, and those cases that were iden-
tif ied were from families previously affl icted. "'We have received only two
sick this yea\ a twelve year old l itt le girl, Ol6sine Plourde, from
Caraquet, sister of 1X/il l iam and Lucil le Plourde, both very sick. Plus
Charlotte Plourde, wife of Georges Dignard, and sister of Marie Rose
who came to the lazaretto last year."

Through Amanda's letters, leprosy is given a human face. From her
descriptions, the disfigurement and acute suffering of Joseph Benoit and

Joseph Comeau are rendered horribly real; and it is through her letters
that we learn of how H6ldne Ferre's seven year old brother came down
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with the disease; and that, covered in sores, unable to hear or see, her l ips
fused, Lucille Plourde spent the last night of her life sitting on the side of
her bed, unable to tolerate even a blanket, and signalling to the sister on
duty only to have her back rubbed.

The hospitallers kept Tach6 informed of the harrowing cases and
events in the lazaretto even after his retirement. Tach6 had proved him-
self to be a true friend of the hospitallers, as well as the leprosy patients.
They kept the doctor abreat of their struggles in treating the patients.
Viger wrote to tell the doctor, for instance, that no matter how often they
bathed Joseph Benoit's legs in carbolic acid, or warm chlorine they couldn't
prevent "worms from forming," and the man died. Fortunately, a new
disinfectant ordered from Montreal proved effective in treating Joseph
Comeau and his worms had completely disappeared. "We had a birth in
the hospital last August....Marie L6gdre of Caraquet and married to a
Thomas Forbes in Lamdque came to the hospital last November, and,
being big, we noticed nothing until it was too late. We had to keep her.
Dr. Smith sent a mid-wife to assist us, and he came himself to visit her.
The little girl was baptised and her grandmother took her away. The
father died of consumption at his home two months ago.>'12

The closure of I 'Externat St.-Joseph at the end of 1886 meant not only
a curtailment of an important area of growth for their institution, but, in
the short term at least, a significant f inancial loss. The hospitallers were
barely supporting themselves rn 1887. Sti l l , Viger was not wil l ing to let
the foundation decay. One of her last acts as mother superior in August
of 1887 was to acquire a home and land in exchange for taking in the
elderly couple who owned the property. The following spring they moved
the home closer to their monastery, farmed the land, and undertook ren-
ovations to convert the house. Doucet told Rogers that their intention
was to open rooms for ailing priests. It is more likely that they were
preparing the house as a shelter for orphans, and as a site for their novi-
tiate. At the time Amanda submitted the sixth triennial report, their
irnmediate expenses in July of 1887, were $2,070; revenues were the
same. Their savings were gone.

The loss of the school left Amanda feeling defeated, and created in her
a need to seek another form of service almost immediately; an orphanage
would fulfill that desire. She found an excuse to undertake the work when
two hospitallers-both Acadians-Luce Blanchard and Marie-des-Anges,
apparently recovered from tuberculosis. The community was in the sec-
ond last day of a novena-a religious ritual lasting nine days, consisting
of special prayers-to Saint Anne for Sister Blanchard, when Bishop
Rogers, accompanied by Father Morrissey, a priest with some knowledge
of medicine and a reputation as, "a holy person with a gift for healing,"
visited them. Father Morrissey prescribed some medicine, saying the two
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sisters, "...were not without hope of cures." Nine hours later, "Good Saint
Anne showed her power by instantly curing Sister Blanchard," Amanda
wrote.13 Filled with confidence, she added, the community began a second
novena for their newest professed member, Marie-des-Anges. Both women
were able to return to their duties. Neither sister was personally examined
by a physician. The cures were miraculous, Viger wrote, and in thanks-
giving, the hospitallers were opening an orphanage, with most of the $600
needed to renovate the house coming from Father Th6berge.

Unfortunately, Blanchard's condition returned a few months later but
by then Viger was overseeing the construction. The orphanage opened in

July of 1888 with three children. Sicotte and Marie-des-Anges were
assigned to care for them. lVithin the year they had ten. Twenty-two
youngsters were in residence on the second floor of the house by April of
1890. Elderly people were lodged downstairs. Whereas the government
had subsidized their school, the hospitallers assumed the full financial
burden of feeding and clothing the youngsters. "Making shoes for forty
four small feet is no easy task.... 'We have an $800 debt to pay with noth-
ing," Doucet wrote, "but the Lord wil l provids."t+

One of Doucet's first administrative acts was to arrange for a special
commemoration to celebrate Amanda's silver anniversary on February 2,
1888. "We will be forever grateful to you our mothers for having left

[Viger] with us to help us establish and then to direct this poor little com-
munity," she told the Montreal house. "May she remain with us long
enough to enjoy the shade of the vine she cultivated with so much care and
sacrifice." Doucet invited Bishop Rogers to attend the celebration and he
made the trip in spite of the treacherously snowy roads. Nine priests also
braved the conditions. Cards and letters poured in, as many from France
as from Canada. "The mass and dinner were more in keeping with a fifti-
eth anniversarS" Viger wrote to her sisters in Montreal, and looking back
on her years of work she reflected about the many changes:

If I contributed something towards the establishment of this
institution, at the cost of a few sacrifices, you have more than
repaid me by the goodness with which you admitted me as a
member of this holy profession, and gave me the opportunity
to become a bride of our Lord....In speaking of my religious
profession I commented on the transitory nature of things of
this earth. There is not much vestige left of the ceremony in
Montreal twenty-five years ago. Monseigneur Bourget, who
heard my vows, is dead. Our dear Mistress Marchessault is
dead. MEre St.-Louis, who took her habit that day too, is also
dead; and our Mdre Pag6, Superior then, is no longer at our
dear home; and me, I am here. Is this not the point on which
to inscribe in the firmament that nothing changes but every-
thing passes away?1.t
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CHaprnn  Ten

A Kind of Glory

|n the fall of 1891, Viger proclaimed thar, "Great gladness was on the
Ihorizon." Father Babineau, with Amanda's support and encourage-
ment, lobbied unceasingly to have the old lazaretto replaced, and his
efforts culminated in the fall of 1891 when he presented a detailed
account of the deplorable state of the lazaretto-overcrowded condi-
tions, overflowing water closets, rats nesting between the walls, wind
sweeping in through rotten boards and window sills-to the federal gov-
ernment, copies of which he gave to his friends in the press. Now, as the
year drew to a close, the hospitallers learned that the government was
seriously considering the proposal.

The overwhelming question, however, was not whether to replace the
lazaretto but rather was it necessary to have one at all? The remaining
victims were members of afflicted families, or had been living in close
proximity to individuals with leprosy. These were cases that could have
been prevented if normal precautions had been taken. Given the period's
growing general consensus that the afflicted should be institutionalized,
it is improbable that a serious debate on the merits of an in-home pro-
gram was even discussed. While it would have taken herculean efforrs to
change public opinion, provide the necessary financial help, educatron,
and medical management, one group was quarantined at home. They
were those from Nova Scotia. The Cape Breton casualties provide an
interesting contrast in the management of leprosy. Whether or not they
were any better off than their fellow sufferers in the Tracadie lazarerro.
however, is still a matter of conjecture.

Dr. Smith's preference was to bring everyone diagnosed with leprosy
to Tracadie but Duncan McKinnon was the only Cape Bretoner taken to
the lazaretto. The others, including McKinnon's sister, refused to leave
the island. Thus, Smith isolated the sick-all from the Lake Ainslie and
Lake O'Law regions-in their homes. The doctor was ruthless in his seg-
regation methods, even appointing some neighbours of the afflicted to
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furnish him with reports. As a result, the infection was contained, and
there were no further outbreaks. \What had not been done, however! was
to see that the sick had someone responsible for their care. By the turn of
the century, only two leprosy victims-a pair of sisters-remained. They
lived alone, and, except for leaving food at their door, there was no one
who would look after them. Dr. Smith, in 1907, was at the point of bring-
ing the surviving sister to Tracadie, when he learned that she too had
died. By this time, however, both provinces were relatively disease-free
and, with few exceptions, later admissions were among immigrant pop-
ulations from Upper Canada or the'West.

Even in Tracadie there was a dual system of care. When the lazaretto
remained on Sheldrake Island, victims were hunted down, and sometimes
taken to the institution at gun point, but attitudes had gradually changed.
After the hospitallers arrived, and until the new lazaretto was construct-
ed in 1896, the sick were seldom forced to enter. A few came only in the
final stage of their illness; others died at home, having been free to work,
and to mingle with friends and families, until well into the dangerous
phase of contagion. Leprosy spread, in some of these instances, from one
family to another, and through the generations, affecting grandparents,
parents, and children. "Only Father Babineau is able to pull them
away...," Sister Sormany wrote, "...this good priest takes it as his duty to
visit the poor...abandoned ones once or twice a year and encourages them
to come to the hospital. He always manages to convince them of the
necessity for this separation and to remove the idea from their minds that
the lazaretto is little more than a prison."t

There were important sociological differences between the affected
populations of Cape Breton and those in New Brunswick. There were
fewer victims in Cape Breton and the outbreak, which first appeared
there in about 1852 (almost twenty-five years after the first recorded lep-
rosy victim died in New Brunswick), was restricted to two or three fam-
ilies. Nova Scotian authorities were able to benefit from the New
Brunswick experience and Dr. Smith, who had lust begun his more strin-
gent methods of control in Tracadie, did not have to compete with church
officials over jurisdiction. The families and neighbours of the Cape
Breton victims did not socialize with the sick. Most victims were single
men, and those people who were married separated themselves from their
spouses and other relatives when the illness was first diagnosed. Indeed,
there seemed to be a general consensus in the island population-one
which was absent in New Brunswick-that leprosy could be prevented by
prohibiting the afflicted from any contact with society.

The Acadians were used to banding together, particularly in times of
hardship and peril. The thought of turning out their countrymen-leav-
ing them without work and without friends-was hard, if not impossi-
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ble, for some to accept. Since, as a group, experience had given them no
reason to trust government agents, particularly not an anglophone
Protestant doctor, they relied more heavily on support from their church.
V/hile the clergy did not encourage the sick to remain outside thelazaret-
to, one wondered if they did enough to prevent it, or to discourage oth-
ers from associating with them? Or, were they inclined, like those victims
who talked to reporters in the lazaretto, to believe that the disease was
an act of God, and little could be done to hinder its progress? It is diffi-
cult to establish today how much this attitude undermined the doctor's
efforts at isolating patients. Among those who remained at home, a few
couples continued to have children, even after leprosy was confirmed in
one of the partners. Men worked as long as they could, often well past
the time when, for the good of their co-workers, they should have
stopped. New Brunswick logging camps, where men and boys were con-
fined for the winter months, provided a cover for the newly diagnosed,
and a breeding ground for the disease in others.

On the other hand, the lazaretto should not be compared to most insti-
tutions, such as the insane asylums and poor houses of the nineteenth
century. The lazaretto inmates were a homogeneous group. They were
small in number, from the same region of the province. They shared fam-
ily backgrounds, religion, and lifestyles. Among them were brothers, srs-
ters, spouses and parents. Like the sick, their nurses were there for many
years. Neither the patients nor the religious saw much of their natural
families, so they formed friendships among themselves. By 1890, most of
the hospitallers in Tracadie were young Acadians from families on the
same low end of the economic and social scale. They spoke the same lan-
guage, belonged to the same religion, and they made every effort to make
life, if not pleasant for their patients, at least less than completely dreary.
There was a small recreation room, stocked with a few books, games,
and musical instruments. They organized sing-songs, recitals, and plays.
There was a spacious yard where each had a garden plot. They were pro-
vided with a boat. 

'lThatever 
the flaws of the religious indoctrination, the

spiritual philosophy seemed to help them to endure their suffering. "Our
Lord never leaves us without comfort, or without hope," Viger wrote; a
sentiment that she often expressed to herself and to others.2

The leprosy patients were accepted in the lazaretto in a way that was
denied to them outside. "If i t is true that we speak about those we love,
you can see by the length of this letter that we love our poor sick very
much," Doucet wrote.3 "Our leprous family, now numbering ... eleven
men and nine women, give us a lot of work...apart from a few excep-
tions, nearly all are in the last phase of the i l lness, and consequently in
extreme states of deformity," wrote Sister Robichaud. "rWe have always
to see our Lord in their faces," she added.,
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With Doucet leading the community, Amanda had a chance to put
aside the burden of financial responsibilities, and the delicate task of col-
lecting dowries and paying bills. The mistress of novices wielded consid-
erable influence. She, Doucet, and Sicotte drew up the initial plans, later
rejected by the government as too elaborate for the proposed lazaretto.
Viger remained the foundation's best pharmacist, and the logical instruc-
tor for their newly professed members, particularly her prot6g6e, the gift-
ed Amanda Sormany. Viger undertook to teach the young novice every-
thing she knew From time to time, Amanda noted the passing scene in her
letters to Montreal, and, after his retirement, to Dr. Tach6. "A Grand
Retreat, postponed for several years, was held in the parish in September.

The hospitallers in about 1890. Viger is in the second row fifth from left;
Marie Anne Doucet is sixth; Sister Louise LegCre,, who the author inter-
viewed in 1975 is third from the left. She lived to the aEe of 108.

What solace it is to see the large number of poor women who live far...ris-
ing at three or four in the morning, walking several miles in order to get to
the church for the services. No doubt the Lord will bless such courage."s

Had it not been for the death of Amanda's dear friend Philomdne
Sicotte on November 3. 1891. there would be l itt le to mar the relative
tranquil l i ty of this period in her l i fe. Until she developed heart disease a
few months earlier, Sicotte had appeared in excellent condition. While
she shunned any kind of leadership role, she carried out an infinite
number of tasks behind the scenes, and Amanda thought Sicotte's supply
of energy practically boundless. In one of Amanda's letters to her sister
Orpha (Viger) Rocheleau, she wrote that Sister Sicotte had "entered the
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novitiate in Montreal one year after me...for the last thirty years, with the
exception of the nine months that I was here before her, we were always
together." Sister Blanchard was dying, Amanda wrote, and she was up all
night with her. "All the sisters are tired and our poor legs could do with
a rest. \Would you believe," she added, "that I have gray hair?"6

Fatigue was their ever-present companion, but in the fall of 1891, with
two of their members critically ill, energy levels were srretched beyond
their usual limit. There were nineteen in the lazaretto, among them,
Raymond Duguay, who had deserted the establishment a few years earli-
er. The outlying areas of the region were the sites of most recent cases.
Four new admissions entered that October bringing the total number of
patients to twenty-three. The group, members of the Plourde and Power
families, were mainly from Pointe Marcel, a tiny hamlet on the Acadian
Peninsula near Shippagan; all had relatives already in the lazaretto. "It
isn't easy to pull them away," Mother Superior Doucet noted. "David
Plourde should be in hospital...and we have been waiting for two months
for a young Doucet...and still another woman..." Yet, it was fortunate no
others arrived. Conditions in the packed wards were ripe for any infec-
tious disease to take hold. Most of the sick came down with shingles that
fall, and the contagion spread to the monastery as well. The hospitallers
were up every night with the dead and the dying. "'We believe...our great-
est sufferings are but a prelude to great gladness," Amanda wrote.

Viger was convinced that it was the heavenly intercession of Sister
Sicotte, "...who loved our little house so much, and who prayed so much
for it in her life," that caused their long awaited plans for the new Iazaret-
to to finally garner some serious government attention. Officials were
more likely cognizant of the fact that, among the numbers of immigrants
coming to Canada, some individuals were later found to have leprosy.
The Tracadie lazaretto would be a logical destination for these new
Canadians. It was well run, while being remote enough to ensure it
remained rather unknown.

The preparations for the new building gave Amanda an opportunity
for a second visit to Montreal. Doucet and Viger accompanied Sister
Robichaud to Mont Sainte-Famille in May of 1893. Robichaud, who was
losing her hearing, needed medical treatment but Rogers did more than
just grant his permission for the travel, he took the opportunity to hon-
our their 25th anniversary in Tracadie, noting that Viger had toiled twen-
ty-five years in a field, "...where her intelligence and devoted labours
effected so much good for the afflicted." The bishop encouraged Doucet
and Viger to visit as many houses founded by the hospitallers as they
thought necessary, "...for inspection and information." The party
remained a few days at the H6tel-Dieu Campbellton, founded in 1888,
the site of their newest New Brunswick monasterv. Doucet wrote. "\7e
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were pfactically ecstatic the whole time we were in this charming place."

They arrived in Montreal by train on the evening of May 12, 1893'

This visit ,home, was not as exciting as Amanda's first. one possible

reason may have been the death that January of Marie Pag6, at the age

of eighty-one. The elderly lady, semi-p aralyzed and nearly blind, spent

her last years in prayer and meditation. Surely after crossing the thresh-

old of her former house Amanda must have been profoundly reminded

of her losses. Marchessault and Reid, as well as Tracadie Founder

cl6mence Bonin had died years earlief. Even the joy of seeing Delphine

Brault, now the bursar of Mont Sainte-Famille' Quesnal, and Lum6na

was likely tinged with melancholy. Amanda's family connections, her role

as a founder and pioneer in an inaugural period of expansion for her

house, elevated her status in 1880 but by 1893 Amanda found herself

just one of many founders, pharmacists, and pioneers; the brightest and

best of her era were seeding a network of new houses. In addition to the

four in New Brunswick, they had monasteries in Arthabaska, Quebec,
founded by Pag6 in 1884 one in !f l indsor, ontario founded in 1888 and

were in rhe process of establishing a foundation in 
'vrinooski, 

Maine,

which later opened in 1894. The older sisters, the ones under which Viger

had trained, were no longer in power. Amanda had little to say about her

trip, but, on their return May 29, Doucet said they could not have been

more satisfied. They had the opportunity to visit four of their houses

including those in Saint-Basile, I(ingston, and Montreal. Doucet told the

bishop that they gathered important information from all of the houses,

and gained knowledge which would help them enormously' The trip,

Viger noted, "left unforgettable memories in our hearts."

Amanda's hopes for an orphanage and general hospital still seemed a

long way off when she viewed the progress the other foundations were

making. Their institutions, especially the monastery in chatham, were

-odern buildings alongside her humble quarters. Chatham, Campbellton,

and Saint-Basile were running schools, taking in orphans and elderly peo-

ple, and were caring for the sick. while the Tracadie hospitallers were

doing some of the same work it was always under constraint. Rogers

never rired of pointing out to her that the Tracadie foundation was

shaped by the transitory narure of politics, the hostilities between

Protestants and Catholics, and Rogers' own financial diff icult ies. There

were also the limitations imposed by the nature of their principal occu-

pation, and the merits of operating other institutions with the lazaretto

under the same roof. She could never forget that whatever they built

might one day be taken from them.

other than through Amanda's lefiers to orpha, we know little about

how close she remained to her sisters and brothers. However, the few ref-

erences she makes about-and to-her relatives show that the dear faces
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of long ago could be quickly recalled with a fresh, sometimes poignant,
reminder. Notified by telegram from Bishop Rogers, she was shocked to
learn her brother, Hormisdas had died on September 24, 1893.
Hormisdas, a partner in the firm "Fraser, Viger et Cie," was thirty-eight
years-old, ten years younger than Amanda, and would have just turned
five when she entered. Still, Amanda wrote, his unexpected and sudden
death, "was a terrible blow for me."TThree of her siblings, and both of
her parents, were now dead. The youngest Viger, Oscar, had died in
1886, at the age of nineteen. Her mother, Eudoxie had died in 1865, her
father, Bonaventure Yiger in 1877 .

Given her unique circumstances, one wonders if Viger, like most peo-
ple in their mid-life, reflected on the direction her life had taken, on her
faith, on her relationships, on what she accomplished, balanced against
what she had given up. The hospitallers were permitted to write just one
annual letter home, and Amanda chose the Christmas season to pen her
few lines to Orpha. Christmas, she noted in one, was the season when she
missed them most and when she placed the names of her relatives near
the crBche beneath the tree, so that all the hospitallers would include
them in their prayers.

Twenty-five years after she first walked through the gates of the
lazaretto, and side by side with the other founders, began to put the
crudely constructed monastery in order, Viger was elected mother superi-
or for the fourth time. "Once again," she wrote, "the heavy burden of
the Superior has fallen on my feeble shoulders."s AII of the hospitallers
were on retreat, she noted, except she and two novices, who were over-
seeing the house. OfficiallS there were sixty-six people living in the com-
plex of buildings which served as the H6tel-Dieu de Tracadie. They
included: twenty-two with leprosy, twenty-five orphans, eighteen reli-
gious, and a lay woman. Unofficiall5 there could have been more. Not
counted were the elderly couple Viger took in, in exchange for their
house. There were transients, convalescing priests, and temporary board-
ers. Ninety-four leprosy patients had died since the nuns arrived; they
had filled over one thousand prescriptions annually, down from previous
reports, but still a sizable number. Their operating expenses, not includ-
ing the Iazaretto, amounted to $2,800; they had $1,700 in the bank.

Amanda no longer had the stamina she did in her thirties, but she
refused to give in to a series of accumulating health problems. She was
obese: "Do you know I weigh 197 pounds?" she remarked to Orpha.
"ril/ith such a big body, I don't walk very fast. I console myself by saying,
'One who takes small steps goes further."'e Not surprisingly, she often felt
dizzy, a fact that was distressing her colleagues. "'We are in good enough
health except for our dear mother," wrote Sister Robichaud, "Her
apoplexy worries us that she will have a fatal blow....Please pray for her.
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'We 
want her to be at the head of our house for a long time."lo

Parliament voted to commit $15,000 to commence construction of the
new lazaretto in the winter of 

'1,894. 
The location for the new building, a

five minute walk from the old lazaretto, was on the land that Father
Gauvreau turned over to the hospitallers in 1869. Before the work could
start, the government bought the parcel for the same amount the priest
had paid, $630. Sister Robichaud, the chapter secretary, wrote that
March. "Our Father Babineau leaves for Ottawa Monday in order to
hurry up the process." The construction began before summer and by the
end of November 1894, when the work stopped for the winter, the out-
side of the building was complete. Amanda drew up a list of requirements
for the monastery, including what was needed for a cloister: "The gov-
ernment agreed to all our requests with regards to the hospital and
monastery," Robichaud wrote, including written permission to build a
wing for their orphanage. "The architect and engineer, even though they
are Protestant, were gracious enough to ask 'our mother' to see the plans
and offer their services for this addition."tr

"Construction of the orphanage is ready to begin this summer,"
Amanda wrote to Father Th6berge. "The architect, Mr. Stuart, submitted
a bid of $14,000.' It would include all the outside work, masonry, tin
roof, outside doors, first and second floor windows, and painting. A
gallery linking the wing to the sacristy, the inside plastering, cement floor,
walls and beams, lattice work and staircases would cost an additional
$7,600. "'We have only $2,850," Amanda concluded. "'We would l ike to
know how much we will have to borrow. In view of the interest and sup-
port you've shown in the past we wish to count on a contribution from
you."tzTh6berge was able to give them only $70.

Bishop Rogers was even less helpful: "I cannot approve of your incur-
ring for the H6tel-Dieu a large debt for the projected orphanage-espe-
cially if that building be on government ground and without the formal
consent and approbation of the government." Rogers added, "The
orphanage would always be an object of attack by those who wish to
attack the government," or by "supporters of the government who do
not wish well to our religious institutions." He asserted:

If it be desirable to continue the orphanage and if there be the
means to do so without debt, then, in God's name, let it be in a
distinct and separate building, erected on land owned by the
diocese or by your community; and if this be found practicable,
would it not be well to have in said building, apartments and
accommodations for other sick patients, not lepers-such a gen-
eral hospital would be a great benefit to all the country around
and could not but have the good wishes of all the people-But
there must be no debt: \We should pay as we go.13
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If Amanda was discouraged, she could also take heart, for the bishop
appeared to agree, at least taciiy, that the region should have a general
hospital, something which the community had considered building for a
very long time. Viger applied for a loan through Mdre Delphine Brault,
now the mother superior of Mont Sainte-Famille.Brault referred the mat-
ter to Cyrille Laurin, a broker for the Montreal H6tel-Dieu. Laurin
would only agree to a loan if Viger could put the new monastery com-
plex up for collateral. Cancelling her application, she told Laurin, "We
cannot use the building we have started as collateral for a mortgage,
because, even though this building will be constructed at our own
expense, it is on government land. Likewise, Bishop Rogers will not per-
mit us to mortgage any of our properties, it is another thing if we are able
to borrow from our house in Montreal." At any rate, she wrote, "'We
decided to build as we have the means, trusting that Divine Providence
will furnish us with the resources."

Thelazaretto and monastery were nearly finished by the end of 1895,
and the sisters could not help but feel nostalgic. As Amanda Sormany, the
chapter secretary, wrote, "This is the last time we celebrate...advent
under this blessed roof, witness to so much deprivation...where...a well
loved mother [Viger] sacrificed for the good of her religious family, and
the comfort of the poor afflicted ones." They were delighted watching the
construction of the new structure progress and praised the developments:
"The fruit of this heroic devotion, where our dear sick will no longer suf-
fer from cold and numerous other discomforts."t+

The deputy minister of public works, Mr A. Gobeil, visited on
December 15, and toured the old lazaretto as well as the new. He ordered
that none of the furniture be moved, telling Viger that the best thing to
do with the old institution was to set the entire place on fire. They also
had one of their smaller buildings brought to the new site. Three work-
ers were renovating it to serve as a residence for the employees. "All these
expenses aren't helping us save money for the orphanage, but we are sure
Divine Providence will not leave these dear ones without shelter."
Sormany wrote.15

They began moving before Christmas although the new lazaretto
would not be ready for occupancy before the end of the winter. Amanda
told Orpha the work was causing her a lot of exertion, "It is all I can do
to get there." Early in March, Viger decided to close the old lazarctto
complex. The new one was not completed she explained but, "Influenza
suddenly broke out among our sick, and one had died. The fetid air and
the insupportable cold of the old building also seriously threatened the
health of the community." There was no time to ask the bishop to con-
duct the Ceremony of Possession, which had to take place before they
could live in the new monastery.
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Amanda's failure to notify the bishop of her decision in advance of the
move might be linked to the influenza outbreak, but it gave them an
excuse to proceed without this formality and it was likely more of a cal-
culated risk than an oversight. Rogers, convinced that the government
would force them out one day, would refuse to perform the ceremony of
possession in which the bishop leads the convent members through the
new establishment, blessing each room and department) as he had done
nearly twenty-eight years earlier. Better they select Father Babineau to
conduct the ceremony than chance asking Rogers and not having one
altogether. Father Babineau had already, with Rogers' blessing, filled in
for the bishop on many important functions for the Tracadie hospitallers,
from conducting Habit and Profession ceremonies, to overseeing elec-
tions and retreats. Besides, who earned the right more than Father
Babineau, who poured so many hours into seeing this establishment on a
firm foundation at last?

Having moved the sick to their new quarters earlier in the day, and
without even notifying Bishop Rogers, the hospitallers held their cere-
mony in the early evening of Sunday, March 8, 1,896. They assembled in
their former chapel for a brief closing service. Father Babineau then
removed the Holy Sacrament-the consecrated host that Catholics
believe represents the body and blood of Jesus-they followed in proces-
sion outside under the stars, each carrying a lighted candle. The group
walked in pairs, with Amanda last and alone, slowly up the icy broken
path. Behind them, near the sea, was their old disease-ridden and rat
infested institution. They entered the new building through the main
door, to the chiming of the chapel bell. Father Babineau placed the Holy
Eucharist in front of the Tabernacle, while the hospitallers sang the
Tantum Ergo. Benediction followed, and the services ended with the
chanting of the Laudate. The chaplain led the community through the
entire structure, blessing each of the departments. "Our poor sick were
overcome with joy. A few wept when they saw the beautiful altar, and the
lovely big rooms so different from those we just left." Babineau said the
first mass a few days later and as Sormany wrote, "His happiness was
equal to our own." Interestingly, Rogers was only notified of the lazaret-
to's opening the following month.

The orphans were housed in two dormitories, with a shared class-
room in the loft over the lazaretto, the only space available to them. Five
weeks after the move, two sisters who had been doing laundry in the old
building, left a fire in the stove causing a blaze to start that went unde-
tected until the smoke and flames were spotted around supper time. "'We
hurried to the site so we could save the few items which were still there,
including the cement for our orphanage, wheat, salted meat, vegetables
and so on. The church bell pealed as loud as possible, drawing nearly
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everyone from the parish." Thus, just as the deputy minister of public
works had hoped, the old structure was burned. It was sad, Sormany
wrote, to see the cradle of the foundation, where the founders were shel-
tered and where so many generous acts were carried out, in flames:
"How many memories would our good mother not recall of this little
monastery so holy in its poverty. Our hearts were wrung watching it fall
piece by piecs."te

Bishop Rogers arrived on May
26, 1896, Viger wrote, bringing
with him two hospitallers from the
Chatham house: the mother superi-
or MEre Kane and Sister Walsh.
They toured the new building and
were particularly impressed with the
"water-closets." According to the
pair they were the newest and best
of their kind. They remarked that
"in fact there is very little odour."
They stayed for two days, and they
would have stayed longer if the bish-
op was not in a rush. According to
Viger, "These dear sisters appeared
enchanted with the house."

Amanda concluded this letter
with concerns over Sister Doucet's
health. "She can barely contain the
fatigue she's been laboring under
for a year. She doesn't stop. She
works all day and dear knows until
how late at night."tz But Amanda
herself was far from fit. During her last seven years in Tracadie she coped
with recurring and progressively more serious health problems. She sel-
dom complained about this, but her community was clearly concerned.
"It is no use telling her to rest," Sormany wrote, "because she refuses and
her rare drive helps her overcome all sickness." Viger, instead of resting,
commenced the next construction phase immediately-that of building
the orphanage and hospital. But Sormany noted that, "as a result she is
extremely tired. Her legs are swollen and the pain is so great she cannot
sleep. " ts

You would never know from Amanda's letters that anything was
wrong. Rogers' admonitions were little more than a temporary setback.
There was no question of building on their own land since it would mean
locating the orphanage in a separate building away from the institution,

Unidentified sisters with two children
with leprosy, circa 1896.
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and, in effect, having to run two houses. This was one of the arguments
that Babineau presented ro Rogers on their behalf. He told the bishop
that written guarantees the hospitallers received from the authorities in
Ottawa, allowing them to build their hospital on government land, were
contained in a letter, but rhat the letter had somehow been lost. They
were ready to proceed with the work, Babineau said, using designs drawn
by Viger, and examined and approved by the government architect.

"\Work started on the orphanage the first of June," Amanda
announced, and, with the soil displaced for its foundation, they were in
the process of preparing a new cemetery so they could transfer the
remains of five hospitallers who had died in Tracadie. she was also culti-
vating an outside enclosure and garden on a small piece of low-land,
which, while needing to be raised and dried, was in excellent condition.
"The sisters themselves filled the drainage ditches with stones so as to
save man hours," she wrote. As you can imagine we are all covered in
grime, more often in gray than in white," referring to the white uniforms
the nursing orders wore on the wards. overall, she was so proud of their
new residence, she could barely contain her joy: *Our processional [a
walkway leading to an outside grotto or temporary altarl, or I should say
that of the parish since they use ours, is really lovely, with the temporary
altar located under the portico of the main entrance. The effect is mas-
nificent and must appear beautiful to these country people."

Amanda, no doubt recall ing a similar occasion in Montreal many
years earlier, arranged the ritual of removing the sisters' coffins from their
old resting place, and transferring them to the new. "what happiness it
was to contemplate the remains of these well loved ones who seemed to
sleep so peacefully," Sormany wrote. "Their habits appeared the same as
when we placed them in the tomb. But, when we touched them, they
turned to dust. The bodies had not decomposed. 

'we 
were not able to

gather any bones." Each coffin was carried by four men, the church bell
chimed, the hospitallers, the orphans and a few parishioners followed.
Father Babineau blessed the graves before the coffins were buried once
again.

The new wing consisting of four floors was added behind the Sacristy,
giving the institution a 'T' shape. "I drew the plans myself," Viger wrote
to her sistet orpha. There was no contractor. The workers were hired on
a daily basis, and, to save money, Amanda supervised the labour under the
direction of Father Babineau. Besides the orphanage, she said, there would
be a few rooms reserved for the non-leprous sick. Sormany told the
Montreal community that Father Babineau, "completely supports Viger's
'grand designs.' He....oversees the construction, orders the materials and
looks after all the correspondence which goes with a work of this nature.
His servants as well as his horses and carriages are always available to
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us...." In L896,Father Th6berge gave them $1,500 and this, together with
their savings, "will allow us to complete the outside of the building."

In all, $11,253 of the $12,330 costs came from three principle sources.
Babineau, by canvassing in the local lumber yards and other establish-
ments in the region, raised $4,914; Father Th6berge an additional $752
in 1897, and the hospitallers from their various houses, particularly
Montreal, contributed $3,618. The rest of the funds were profits from
bazaars, raffles and other projects organized by the Tracadie house.
There was no debt. Both Viger and Babineau wrote the document
enclosed in the corner-stone laid by Father Babineau on July 22, 1896.
\When this hospital burned in 1943, the document was salvaged and was
included as part of a collection of items in the new cornerstone laid in

July 1946. This hospital was torn down in 1,995.The cornerstone was
overlooked. One hundred years to the day when the first cornerstone was
placed, Sister Dorina Frigault, Curator of the Tracadie Museum, strolling
the fields near the newest hospital, found the second cornerstone with
their historic documents in place, lying in a field. Amanda had written:

Our orphanage had its origins because of the coincidental
miraculous and instant cure of one of our sisters...through the
intercession of good Saint Anne, and the premature death of a
poor mother leaving four young children in extreme misery.
The community saw in these incidents, both occurring on July
6, 1BBB, an expression of Divine \X/ill, and moved by a feeling
of thankfulness, gathered together the four little orphans.
Forty-one other children since then have been sheltered in
a...building which adjoined the old lazaretto which was
destroyed by fire May 13, 1.896.1e

Father Babineau appended a few lines of his own on a second page of
this text, noting important dates in the history of the parish, and the out-
break of leprosy which led to the arrival of the hospitallers. There were,
he wrote, currently fifteen professed sisters and five novices.

The founders were usually recalled provided they had served for a
period of six years in the new establishment, but according to The
Cwstomary, it was important to leave at least one founding religious in
the house, especially "...those who have been superiors therein." Clearly,
Amanda wanted to stay in Tracadie: "It is an honour to be the only one
remaining among the first group of religious who came twenty five years
ago," she wrote in 1893. "To have been a part of the modest but dear
Tracadie Foundation was more than a comfort, but...a kind of glory."zo
Unfortunately, circumstances-most of which were beyond her control-
would deny her a place under the shade of the vine she had sowed and
nurtured through so many winters.
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fince the federal government had built the new lazaretto, official
\,/involvement in its operation was no longer peripheral. Dr. Smith
moved to Tracadie in 1895, and while continuing his general practice, he
was gradually taking over the role of chief administrator. Even in the tini-
est of settlements in the remotest corners of the region people were not
safe from the doctor's inspection. He toured factories, fish plants, and
lumber mills throughout northeastern New Brunswick. If he found the
disease, the victim was soon without employment and friends and neigh-
bours were warned to keep away. Unable to support themselves or their
families, the remaining sick had no choice but to enter the lazaretto. The
doctor was also journeying across the country on behalf of the federal
government, and because of all these activities, the lazaretto population
was in a state of f lux.

The newest New Brunswick patients were those who least wanted to
be there. Some had deliberately avoided detection until the last possible
instant. They looked on the lazaretto as a jail, and the nursing sisters as
little more than guards. And to some extent, the nuns were'jallers' of
sorts, since there was a 'punishment cell' in the lazaretto, and patients
who were difficult to control, under orders from Dr. Smith, were some-
times locked in there. Added to that unhappy group of leprosy victims
were new immigrants neither French nor English, non-Catholics, with
different customs and a language completely foreign to Acadian ears. The
first-two men and one woman-arriving in the spring of 1,897, followed
by another man a few months later, were no more familiar with the ways
of the Acadians than the Acadians were to theirs. Nor did they like the
religious customs, language, or diet imposed on them by these 'alien'-

looking women. All four emigrated from Iceland to western Canada that
winter. The woman, Elein Freeman, "left her three small children, includ-
ing a newborn, in the care of her husband and was neady out of her mind
with grief," Sormany wrote.l
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The first days in the lazaretto wards were very difficult both for new
patients and novice hospitallers. The patients were awakened at 6:00 e.u.
All sisters not busy elsewhere gathered in the wards to recite morning
prayers. There were religious readings at noon, and spiritual exercises again
at night; it is little wonder that one Icelander called the lazaretto a 'nun-

nery.' Those patients unable to care for themselves were washed and
groomed. The nuns made beds, swept floors, and served breakfast. Wounds
were dressed, a slow and painful process, at 8:30 A.u. and again at 4:30
p.l,t. It took one sister several attempts before she could handle the task.
Another, trying to feed a patient for the first time, became nauseated when
she saw the food go into his mouth, painfully deformed by his disease, and
come out through his misshapen nose. The sisters received no increase in
their personal allocation of $800, and the lazaretto's operating budget

The new lazarctto, monastery and general hospital circa 1898. The monastery
is on the left and the lazaretto to the right, the chapel is in the middle and
the hospital wing and orphanage is behind the chapel. To the right of the
entrance is Dr. Smith's office, and to the left is the pharmacv

remained at $2,000 per year, about $100 annually per patient. All the
money, except the doctor's salary, was paid to Father Babineau. There was
no funds available to improve the lazaretto diet or clothing allowances.

Few studies have been conducted on the history, administrative struc-
ture, or social policies of nineteenth-century institutions such as hospitals,
prisons, or poor houses. rWhat evidence there is does suggest that govern-
ments were reluctant to involve themselves in their operation. Once an
individual became a ward, his or her fate was entirely in the hands of the
administrators. The hospitallers, Iike Father Babineau, and like Dr. Smith,
were products of a class-conscious society. They believed that those in the
Iazaretto were generally enjoying a higher standard of living than they
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would have at home, and had no right to complain about their treatment.
That leprosy generally attacked people from the lower end of the eco-
nomic scale, who were assumed to have loose morals, was an idea that lin-
gered in their minds, and accounted for their collective dismissal of the
patients' grievances which began to surface as early as 1894.

Much of the patients' grief about the institution stemmed from their
assumption that by coming to the lazaretto, they would be treated and
cured. Instead, once they arrived they were confronted with the sight of
others with leprosy, some of whom had symptoms far more advanced
than their own. They seldom saw the doctor. Their only caregivers were
the nurses. Intensely disappointed, they wrote to their relatives, who, in
turn, began to lobby their provincial representatives in the federal gov-
ernment.

There were problems with the food. Meat and fish were somerimes
tainted. The bread was often mouldy, and full of maggots. The sisters
lacked food storage facilities; they needed a larger barn so they could
expand the size of their dairy herd; and a large refrigeration unit to keep
meat and dairy products fresh was essential. According to Sister LaPlante,
the hospitallers always gave the best to their patients, so whatever meals
the sick ate, the food served to the nuns themselves was likely worse. The
doctor seldom visited the lazaretto wards and when he did, he did not see
the patients alone. The patients said the sisters read their mail. The hospi-
tallers denied this-and this was not a lie if letters were written in
Norwegian-but if they were written in English or French, the chances are
they were read, although perhaps not by the sisters. Father Babineau con-
tinued to have a lot of power within and outside the institution. Reading
institutional mail was an accepted practice in their order. Fears they would
transmit the disease meant the leprosy victims couldn't seal their letters
without breaching regulations, so they were forced to give them unsealed
to the head nurse.

The sisters' rules prevented them from speaking out about these
charges, or from defending themselves. Babineau and Viger blamed
'Protestants,' and 'enemies' for the agitation within the lazaretto.
Although it was Robert Young who brought some of the charges to the
government's attention, it was the relatives who turned to Young, now liv-
ing in Caraquet, for help. The sisters were grateful that Father Babineau
took it upon himself to deal with the grievances, but Amanda would have
handled it more diplomatically had she been allowed. Unfortunately, the
priest was abrasive and arrogant. Instead of trying to correct the poor
quality of the food, back in 1894 when objections were first raised, Father
Babineau made fun of the complainants. Instead of acknowledging the
problems the newcomers were having adapting to the culture, he accused
them of being ungrateful. Babineau did everything possible to prevent an
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investigation, including meeting privately with politicians, and bureau-
crats.

Unimpressed with Father Babineau's explanations, the federal govern-
ment appointed a commission to conduct an official investigation. It
found no evidence of any abuses on the part of the hospitallers, but the
commissioners made several recommendations which indicate they did
not exactly dismiss the charges. They suggested constructing a food stor-
age are1 purchasing a refrigeration unit, and building a bigger barn. They
also implemented a system so the sick could send and receive mail with-
out fear it would be read first. The deputy minisrer of agriculture noted
that the problems within the lazaretto could not be completely regulated
until the doctor had his office in the institution, and took full charge of its
direction, including supervising the dietary needs.

Father Babineau and Amanda Viger reached the end of their era with
the opening of the orphanage and the hospital. Dr. Smith was appointed
the administrator of the lazaretto and Father Babineau's place was limit-
ed to his duties as chaplain. An office was made for the doctor to the right
of the principal entrance, opposite the pharmacy. He could visit the wards
whenever he wished, and patients were free to consult privately with him.
Meanwhile, with the period of construction completed, his role in the
lazaretto diminished, Babineau was listless and irritable. Dr. Smith diag-
nosed his condition as exhaustion and ordered him to take an extended
vacation. \X/hen he left on his holiday shortly before Christmas 1900 the
community missed him very much and they were looking forward to his
return, "rested and refreshed." Viger had completed her last trimester as
mother superior in September of 1899. Marie Anne Doucet would take
the community into the twentieth century.

It is difficult to believe that the trivial episode which ultimately led to
the bishop's forced resignation, Father Babineau's discharge from his
chaplain's position in the monastery, and Amanda's transfer to
Arthabaska began when Father Babineau confronted his curate in the
monastery for hearing a sister's confession. Father Babineau was their
chaplain for over thirty years, and their confessor far longer than the gen-
erally acceptable eight-year limit in religious communities, but brought
about partly because of the shortage of priests, and partly because of his
favourable image with Bishop Rogers. Like all disputes, the catalyst of the
episode was only a manifestation of a number of deep-rooted issues trou-
bling the village pastor, mainly his loss of control over the lazaretto's
administration, followed quickly by his loss of status within the H6tel-
Dieu. Babineau, plunged into an emotional vortex, was determined to
hold onto his position in the monastery by any means, and no matter who
or what he hurt in the process. He was supported to the end by Bishop
Rogers and his long-time friend Amanda Viger.
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Hdtel-Dieu c. I 901 , at the time of 'the troubles.' Left to right, seventh row
(standing: Sisters Landry, Robichaud, Daigle, Sormany, Vautour, Mother
Doucet, Viger, Maillet, Legere; sixth row: Sisters Pagee and Losier; fifth row:
Sisters La Dauversidre, Pitre, St.-Joseph; fourth row: Sister Elizabeth, Marie
des Anges, Marthe; third row: Sisters Hedwidge, Marie, Marguerite Marie;
second row: Miss Vautour (an associate), Sisters Octavie, and Elizabeth; first
row: Sisters Hach6, Marie Anne, Michaud.
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Hearing their confessions, usually on a weekly basis, was an important
function for the chaplain. He could monitor the sisters' most intimate
thoughts and deeds, bestow forgiveness, and give advice. He could follow
and even direct developments inside their house, and keep a watchful eye
on the lazaretto. There were two other priests, known officially as,'extra-
ordinary confessors,' assigned to hear their confessions once each church
season, that is four times a year. One of the extraordinary confessors
would come if a sister had a problem she did not want to discuss with the
regular confessor, provided her mother superior granted permission. The
extraordinary confessor filled in when Father Babineau was ill, or when
he was away.

The foundation was too small, and without the necessary funds to jus-
tify a resident chaplain, so it was dependent on the parish pastor or his
curate to perform this role. Anyway, it seemed everyone loved the aging
priest. Father Babineau's last act as their benefactor was to secure two
raises for them-their first in thirty years-an increase of $200 in 1.899; a
further $200 in 1900 bringing their total yearly allocation to $1,200. A
year later, that same man who had left for a trip to the United States a with
the sisters saying how much they would miss him, and urging him to
return safely; and Mother Superior Doucet weeping over her fear of deal-
ing with government agencies without his expert help...returned to find all
had changed.

Father Babineau's prolonged absence from Tracadie placed a burden on
those assigned to fill in for him: Father Fitzgercld from Pokemouche; and
Monseigner Stanislas Doucet, the vicar general from Grande-Anse were
some distance from the monastery. Father Fitzgerald, with the bishop's
permission, solved the problem by assigning Father Babineau's curate)
Father John 

'$7heten, 
the office of hearing the sisters' confession, until

Father Babineau returned. Viger wrote an account of the events that led
up to "the troubles"-as this period of their history was called -in a
twenty-page memoir. A note on the bottom of the document, signed by
Father L. N. Dugal) sent to investigate the troubles, and put a stop to the
growing scandal, says she wrote it in Tracadie, at Dugal's request, in
August 1902.

According to her memorandum, the problems began when she was ill
for an extended period of time that coincided with Babineau's vacation.
This left Mother Superior Doucet and her assistanr Sister Sormany in com-
plete charge of the community. Viger's condition was gradually improving,
still she told Orpha that she lost more than fifty pounds, "I have no regrets
about losing the fat, but I am weak as a result." Viger remained in the
infirmary until the early spring of 1,901,. 

'$fhen 
she returned to active com-

munity life she found that Father Wheten was practically an established
member of the house. "He came too often and spent his days here."
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Doucet sometimes met him in the sacristy (the small room behind the
chapel's altar), "With the door closed and locked." Wheten often joined

the hospitallers in their community room during evening recreation, and,
occasionally when he was there, Doucet extended the recreation period.

It is not surprising that Doucet enjoyed Wheten's company nor he hers.
Life in a rural parish was lonely, particularly for the men. Nuns and priests
were vigorous, single and healthy. Why wouldn't \Theten find the compa-
ny of a community of religious women, looking fondly upon him, more
appealing than a lonely supper prepared by an elderly housekeeper, and a
long evening before a vacant hearth? No matter how much practical expe-
rience the nuns and priests had, most, certainly the women, had little
experience dealing with their sexuality or in confronting sexual attraction.
Only lWheten and Doucet know what actually went on behind the locked
door, but years of sexual repression left the embers molten, not dead.

On the other hand, most successful mother superiors needed support
from at least one male clergyman for their communities to thrive. They
provided the expertise, and they were a link with the public, and govern-
ment agencies. Even when Doucet was the mother superior, Father
Babineau and Amanda Viger still dominated the direction of the house.
Wheten was loyal to Doucet in a way that Babineau would never have
been. Now, with Babineau and Viger out of the wa5 this was Doucet's
chance to truly take the community on a different course-but all would
end once the regular chaplain was back. Wheten would not be saying
mass for the community anymore, and there would be no excuse for him
to visit. Father Babineau returned to a cool reception the following June.
Two or three younger nuns, notably Amanda (Sister Sormany); Isabelle
(Sister La DauversiEre); and Jos6phine (Sister Marie-du-Sacr6-Coeur), a
postulant; all daughters of Henri Sormany a prominent Lamdque busi-
nessman, refused to have Father Babineau as their confessor, while
Wheten continued to be a welcome guest, even though his services were
no longer needed.

What happened to this normally tranquil, generally h"ppy, and pros-
perous community can be garnered by reading the mound of letters from
a number of the participants sent over a seventeen- or eighteen-month
period which began in the summer of 1901. Rogers received at least seven
from Mother Superior Doucet, six from Viger, and several letters from
Monseigneur Thomas Barry, living in Bathurst and coadjutor of the dio-
cese of Chatham. There are also letters regarding 'the troubles' from other
priests, including: Fathers Stanislaus Doucet (Vicar General in 1901); A.
Danel, a Jesuit missionary; and L.N.Dugal, curate of the parish of St.-
Basile, (Vicar General in 1902). Several letters were sent either to Rogers
or Barry from the apostolic delegate to Canada (the representative from
Vatican City and the highest ranking Catholic prelate in the country),
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archbishop of Larisse, Diomide Falconio. There is one from Mother
Superior Brosseau, superior of the H6tel-Dieu de Saint-Joseph, Montreal,
addressed to Monseigneur Barry. Several letters, following Rogers' resrg-
nation, from the newly appointed bishop, Monseigneur Barry, to
Archbishop D. Falconio, and to Father Babineau; one from Archbishop D.
Falconio to Father  Babineau.

Clearly, on the July afternoon when Babineau found Father'Wheten
hearing a sister's confession, there was akeady considerable tension in the
house. Viger, in her office as the sister monitress (the one assigned to
advise the mother superior), tried to have Doucet cool this friendship,
while the Sormanys and others insisted on \il/heten continuing his visits.
The superior told Babineau that she granted permission for the change of
confessor but she was unable to have either of the two extraordinary con-
fessors, so she sent for lTheten, with the authorization from Monseigneur
Doucet. Babineau, notwithstanding the mother superior's explanations,
felt his authority was threatened. Moreover, Babineau asserted, \Theten
did not have the power to absolve the penitent. The distraught and jeal-

ous priest had the mother superior assemble the members of the house,
except for the novices, and, in front of the professed sisters, read a list of
his complaints against her.

Doucet felt hurniliated, embarrassed, and angry. She decided to meet
with Bishop Rogers to formerly resign but no one in the house, including
Viger, wanted that. Amanda Sormany, the assistant superior, determined
to prevent the resignation, accompanied the superior to Chatham. In the
meantime, Viger, the acting superior in Tracadie, was coping with an all-
out rebellion on the part of, "two little hot heads," namely Sisters Landry
and LaDauversidre. The pair, Viger said, were enamoured of Father
Wheten, did not keep the silence, giggled in his presence, and, after mass,
without asking permission, met Father Wheten in the parlour. "The whole
community, with the exception of four, are scandalized by such indepen-
dence," Viger wrote.2

Rogers listened to Doucet, and after the hearing, refused to accept the
mother superior's resignation. A few days later, he laid out the issues, and
concluded that Doucet had followed all the correct procedures, and,
"That Father Babineau also expressed to me his regret for having to
arraign the Rev. Mother before the whole community." However, Rogers
decreed, that all parties return to their respective duties: "...exercise char-
ity in avoiding rash judgments...adhere to the strict observance of the con-
stitution and rules of the comrnunity, sustaining authority and cultivating
peace) union and charity."

However, peace, union and charity were not restored in the Tracadie
H6tel-Dieu. If Father Babineau was sorry, he made no apology to the
superior, and, in spite of the bishop's decree, his position in the house

t 3 1
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became untenable, particularly with the Sormanys and Mdre Doucet.

Viger urged them to remember his many contributions to the development

of their foundation, and to put this incident behind them. "He has always

been the most devoted father; the most generous of benefactors.... "Viger

called her former apprentice young and inexperienced: "She has too much

self-confidence and wants to be boss.": Forgetting that when she herself

was thirty-years old, Amanda Sormany's age, and a member of the hospi-

tallers for fifteen years, as Sormany was, she was mid-way through her

first trimester as mother superior. Viger accused the third Sormany sister,

Jos6phine, (Sister Marie-du-Sacr6-Coeur), a novice, of spying and report-

ing what transpired in the novitiate to the others.
Clearly a power struggle broke out in the house. Amanda's letters con-

tain a few hints that Doucet had her own way of doing things' and was

not about to surrender the autonomy that Viger's illness, and Father

Babineau's absence had given her. The chaplain's diminished status was

her greatest concern, but Viger resented some of the other modifications

Doucet initiated. "The sisters who want to see the doctor now see him in

his office, where they have to pass publicly in front of his other patients'

instead of in the pharmacy in the presence of the pharmacist, as they did

before." Nor did she like the fact that the practice of reading to the sick

in the afternoons was also halted.+
The last time Bishop Rogers visited the community was September 12,

1901. He came to preside at the profession of Sister Hach6, but he used

the opportunity to try to dispel the tension between Doucet and Babineau.

Rogers met all the sisters in the community room where he told them to

remain submissive to their chaplain. "'When you obey him it is myself you

obey because he is my representative here."
"The bishop is senile and repeating himself," Doucet reportedly told

Viger. LaDauversidre added, "The bishop uttered nothing but stupidities."

Such remarks about both the bishop and Father Babineau continued to be

made during recreation. "A sort of war started then," Amanda wrote.

Cliques developed with each side accusing the other of not following the

rules, of disobedience, of plotting and of back-biting. "Oh! Peace. Holy

peace wanted for the happiness of all those who are dear to me," wrote

Amanda, never mentioning the controversy that was behind the strange
plea, in her letter to Orpha shortly before Christmas in 1,901.s

As some historians have documented, clerics often meddled in the

affairs of the religious communities, causing divisions among their mem-

bers, and also spreading rumours about sisters they disliked. Obviously,

several clerics and laity alike were embroiled in this particular dispute. A

letter from Sister Losier gives readers an idea of how Babineau exacerbat-

ed the situation. The chaplain sought her out when she was alone in one

of the offices, Losier said, and told her the mother superior need not be
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obeyed because, in wanting to change confessors, she was acting against
the constitutions, "...and if I felt that way too, then he would take it as an
insult." Nor was Father Babineau the only meddler. Father \Theten told
Viger that he was a better person to hear their confessions than Father
Babineau because, "He could advance them further towards perfection."e

Doucet and LaDauversidre told Father Th6berge, and Father Th6berge
asked Amanda why the hospitallers were not obeying the superior.
Wheten was transferred to Campbellton, New Brunswick and ordered by
Monseigneur Barry to have no further contact with the Tracadie hospi-
tallers. Doucet and LaDauversiire cultivated a friendship with the new
curate, Father Mehew Viger passed her letters for Bishop Rogers to Father
Babineau for posting. Doucet, and "several other sisters" wrote to
Reverend'$fheten, and Dr. Smith became the conduit through which their
letters were exchanged. ril/heten told Mother Superior Gendron of the
H6tel-Dieu Campbellton. Doucet told Mother Superior \Walsh of
Chatham, and Mother Superior Brosseau of Montreal. The Sormany sis-
ters, whom Viger noted, received more visitors than any of the other hos-
pitallers, informed their parents, their brother, Father Wilfred Sormany
and his friend, Father L.N. Dugal. "Mrs. Sormany spread it everywhere."
Amanda noted.

It might have helped to dispel some of the tension if the issue, instead
of being whispered about, had been raised as a topic for open discussion
in the chapter. \il/hile only a third of the voting hospitallers favoured
changing their confessor, by practising the rules governing the chapter
meetings, each hospitaller would have had a turn to make her position
clear. Doucet was either less than forthright in her first written communi-
cation about the troubles to Bishop Rogers, or peace was restored-at
least temporarily-following the bishop's initial decree. On the eve of the
annual retreat in August 1901, she wrote: "I hope these few days ofprayer
and solitude near the heart of Jesus will contribute more than a little
towards maintaining the union and contentment actually reigning in our
community. And, since we returned to that state of affairs thanks to Your
Eminence, allow me to express my sincere gratitude."T

Doucet still had six of the hospitallers refusing to confess to Father
Babineau, leaving her with little choice but to arrange for another confes-
sor to come to the monastery every fifteen days. Needless to say, Babineau
would not be placated. Doucet pleaded with Rogers for some sort of sup-
port: "Grave infractions of the rule go on everyday,and I no longer have
the necessary authority to be respected." In December she wrote, "The
community cannot stand to continue in this state of affairs without
descending into ruin." Finally, in April, Doucet, her previous letters to him
left unanswered, begged Rogers to appoint another confessor before the
foundation in Tracadie collaosed:
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Several sisters can no longer tolerate the situation...It is certain
they will either leave the community for other foundations or
even...into the world. For my part, I cannot be held responsible
for all that takes place here because, in the first place, I advised
the authorities, and, in the second place, it is the confessor him-
self who told the sisters they are no longer obliged to obey me.s

Amanda notified Rogers as early as November that several of the sis-
ters, including the superior, wanted to change the confessor. Doucet's dis-
like of Father Babineau bordered on hatred, Viger said, "She has vowed
to see that he no longer has any connection with them." Amanda asked
the Bishop to transfer Doucet and Sister LaDauversiBre. "I do not think a
union of hearts is possible as long as she is in the house because she has a
great influence on those who are on her side." LaDauversiere, Amanda
wrote, "is most responsible for maintaining the discord even though she
is the youngest in the house."e Sister LaDauversidre taunted Father
Babineau, and goaded the other hospitallers by saying that she was the

only one who dared to stand up to him. Shortly before Christmas 1901,
Amanda again appealed to Bishop Rogers for help: "Those not in favour
of changing the confessor... are treated like persons not worthy of
trust....It is the unanimous view of the majority in the community that it
is urgent to get rid of the superior."to

The younger priests, particularly, pushed the issue. Father Sormany
contacted Monseigneur Stanislaus Doucet, and both Fathers Sormany and
Dugal, the Vicar General of Chatham for L902, and curate of the parish

of St.-Basile de Madawaska, notified Monseigneur Barry. "The mon-
seigneur knew it would be a difficult task to remove Father Babineau from
his office. "If Pelletier, or Father Richard, or yourself would exchange
parishes with Father Babineau I am sure the trouble would be at an end.
Things might not work well with a [new] chaplain if Father Babmeau
remains in Tracadie."11

Rogers had dismissed any further attempts to deal with the dispute ever
since his canonical visit to Tracadie in September of 1.90t. The Coadjutor
Barry did not have the necessary authority to act on his own, so he took
the matter to the Apostolic Delegate, Archbishop Diomide Falconio.
Falconio implored Bishop Rogers to act: "I have received a string of com-
plaints against Father Babineau....It would seem that his office as confes-
sor of the religious community of the Hospital Sisters of St. Joseph is

untenable....Could your Lordship give us any information in this matter?
Is there any priest in the neighbourhood who could be appointed confes-
sor?" Rogers, who never replied to Barry, or to Viger, or to the mother

superior, or to any of the priests, chose to ignore the query from the offi-
cial Vatican representative in Canada. Falconio decided to appoint
Monseigneur Barcy as his emissary. "Today, by letter, I informed Mgr.
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Rogers that I, myself, would settle these difficulties of the sisters by
putting myself in communication with Your Lordship."rz

Father Babineau did not relinquish his role easily. "B[abineau] finds it
very hard to resign before the election as he says that gives'gain de cause'
to Mother Doucet," Monseigneur Barry wrote. "Indeed, he spoke of
resigning active ministry altogether and retiring." There was little choice
but to give the chaplain a letter, which he was instructed to show Babineau
only if he refused to resign on his own. It was from the Apostolic Delegate.
Falconio told Babineau, "Having aheady served as confessor for the hos-
pitallers far longer than allowed under Cannon Law, nothing would justi-
fy extending the mandate...."

Falconio appointed Father Dugal to carry out a canonical visit of the
H6tel-Dieu Tracadie, and report his findings to Bishop Barry. Amanda's
recall from Tracadie was ordered by Falconio also, but the decision to
send her to Arthabaska was the idea of Mdre Brosseau, superior of the
H6tel-Dieu in Montreal. While it was a convenient way of removing
Viger, whose influence in Tracadie would continue the fissure, Arthabaska
was also badly in need of a superior with her excellent background and
experience. Dugal found it a wonderful solution. "Sister St. Jean will ren-
der immense service to Arthabaska and it will be a very honourable door
through which to leave Tracadie."

Father A. Darvel, a Jesuit, was appointed to act as their chaplain and
he remained in the house for several months. Falconio ordered the hospi-
tallers to take part in a retreat which would be conducted by another

Jesuit, Father Filiatrault. Immediately following the rerreat they wouold
undergo the canonical visit (this being a formal investigation). Brosseau
and Falconio, while not informing the Tracadie house of their delibera-
tions, were akeady discussing the selection of Delphine Brault to replace
Doucet. In the meantime, the members of the Tracadie H6tel-Dieu were
told they were "...strictly forbidden to consult with outsiders on the sub-
ject of choosing a superior, or campaigning or crafting 'cliques' for the
upcoming election." The superior was to enforce strictly the rules of clois-
ter whether visitors were clergymen or laity. The chapter was not to pass
any resolutions until after the opening of the official visit. And, "the
young postulant," Jos6phine Sormany who was rejected by a majority of
the votes in chapter, would be permitted to remain until the 'canonical

examiner' had a chance to review her case.
Father Dugal arrived in Tracadie on the evening of August 1,2, 1,902.

He interviewed each hospitaller privately. Eighteen of the twenty-eight sis-
ters appeared to support Viger, including nine of the fifteen choir sisters
and all the novices and postulants except Jos6phine Sormany. Nine sisters
stood with Doucet. Dugal found both sides were too attached to certain
priests, but he concluded that there had been no 'improprieties.' Dugal
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was impressed with how capably they ran the lazaretto, hospital and
orphanage but his report makes it clear that he found the Tracadie foun-
dation had been flawed from its inception, and 'the troubles' were a
result of these early problems. He concluded that the hospitallers were
not well enough informed about religious life; they did not have sufficient
instruction from their chaplain, and they had never learned how to med-
itate. They had all the room necessary to make a cloister in accordance
with their rule, and enough land for an outside enclosure. However, they
were under the impression that the rules of the cloister did not apply to
them because the bishop had never officially proclaimed their founda-
tion. "From there rested their too easy facility to receive priests in their
community room, or to take walks outside of their land under the most
frivolous pretext," Dugal wrote.13

Dugal went on to say that, in order for peace to re-establish itself in
the institute, Father Babineau should cease all connection with it. The
mother superior should have no important charge for a period of time,
especially not that of mistress of novices as they, "Have a profound aver-
sion to MBre Doucet." Amanda Viger's "departure should put an end to
the schism," Dugal concluded. "Only St. Jean-de-Goto has permission to
leave the convent atTracadie....If the rules allow that a lay sister accom-
pany her, this may be done. If, however, any other sister of the enclosure
is to go with her you must apply to the Reverend Bishop Barry for per-
mission," Falconio added.

So after more than thirty-four years, Amanda departed from Tracadie
on August 1,7,1,902, right after a final benediction. "Jesus, who under-
stands, wishes to test the courage of our faith...r" wrote the chapter sec-
retary. The hospitallers were weeping so hard they could only whisper the
Te Deum, a hymn commonly sung at special celebrations. "Saying good-
bye was cruel for all of us, but it was particularly hard for the 'dear lit-
tle novices,' for whom [Amanda] was their guardian, model and leader,"
wrote one of the sisters.ra Father Babineau won permission to accompa-
ny Amanda. The pair were not allowed to stop in Chatham. Viger later
apologized for not seeing Rogers, and thanked the former bishop for all
the help he had been to their community, now, "So rudely battered by the
tempest." Delphine Brault returned to Tracadie to lead the foundation in
the aftermath of 'the troubles' but calm was not yet restored; Father
Babineau continued to harass the hospitallers throughout the fall and
winter of 1.902-1.903.

The tragedy of this episode was that Amanda after years of service in
Tracadie, after years of friendship with Doucet, and, just at the point
when she could rest and allow others to lead, was forced to leave
Tracadie and relinquish her right to remain with the house she founded,
unti l her death.
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Peace Settled Upon Her

\ 7f ost in the Arthabaska H6tel-Dieu knew something of the circum-
J'Ylstances that brought Amanda Viger to their house as was noted by
the sister who wrote Viger's obituary. "As nothing happens on earth
without the consent of God, without it being a part of Divine Providence,
and without reason we must look for the Divine will in the few difficul-
ties which surged, in 1,902, at the dear H6tel-Dieu de Tracadie: difficul-
ties that are a part of the history of that house and not our circular let-
ter." I(hatever the rest, "God wanted Sister St. Jean-de-Goto for our
foundation in Arthabaskaville and, whatever the means, He made use of
them to serve His Holy wil l."t

The coadjutor of the diocese of Nicolet, which included Arthabaska,
Monseigneur Brunault, presided at Viger's election on September 2, 1902
and he, with five of his colleagues, artended the reception which fol-
lowed. "Your thirty-four years of success in Tracadie has filled me with
confidence," he told her. Hurt and humiliated by her sudden and unex-
pected transfer, and emotionally drained from a year-and-a-half of tur-
moil, it was precisely the kind of reassurance she needed.

The beleaguered hospitallers of the H6tel-Dieu Arthabaska were ready
for a leader with a clear sense of purpose. Amanda's experience and
innate capabilities made her just the person to resolve their financial
problems and set the course for growth and development. They laid the
scope for her grand design when they decided in chapter, shortly after her
election ceremony, to "...leave her entirely and joyously at the divine call
of her Celestial Spouse." That they were $7,000 in debt did not deter
their resolve since, "They had the strength and courageous heart of the
one who is loved so much by Jesus."

Brunault's esteem helped renew her spirit. The peaceful Arthabaska
community was a welcome change. Her surroundings reminded her of
her first days in Mont Sainte-Famille. "I thought I was well placed in
Tracadie, but God wanted me elsewhere," Viger wrote to Orpha. .,I
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expected to be lonely since it cost me so much to leave my dear lepers,
the house that I began, and thirty sisters I molded in religious life...but I
am not lonesome at all. I feel stronger than I have been in the past six
years." And she certainly did not go to Arthabaska to retire: "I have been
so busy since I came that I could not find an instant to write."2

I7hile Amanda was putting Tracadie behind her, the 'tempest', in the
person of Father Babineau, who once championed their every battle, now
turned his energies and political skills towards creating further discord in
the convent and Iazaretto. Brault accused him of interfering with con-
tracts, and attempting to have another doctor replace Dr. Smith. The doc-
tor believed the priest blamed him for the loss of his position, and alleged
Babineau spied on him, and tried to have him replaced as the lazaretto
physician. Reverend Danel, a Jesuit priest who was appointed by Bishop
Barry to act as a temporary resident chaplain in Tracadie, wrote: "Mr.
Babineau is a bothersome man...who hasn't succeeded in all his
schemes....He continues to come and go freely, and I don't feel capable of
maintaining the community. ":

Bishop Barry decided that peace would not prevail until Babineau left
Tracadie. The priest was sent to St.-Leonard, New Brunswick. The for-
mer chaplain found time to visit Amanda: "February 16 was a memo-
rable date for us because on that day, Father Babineau, who, as you
know, was not only confessor, but a wise counsellor, and a faithful friend
to our dear house in Tracadie, paid us a visit," the secretary wrote. "You
can imagine the great joy it was for our mother to see him again, and
once more receive his paternal encouragement."4

Dr. Smith wrote to her in January of 1904. "Hardly a day passes since
you left here without my thinking of my friend in times of trouble," he
noted. "Tracadie has improved very much of late. Several fine stores built
in city style. Many new buildings have gone up. I took down my old one
and have just finished a new one." He brought two patients to the
lazaretto, he told her, one from Nova Scotia, and one from Saint John,
originally from Bermuda. "I told my wife I was writing you and she
charged me to give you her love. How very glad I would be if you would
only write in reply to these enquiries. Tell me-if you can-if you are
haPPY."s

Viger not only replied, she sent him her picture. "Your letter has not
found me indifferent. I have saved too many fond memories of you to for-
get....Like the song's refrain, 'once known never forgotten."' Amanda said
she could not be happier here, "where I enjoy the affection and esteem of
all the sisters." She told him of the construction she started, and added
that the town had given her $3,000 for the project. Amanda couldn't resist
chiding him on his preoccupation with temporal matters: "You told me,
my dear doctor, that you rebuilt your residence, congratulations. rWe look
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for and love material comfort as if we were going to live forever, and yet
soon we will all die." Smith claimed no religious tie, and Viger worried
he would die, not only a non-Catholic, but perhaps not even a Christian.
She did not belabour the point, but instead went on to tell her old doc-
tor that she took a bad cold in November and was in bed until Christmas.
"In spite of my attachment to Tracadie, and my constant memories, I
have not been lonesome
for a single instant."6

Perhaps, because of the
lessons she learned in 'the

troubles,' Amanda restored
the ceremonials, vespers,
and other rituals, which
had been dropped from
thei r  dai ly  custom in
Arthabaska because the
community members
maintained that they were
too few in number to per-
form them. Nor would
Amanda accept that they,
being as impoverished as
any who came to the door,
should not perform their
charitable works. They
could not expect their new
projects to be blessed by
heaven, Amanda reasoned,
unti l they restored their
services to the poor.

Amanda not only fol-
lowed in her mentor's
footsteps, in inheriting the
leadership of the house that Pag6 founded in 1885, she took over an insti-
tution that had its own particular-and nearly fatal-flaw. According to
historian and archivist of the H6tel-Dieu Arthabaska, Claire Perreault,
the Arthabaska house was initiated as the result of the work of Joseph-
Auguste Quesnel, Eulalie Quesnel's brother, following the wishes of his
late wife, Marie-M6lanie Quesnel. Quesnel, the sheriff of the district of
Arthabaska, anxious to carry out his wife's last wishes, offered the found-
ing hospitallers his home, until a monastery was ready. Under the con-
tract, he and his family could continue to live in one wing of the house
until his death. and until his children married.

Amanda Viger (Sr. Saint Jean-de-Goto) in
Athabaska after 1902.
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The five founders, including Pag6, and Quesnel, had accepted the offer
and arrived in Arthabaska on October 2, 1885. They resided, for a short
time in a house owned by Quesnel, they named "Nazareth," adjacent to
the Quesnel property. Here, they began sheltering the sick, the handi-
capped and a few boarders. The hospitallers moved into the Quesnel res-
idence a little over a year later when the "Nazareth" house became too
crowded. In 1887, Pag6 decided to build a new monastery which would
include a chapel and hospital. The structure was linked to the Quesnel
residence by a walled corridor.

Despite Quesnel's apparent generosity, however, the financial position
of the Arthabaska foundation remained precarious. Mr. Quesnel, in the
name of the community, arranged the funding through a series of com-
plicated negotiations involving members of his family, financial institu-
tions and other creditors. Sister Quesnel defended her brother, saying he
went bankrupt on behalf of the hospitallers, and that his devotion to
them could be compared to the work and sacrifices of J6rome Le Royer
de La Dauversidre. If that were the case, then, from the evidence, the
senior Mr Quesnel fell far short of Le Royer's business acumen. It seems
Mr. Quesnel gave with one hand, and took back with the other, as when
he allowed them to build on a parcel of land he leased to them for a peri-
od of fifteen years. Pag6 was unaware, until it was too late, that each of
his children held a mortgage on the land; and one, Arthur, wanted $1,000
in payment in return for releasing his part of the lien. The senior Quesnel
borrowed the money to pay his son, but required the hospitallers to give
him two post-dated notes for $500 each. The hospitallers also agreed to
pay Arthur Quesnel one sixteenth of the capital realized from the use of
the land each year.

On another occasion, Quesnel engineered a system of loans on their
behalf, up to a total of $8,000. They found, though, after using an initial
draft of $4,000, and after applying for a second, that Quesnel had with-
drawn the balance. Every transaction carried with it conditions that left
the hospitallers increasingly worse off. Finally, in 1888, Bishop Gravel of
Nicolet ordered the community to settle their accounts with Quesnel, and
cease to have any further agreements with him. According to Perreault,
Pag6 was tormented by the situation since it involved not only Eulalie

Quesnel's brother, but the father of their first novice, and newly professed
Sister Corinne Quesnel (Sister St.-Raphadl).

The sisters had few documents in writing, so at Mr. Quesnel's death in
September of 1889, the gentleman's creditors estimated that the nuns
owed $20,000 to the estate. Their property was seized by a sheriff: land,
buildings, furniture, and livestock. They managed to keep their building,
but most of the rest was auctioned. The hospitallers were reduced to liv-
ing on dry bread, and wearing habits that were little more than rags. In
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spite of the tough Quebec winters, their fuel was strictly rationed. The
hospitallers in France, as they did for Tracadie, sent funds to help their
sisters in Arthabaska. Mont Sainte-Famille, underwrote loans, and with-
out their co-sign, the Arthabaska house would have had no operating
funds.

An outstanding debt of $7,000 still remained in the fall of 1902, when
Amanda Viger arrived. The H6tel-Dieu Arthabaska, about the same size
as the H6tel-Dieu Tracadie, consisted of eight-five people, comprising
twenty-eight hospitallers, and fifty-seven elderly, sick, boarders and a few
servants. The sisters were washing and sewing for a religious community
of men. Viger's first act was to resurrect a project to build a laundry,
started by her predecessor, Mdre Marie du Sacr6-Coeur, in 

'1,901,, 
and

vetoed by Bishop Gravel. Viger thought that a laundry would allow them
to do the work more efficientlS and give them an opportunity to increase
their revenues, by expanding this service. Since they were building any-
way, Viger reasoned, why not enclose the new facility in an additional
wing, so that they would be able to accommodate more of the sick? The
rooms were vital. The laundry would generate revenue, and they would
not have to turn away anyone for lack of space. The secretary wrote:
"There are so many times during the year when the deficiencies in our
location prevent us from responding to the needs of our two large coun-
ties, and force us to refuse the elderly of both sexes, orphans, the infirm
and the sick, who come to us looking for a place to stay."7

Some of the voting sisters were not anxious to incur an additional
debt, but Viger quashed their objections. "To delay," she said, "would
show a want of confidence in God and a lack of charity to the poor who
are without shelter, and without protection." Amanda benefitted from
the support of an ally that the previous mother superior had not had.
Bishop Elphdge Gravel had refused to approve the earlier plan because of
its promise of more debt, but Amanda's broader proposal intrigued him.
Besides, Viger had excellent credentials from her years in Tracadie. Once
he learned she had convinced the municipal council of the value of her
idea, and won from the town fathers a grant of $3,000, he allowed her
to go ahead with the construction. A small donation from Prime Minister
Sir Vilfrid Laurier, who was in Arthabaska after visiting London and
Rome, sent their hopes soaring, since the gesture seemed promising for
future government support. Brunault, who was appointed bishop after
Gravel's death in January of 1,904, gave Amanda all his assistance saying
that the H6tel-Dieu de Arthabaska's time of testing was past. "Qui bhti,
phti," he wrote (a French proverb meaning "one who builds, suffers").
Sister Perron, the secretary for the chapter, noted, "We will shoulder the
suffering. It is our capital to be drawn on by the unfortunate."s

The initial contract was awarded in Ausust of 1903 for the sum of
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$10,940 payable, as each phase of the work was completed, in incre-
ments of $500. Viger, sustained by an "invincible courage and strength,"
was determined to see the work completed, and as in Tracadie, manage
it all without incurring additional debt. However, her dedication and
drive was aheady a subject of concern among the sisters. Perron wrote,
" We shudder over the health of our mother who does not want to take
care of herself, and invariably answers our supplications by saying that it
is no worse for her than for us."e

A few weeks later Viger reported that Bishop Gravel had allowed them
to negotiate a loan of $20,000, enabling them to pay off the present
mortgage, and consolidate the remainder of the debt. Amanda, who
needed the Montreal H6tel-Dieu to guarantee the promissory notes she
had given, was assured by her financial advisors that she would succeed.
The new wing would "double our revenuesr" she wrote. There was no
chance the community would find itself in the precarious financial state
that had characterized its earlier history.

The wing consisted of five floors: The first in stone, the rest in brick.
"The workers have placed the beams," she wrote. "The exterior is fin-
ished except for installing the window frames in the galleries." She sent
one of the lay sisters to do some active fund-raising in the United States.
"The dear child has been there since October, but it is not going as well
as I would have wished," Viger wrote. "I don't know how I am made but
I could not refuse the poor. I would prefer to sleep outside rather than
reject a child of Christ, but we have to have money to house them, and
we don't have any." Amanda appealed for some financial help in this let-
ter to Orpha. "'We started with nothing. I borrowed $20,000." She asked
Orpha to collect a few dollars from among her friends and acquain-
tances. "'We are praying to Saint Joseph, and we are breaking the ear
drums off the Infant of Prague....I'm joking, but we are in extreme
need. " to

The construction was only one of several concerns Viger faced in
1,904. A prolonged drought, which lowered water reservoirs throughout
the district, caused critical shortages that winter. These were compound-
ed by cold so intense the earth froze to a depth of six feet, and nearly all
the water pipes broke. Viger wrote, "'We have to cart our water from the
river in barrels Monday to Saturday." Sometimes, she said, it was neces-
sary to hire men and horses to help with the work. In spite of that, "'We
had to ration the water to the point where we were suffering." There
were five cases of typhoid fever among the sick, and a number of seri-
ously ill among the elderly. Three hospitallers were ailing, two with
tuberculosis. The grant from the city, $2,772 instead of the expected
$3,000 that had been pledged, did not quite cover the cost to equip their
new laundry. However, Viger's fundraising efforts had garnered some
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success. The lay sister returned from the United States. She had managed
to raise, to the great joy of the entire community, $1,700. That summer
the women in the surrounding parish organized a village fair which last-
ed eight days and brought in a further $1,,275.

But this bit of good news was offset by two accidents: a gasoline reser-
voir exploded on August 3, 1904, setting the new building on fire.
Fortunately except for $200 needed to repair the washing machines,
insurance covered most of their losses. The second mishap was more seri-
ous. One of the furnaces exploded when a workman forgot to open the
damper. Several pieces of iron were driven into the walls, and the debris
broke through the ceiling of the furnace room, stopping at the floor of
the sanctuary where mass was in progress. "The altar was lifted by the
jolt, the tables were displaced, the chandeliers fell....It caused a general
panic." Bishop Brunault compared the trials the Arthabaska community
were enduring to those suffered by the Montreal founders, and pointed
out that I'H6tel-Dieu de Montr6al had become one of the most flourish-
ing. One can only wonder what further misfortune Amanda expected
when she wrote, "Do not be surprised to see our small H6tel-Dieu
Arthabaska tested by repeated accidents, by crosses of all sorts; from
there rests the portent of a prosperous future."11

Amanda Viger would not be a part of that future. She learned in mid-
December, 1905 that she had a cancerous tumour on her left side, and she
was taken to Montreal for surgery. Madame Lanctot said that Dr.
Hingston, who would have been seventy-four years old, remembering
Viger from her earliest years as a religious, supervised her care. But, he
would not operate on her himself. He said that for him, it would be like
operating on his own daughter. Amanda returned to Arthabaska, sup-
posedly cured, after only six weeks.

The members of the Arthabaska house were so encouraged by her
apparent recovery that Sisters Dagenais, the assistant superior and bur-
sar, and Hurtubise, the mistress of novices, informed the H6tel-Dieu in
Montreal that they had decided to nominate Sister St. Jean as their supe-
rior for a second three-year term. Viger wrote, following the election cer-
emony, "Bless me and bless the dear little family that I am devoted to,
bless as well the arduous work confided to my hands." This was the sev-
enth time that Amanda held the office of superior. But her letter belies
that in spite of the optimistic tone of those around her, Viger herself was
frightened. "It is no small burden...as you know from your experience
reverend mother. Have pity on us, and through your fervour make up for
the chil l in my heart."tz

Amanda felt compelled to complete what she started. Sister Perron,
the order's secretary, wrote, "Her courage is only equalled by her great
heart; remaining on her feet in spite of the overwhelming strain, her one
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Dr. William Hingston, Viger's med-
ical instructor. He refused to oper-
ate on Viger In l9O4 because he
said it would be like operating on
his own daughter.
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thought is to encourage us."
Somehow, Amanda found the
resources to begin sheltering ten
orphans over objections from a few
of the chapter sisters who believed
they should concentrate their efforts
on caring for the sick. Moreover,
these positive developments were off-
set a few weeks later when the group
of brothers and their small college
were transferred to Victoriaville, and
therefore withdrew their sewing and
laundry. Bishop Brunault ordered all
priests in the diocese to purchase
their candles and communion wafers
from either the hospitallers, or from
the Sisters of the Precious Blood,
who were equally in need.

Although ailing, Amanda was sel-
dom in bed before midnight. She told
Orpha, "The young people of today
would have a hard time to do as
well." She was preoccupied over the

debt: "May we have a mild winter. Coal and wood are so expensive."
Once again she appealed to her sister for help: "Don't forget we have to
be in great need before I would beg...we are in an extreme condition....It
is a great worry for a Mother Superior."

The cancer recurred. Amanda made arrangements to return to
Montreal. "They tell me I have to do my best to cure myself, or, at least,
prolong my life. It makes no difference to me whether I live or die. One's
health is up to the will of God." 

'$fhat 
mattered more to Viger was the

community of Arthabaska "...which I love more than myself...to leave it
in this financial state is a sacrifice above all sacrifices." Once it was evi-
dent to the doctors that there was nothing further they could do for her,
Viger insisted on rejoining her Arthabaska community. But the news that
she would be back among them was not well received there. They wor-
ried that Amanda would not rest properly:

The superior's room neighbours the community room, the
choir, the telephone, and the cloister entrance where the bell
rings continually, and further, her great desire to follow her
work, and seeing herself incapable of responding, will be a
more intense suffering than any other. Her devotion has never
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before known an obstacle because the Lord always relented
before the great spirit of her faith, and her unlimited confi-
dence. Her strong desire to return to her dear Arthabaska has
affected us profoundly, thinking perhaps, that she has not seen
it through.t3

The mother superior of Mont Sainte-Famille tried, unsuccessfully, to
convince Amanda to stay in their larger and better equipped infirmary.
Amanda wrote: "I am filled with a gratitude so deep I will carry it with
me as long as life itself, but my greatest wish was to go back to
Arthabaska. I was contending with a mother's heart, and, Oh! I know
one thing, the heart of a mother cannot misjudge her own child."
Reluctantly the superior allowed her departure and Amanda was back in
Arthabaska by March 14, 1906 suffering from a severe cold and weak
from the journey.

The Arthabaska community was moved by Viger's desire to remain
with them, though they lamented that they lacked many things that
would make, "The life of a sick person more comfortable." According to
her obituary, Viger suffered severely, both physically and emotionally,
over the next few weeks. "The weight of our debts, especially that por-
tion she felt she was responsible for, pressed on her heart." The hospi-
tallers reminded her to have confidence in Divine Providence. "The
smallest expression of encouragement from the least among us did her
good...." It pleased her when the individual members came to her room
and sought her counsel. "Her simplicity drew us to her, perhaps, so much
so, that we forgot the usual formality shown to a mother."tc Father
Babineau, to her great joy, was permitted into the cloister for a final
good-bye. Sister Dagenais, the assistant superior, informed Orpha of
Viger's condition. 

'Were 
it up to them, she said, they would allow the fam-

ily to come to the cloister to visit her, but Amanda did not wish them to
see her in that condition.

If Viger had appreciated just how supportive Bishop Brunault was of
her work, she might not have suffered so much over the debt. He was
more interested in the Arthabaska community than Bishop Rogers had
ever shown for her Tracadie House. Brunault sent the assistant, Sister
Dagenais, a cheque for $400 that April to cover the interest on their loan
which was due in May. "l am happy to do it," he wrote. "So that my dear
daughters of the H6tel-Dieu Arthabaska wil l f ind...another excuse not to
lose courage in the midst of their troubles...the clergy and the faithful
understand that you are in extreme need, and that I absolutely support
the l ife and the prosperity of your house." Brunault visited Viger on April
23,1906. Seeing how sick she was, he absolved her of all her duties.

Peace settled upon Amanda. The nursing sisters regularly gave her
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medication to help her sleep, and, it appears, she began to drift in and out
of consciousness. She told one of her care-givers that she felt she was
dwelling more in heaven now than on the earth. Amanda awoke on the
morning of May 1 to a vision of Mary holding out her arms towards her.
She had always held a special reverence for the "Virgin Mother," she
said, and she would like to die in May, the month dedicated to her. And
so it was: Marie Louise Amanda Viger, Sister Saint Jean-de-Goto, passed
away with the name of Jesus on her lips, in the early hours of Tuesday,
May 8, 1906. The entire Arthabaska community of hospitallers were on
their knees around her bed.

"Just as she never refused our Lord,
He displayed His fondness for His dear
bride by granting her, at the end of her
life, all the spiritual favours and bless-
ings it was possible for her to have,"
Dagenais wrote to Orpha. "She ren-
dered her beautiful soul to God calmly
and contentedly." Bishop Brunault per-
mitted the hospitallers to open their
choir for visiting religious, and four
members of the Congrdgation de
Notre-Dame and two from
I'Assomption de la Sainte-Vierge joined
them. "The requiem mass was sung by
a choir from the town, and served by a
deacon and sub-deacon [student
priests], something that rarely happens
for us," Dagenais wrote. Many distin-
guished visitors attended. "She had the
esteem and admiration of everyone
who knew her from the very youngest
of the poor orphans. Rain fell abun-
dantly on the day of her funeral, but the

religious noticed that during the singing of the "Libera," a dazzling sun
radiated over the choir, and only disappe arcd after the last verse. " C'6tait

frappant....k was as if our mother who knew how to emanate joy around
her so well during her life... wanted to lighten our hearts one more time,
with a sunbeam of hope and peace."ri Amanda, who was the third supe-
rior to head the foundation, was the first to wish to be buried in
Arthabaska.

To honour Amanda, the Hdtel-Dieu Tracadie held a thirty-hour prayer
service culminating in a solemn High Mass on the morning of May 17,
1906. She was, according to their Chronicles, "The soul of our commu-

Amanda Viger's tomb in the
vault of the H0tel-Dieu,
Arthabaska.
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nity and of our works." Bishop Barry, who was in Rome at the time of
her death, came to the Tracadie house upon his return in July to deliver
his condolences personally. The next morning, July 5, 1906, he sang a
solemn High Mass on her behalf. Fathers Babineau, L. O'Leary, J.E.
d'Amour, F.C. Ryan and Eudists Fathers LeRoy and Guillemin crowded
around the tiny altar, to assist him.

An early 1970s photo of hospitallers in the lazaretto cemetery opened in
1 898.

Amanda might not have taught her Acadian novices to meditate, but
she did teach the Acadian hospitallers many orher valuable skills. The
youngest Sormany daughter, Jos6phine, was professed, but died of tuber-
culosis in 1904. Amanda Sormany was the chief pharmacist for twenty-
seven years, and a very severe mistress of novices, a post she held for
twelve years. She was elected the mother superior of the H6tel-Dieu
Tracadie several times, holding that office for a total of eighteen years.
Marie Anne Doucet and Isabelle Sormany were credited with the found-
ing of Acaddmie Sainte-Famille, a private boarding and day school which
opened near the hospital in 191,2. They drew up the plans themselves,
based on their visits to boarding schools in Quebec. Doucet was the
Bursar during the construction of Acadimie Sainte-Famille, and, to save
money, she did most of the interior painting, working day and night. In
addition to offering an academic elementary and high school program,
they taught domestic science, and a bilingual commercial course.
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ln 1,922, the 'hot headed' Isabelle Sormany inaugurated a program of
professional development, encouraging the hospitallers in Tracadie to
obtain their nursing and medical diplomas in pharmacy. The hospital
received its accreditation from the American College of Surgeons in
1,930, and opened a nursing school the same year. Isabelle Sormany went
on to become the founding superior of the Sanatorium Notre-Dame-de-
Lourdes in Bathurst, a tuberculosis hospital that opened Ln1932. She was
also instrumental in founding the H)tel-Dieu Saint-loseph, a generalhos-
pital in Bathurst which opened in 1,942. \fhen all of the foundations
underwent a structural and administrative change in 1946, Isabelle
Sormany became the first superior general of the religious hospitallers of
New Brunswick. The new administration united all the provincial foun-
dations under one governing body, and, in their new constitution, the
cloister was abolished.

Viger would have been most delighted to know that two lazaretto
nursing sisters, hospitallers Eva Albert and Imelda Cyr founded a lazaret-
to in San Pablo, Peru in 1948. Later, Tracadie hospitallers would open
schools, hospitals, and lazaretto in Lima, the Andes, and Iquitos, all in
Latin America.

Today Viger rests, with all the deceased sisters of the H6tel-Dieu
Arthabaska, in the burial vault under the present monastery complex.
But the story of Amanda Viger does not end with the death of Sister St.

Jean-de-Goto. For her story is the story of the congregation itself and of
the women who toiled under its mantle.
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Glossary

Bishop: The highest order of minister in the Catholic Church. Unlike
other priests, bishops have the power to confer Holy Orders and admin-
ister confirmation.

Choir: The part of the church containing the seats of the clergy.
Cloister: An enclosed space, generally found as part of a monastery or

religious building.
Convent: Used to describe either the building in which a body of reli-

gious live or the religious community itself. Traditionally, the word
described a religious community of either sex but its contemporary mean-
ing refers to a religious community of nuns.

Curate: A clergyman who has the charge of the parishl commonly now
used to describe an assistant clergyman.

Diocese: An area under the administrative control of a bishop. A dio-
cese is then generally divided into parishes.

Monastery: The house of a religious community. Traditionally used to
describe a house of either sex but its contemporary meaning generally
refers to the religious house of monks.

Mother superior: The leader or head or a female religious community.
Motherhouse: The founding house of a religious order.
Novena: A nine-day period of public or private devotion performed in

the hope of receiving a special grace.
Novice: A probationary member of a religious community.
Postulant: One who is undergoing a preliminary stage of testing as a

candidate for a religious order.
Prelate: A high-ranking church official.
Profession: The taking of the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedrence.
Sacristy: A room of a chapel or church, generally behind the altar, rn

which the sacred vessels are kept.
Vicar general: An official desinated by the bishop to represent him in

his iurisdiction.




